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1. (C) PREFACE

A. ABSTRACT

From 15 October 1963 to 15 February 1964, the Army Concept Team in
Vietnam (ACTIV) conducted an evaluation of the airmobile company (light)
TOE 1-77E (draft) during counterinsurgency operations in the Republic
of Vietnam.

Data ipon which the evaluation is based were produced by three air-
mobile companies: the 114th, the llfth, and the 119th, each having as-
signed 25 UH-IB helicopters. Aircraft of these compa-ies flew a total
of 37,294 sorties, 16,696.7 hours, and carried 44,602 troops and passen-
gers and 533.1 tons of cargo between 17 October 1963 and 6 February 1964.
The companies performed 43 combat assaults and 23 eagle flights, carry-
ing 13,522 troops into 130 assault landing zones. Since each of tno air-
mobile companies was located in a different geographical area of Vactnan,
data were obtained during mountain, jungle, and delta operations. i4o
mission was conducted solely or primarily for the purpose of providing
evaluation data.

The evaluation revealed a requirement for a rocket which poesesses
a greater casualty producing effect than the 2.75-inch rocket now in
use, and which has a greater variety of warheads and fuzes. It also re-
flected a requirement for an armed and armored helicopter.

The evaluation indicates that the airmobile concept is appropriate
for counterinsurgency warfare in Vietnam.

B. OBJECTIVES

1. Objective 1 - Tactics. Techniques, and Procedures

Determine tactics (including formations), techniques, and proce-
dures suitable for use by an airmobile company (TOE 1-77E).

'2. Objective 2 - Troop and Cargo Movement Capabilit.

Determine the capability of the company to move troops and cargo.

3. Objective 3 - Command and Control Within the Airmobile Force

Identify procedures that facilitate effective control of, and
conrdination between, the airmobile company and other elements of an
airmobile force.

vii
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4. Objective 4- Helicopter Armament Requiremenb anc DWstribution

Deter.nine the best distribution of armament fPr self-escorted
missions; assess the requirement for escort aircraft armed with both
machineguns and rockets; determine the need for armament for troop-
carrying aircraft.

5 Objective 5 - Adequacy of Company TOE for Non-Divieional Fnplo2Ment

i:Valuat; hah unit table of organization and equipment when the
.umpany operates as a separate (non-divizional) element.

6. Objective 3 - Displacement and Extended Field Operations

Measure the capabiJlity of the unit to displace rapidly and to
operate for prolonged periods in areas where no fixed facilities exist.

7. Objective 7 -Lo~ietics

Determmine the effectiveness of current logistical support concepts
and procedures.

C. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

The airmobile companies adequately supported combat operations in the
counterinsurgency sit,'qtion In Vietnam.

The tactics, techniques, and procedures used by the airmobile companies
were suitable for use in counterinsurgency operations in Vietnam.

Each airmobile company had the capability of lifting the assigned

strength for operations of one ARVN rifle company in a single lift.

There is a requirement for a heliborne command post.

There is a requirement for an armed helicopter which moitnts both
machineguns and rocketo either of which can be fired selectively.

There is a requirement for a rocket which has a gryater casualty
producing effect than the 2o75-inch rocket currently in use. It, should
have a variety of warheads knd fuzes.

There is also a requirezte-Wý for armed and armured helicopters which
have a sufficient payload, r.nge, and speed capability for a mininum air--
crew and r-quulred armament and armor protection against caliber .50
projectiles,

ix
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Tranoport hclicoptcrs rcquiro some ineans of self-protection. Door

gunners used by the airmobile companies appear to satiefy this require-
ment,

The use of door gunners should be the subject of further evaluation
to determine under what circumstances they are required.

TOE 1-77E must be augmented in order to provide necessary support
when operating as a separate element.

No conclusions were drtermined for objective 6 because the airmobile
companies were not requi ad to move or operate for extended periods away
from their fixed bases.

The logistical support concepts end procedures uved during the eval-
uation were adequate for the requirements of the airmobile companies.
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Mi. (C) INTRODUCTION

A, BACKGROUND

In March 1963, information was rece:.red that an airmobile company
was to be operationally deploved to the Republic of Vietam (PW..) ^ A
plan to evaluate the effectiveness of this unit in support of counter-
insurgency operations was developed in July 1963 and forwarded to CfNCPAC
for approval.

At the time the e-.aL'tion plan was written, only one airmobile com-
pany, the 114th, was'programed for deployment to Vietnam. Subsequent
decisions converted other companies, within Vietnam, to the airmobile
comparn TOE. Because these units operated in different types of terrain,
ACTIV decidcd to evaluate the operations of twn additional airmobile
companies to permit coverage of similar units operating under different
geographical conditions4

The •14th arrived in Vietnam in May 1963o it was preavicv.Zly equipped
with UH-1B helicopters. The unit was stationed at Viih Long and operated
thrcug;hcut the Mekong Delta region of the IV ARVN Corps,

The 118th arrived in Vietnam in September 1962. At that time it was
the-33rd Transportation Helicopter Company. In October 1963, the unit
converted from CH-21C to UH-IB helicopters. The unit was stationed at
Bien Hoa and operated in the plateau, delta, and mountains of the IT
ARVN Corps,

The 119th arrived in Vietnam in September 1962. At that time it was
the 81st TransportaLion Helicopter Company. In July 1963, the unit
converted from CH-21C to UH-1B helicopters. The 19th was stationed at
Pleiku and operated in the highland, coastal, and mountain regions of
the ARVN II Corps,

Each ofithe airmobile comrpnies was organized into one armed platoon
cor•.isting of eight UH-IB heliuo~ters with =nstalled weapons systems, and
two transport platoons with eight UH-3B helicopters each.

While three airmobile companies were selected for the evaluation; other
airmobile and aviation companies were located throughout Vietnam performing
essentially the same type missions. The Marine helicopter squadron at Da
Nang received armed helicopter support from the 52d Aviation Battalion and
the Utility Tactical Transport, ielicopter Company (UTTHCO). The aviation
companies having CH-21 helicopters received armed helicopter support from
adjacent airmobile companies and the UTTHCC

CONFIDENTIAL
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B. YETHODOLOGY I
An evaluator was placed with each of the three airmobile companies i

throughout the evaluation period. Operational activities were observed 3

and data were collected on all operational aspects of the company. The
evaluators had aucess to records and reports pertaining to the units at I
all echelons of command.

The evaluators were rotated between companies in order to observe i
similar operations in each type of terrain. All of the evaluators were
both fixed- and rotary-we * rated, and all but one (a captain) were
in the grade of major. I

Corps, division, and special zone senior advisors, within whose areas
of responsibility the ievaluated companies operated, were queried as to I
their opinion of the effectiveness of the support provided by the airmobile
companies. Their comments are contained in annex A.

C. LIMITATIONS

letter, YACJ311, Hq COI4TMACV. 21 October 1963, subject: Evaluation
of Airmobile Company in Counterinsurgency Operations (U), specifically
prohibited the airmobile company from engaging in activities for the
primary or sole purpose of producing evaluation data.

The following rules of engagement were applicable during the evaluation:

1) All helicopters would carry US markings.

2) Helicopter gunners were authorized to use their weapons
only to suppress insurgent fire encountered enroute, in
the landing zone, or if the helicopter or crew were
threatened by an identified insurgent.

3) Each armed helicopter would carry an an ARVN observer,

2
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X. (C) DISCUSSION

A. OBJECTIVE I -- TACTICS, TECHNIQUES, AND PROCEDURES

The missions performed by the airmobile companies included combat
assault, troop and passenger lift, resupply, medical evacuation, command
liaison, and reconnaissance.

While combat assault missions were fewer in namber than the others,
the discussion unler this objective has been 14mited to combat assault
missions because they provide `-9 best basis for a consideration of tac-
tics, techniques, and procedu. . used in airmobile operations. Other
missions were -:sually performed by only one or two helicopters and did
not encow-ass all aspects o. an airmobile operation.

During the evaluation, the criterion used to assess the success or
failure of an airno1-ilc assault was based entirely on the capability of
the airmobile comp.ny to deliver troops and supplies to the selected
landing zones, at planned. No attempt was made to evaluate the tactics
or plans of the ground commander or to determine the success of the
ground operation after the airmobile assault was completed.

The senior advisors of the II, III, and IV Corps and of the divisions
and special zones of the three corps expressed the opinion that the air-
mcbile companies were successful in accomplishing their purpose (annex A).

A frequently used variation of a combat assault has been termed an
ea.;"l flight and is defined by Headquarters MACV in "Lessons Learned
Nixib,.r 32: Eagle Flight Operations" (U), dated 19 October 1963. as:

A tactical concept involving the employment of a small,

celf-contained, highly trained heliborne force. Tactical planning
emphasizes the use of this force to locate and engage the enemy
or to pursue and attack an enemy fleeing a larger friendly force.

As an airmobile force, 'Eagle" is also prepared to engage an enemy
force located or fixed by other friendly forces. The inherent
flexibility of the eagle flight as a force ready for immediate
ccamitment, either alone or in conjunction with other forces. is
its most significant feature.

Eagle flights were flown by two of the observed companies, the 114th
and 119th. Extracts from the 118th Airmobile Company SOP on the conduct
of eagle flights are presented in annex C. Although the units used
slightly different techniques of employment, the eagle SOP is generally
applicable to all airmobile companies.

3
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I

For a description of a single-ship mission and a combat assault. mission
which included rn o,6.4e flight, see annex B. i

The adequacy of organic armed hliizopters is discussed in objective 4.

1. Factors Affecting Tactics, Tecliniques, and Procedures I
a. Weather

I
Annex D contains a detailed analysis of the a-e ul operations.

The evaluation began in t! final stages of the wet season, which is
characterized by a perioel of fair weather over most of the operational I
areas. Out of a total of 43 combat assaults and 23 eagle flights conducted
by the 3 airmobile companies during the period of evaluation (table 1),
there were 11 weather delays, each averaging 1 hour in duration. In no I
instance were these flights required to fly at contour because of low
^o n •"= ..... ion -- "-'=a -achede •uperadLon was diverted because of
weather. I

T.ALE 1 1
COMBAT ASSAULTS (CA) AND FAGLE FLIGHTS (E)

Unit 15 to 31j Nov DpcI Jar. 1 to 15 TotalU t Feb

CA E CA E CA E r'.J' CA -' ZI -. . ,I
114th 6 3 6 1 3 3 5 5 3 5 2 17

118th 6 2 ) 1 0 1o 6

119th E1 L 0 0-4 0-0 3t0i
.o•1,0t ..1 1' 23 1

The dry season in the Mekong Delta and plateau regions permits
greater flexibility in selection of landing zone- than is possible during
the wet season.

Morning ground fog in the mountains sometimes obscured the
valleys, causing airmobile operations to be delayed or to be planned for

4
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the late morning hours. Late afternoon low clouds also hampored operations
in peaks, saddles, and high plateaus.

b. Terrain

The flat and generally open terrain of the delta provides numer-
ous large areas for selection as landing zones. The mangrove swamps border-
ing the delta offer only limited landing zoncso

In the mountain and forest regions, landing zones are usually
small and separated from ep"h other by considerable distances. This necessi-
tates special consideratio. of available landing areas when airmobile opera-
tions are planned.

Terrain has a pronounced effect on contour flying. In the delta
it is difficult to achieve surprise or avoid detection by flying at contour
level because of the sparseness of vegetativec over. In the mou,_ntains, in
addition to the inierent hazards of low-level mountain flying, the enemy
can occupy high ground overlooking the flight path.

c. Enemy Capabilities

The single most important factor in the development of tactics,
techniques, and procedures for airmobile units in the Republic of Vietnam
has been the lack of significant enemy air defense c&.ability, either ground
or air. The ground-based threat has been essentially from small arms and
automatic weapons fire. On rare occasions reports were received that cali-
ber .50 or 12.7Tm machinegun fire was encountered. As a result, tactics,
techniques, ana procedures have been developed for use against an enemy
equipped with small caliber weapons. It is essential that this fact be
kept in mind when studying the Lactics used by the airmobile units.

Viet Cong antiaircraft doctrine, as outlined in captured docu-
ments, is based on the use of small arms fire. Viet Cong troops have been
instructed as to the effective range and altitude for engaging helicopters,
the valnerable points on both fixed- and roTary-wing aircraft, and tc-h-
niques for applying lead.

During the evaluation period, wren possible, flights were made
at altitudes of 1500 feet or higher to reduce the chance of being hit by
ground fire. Should the Viet Cong employ air defense weapons capable of
effectively engaging aircraft at altitudes above 1500 feet, the current
procedures may require modification. It may then become necessary for
airmobile operations to be conducted at contour, accepting the meaall arms
fire hazard as the lesser of the two risks.

Company records shao that 61 helicopters received a total of
100 hits from ground fire from 1 October 1963 through 31 January 1964
(table 2). There were no aircraft destroyed by this fire.

5
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T1ABLE 2i

AIRCRAFT HIT EGBPRIFAVICE

Unit Oct Nov Dec Jan Total

iiit HisHiitssa Ht|I - - -

_14th 7 23 5 15 7 12 1 1 20 51

118th 4 8 7 7110 12 7 7 28 34

19th 6 7 2 2 3 I3 2 3 13 15-

Pit = Number of helico:t ers hit i Total I 61-o00)

Hits = Total omtber of rounds that hit the helicopters

As brought out in the previous armed helicopter evaluation
report from this headquarters, the Vict Cong often place stakes in likely
landing zones, paxticalarly in t•he mountdin and mangrove areas where there
are a limited number of suitable landing zones. On occasion, they wire
together or mine the -,take, and cover the areas by fire. During the evalu-
ation period, fire was received in 48 out of a total of 130 airmobile
assault and eagle flight landing zonec. The type and degree of resistance
varied. In some instances, only I or 2 Viet Cong were observed, while in
others up to 60 were seen,

2. Planning the Ai nobile Assault !

Planning for airmcbile assaults was initiated when the aviation
battalion received a mission request from the corps tactical operations
center (TOC). Each Lviation battalion orgarized an Army aviation element
which habitually operated as a part of the supported corns TOCo, Missions
were assigned to aviation companies by the aviation battalion commander.

a. Response Time

Companies usually received daily mission requiremeints by 1800
hours the previous evening. Oat of 66 combat assaults and eagle flights
conductsd, there were 11 occasions when the units were given over 24 hours
prior notice, and 4 instances in which the warning period was less than 1
hour. Thest, figures do not include the instances when units were alerted

6
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for quick reaction missions whi"h were subsequently cance' n..- do they
include the number of times a last minute change in the grou:.d tactical
plan necessitated a complete revision of the air movement plan, Ideally,
units accomplished all the preplanning steps outlined below. If, however,
the time element was critical, some cf the steps were eliminated or abbre-
viated.

b. Preplanning

The 118th Airmobile Company provided a full-time liaison officer
to the division it normally -apported. Liaison for the other companies was
provided by the parent battalions.

Upon receiving the order for an airmobile operation, an aerial
reconnaissance was conducted by the airatobile company commanding officer
or his designated miss.ion commander, a representative of the battalion,
and a representative from the supported unit. During the reconnaissance,
approacb and departure routes were selected, condition and size of the
landing zone were noted, and flight formations, checkpoints, and altitudes
to be flown were determined. Air traffic over the intended landing zone
was closely controlled in order to achieve the element of surprise.

c. Briefing

A briefing was cnaducted by the mission commander for all pilots
and crew chiefs, and for representatives of the supported unit, the aviation
battalion, the Air Force, the medical detachment, and the maintenance and
recovery unit. See figure 1 for a typical flight operations briefing form.

d. Logistics

Planning for ainmobile operations also included consideration
of requirements for maintenance, POL, ammunition, rations, medical and other
logistical support. Insofar as possible, existing facilities were used ab
staging areas.

3. Executing the Airmobile Assault

Preparation for departure from the unit base field included final
briefing of crews, starting engines, and opening communication nets. Fo).-
lowing the communications check, the flights departed for the staging area.

a. Staging Area

The staging area or loading zone is an airfield or landing site
where troops are loaded aboard aircraft for air movement into a landing
zone. Its location is jointly agreed upon by the ground and flight command-
ers.

7
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FLIGhT OPIRATIONS BRIEFNG

i. SITUATION

a. Enemy

b. Friendly

c. Organization (flts, etc) I

d. Weather P
2. FISSION_

3. EXECUTION
a. Concept of operation i
b. Flight plan

Route Formation I
Altitude Air speed J

c. Movement control

(1) Start engines _

(2) Como check - _1

(3) Take off time

(4) Loading zone___

(5) Station time _

(6) Take off t ___

"Air control

(1) IP
(2) ACP ,

(3) Release point .....

FIGURE 1

Flight operations briefing form
8



e. Latiding plan

(1) Zone

(2) Schedule

(3) Control -_I

T. Coordirating instructions_ _ _ _ _

(1) .ir cover

(2) Reporting enroute check points

g. Emergency procedures

(1) Downed aircraft

(2) SAR aircraft

1 4. AII1sTAKIT ON AND LOGISITCS

a. POL (amount at each Lfueling)

b. Special equipment

c. Aircraft loads (number of troops., amount

of cargo )

5. COWIQAND AND SIGNAL

a. S.Lgnal.

(II Fr•quencies Primavy Alternate Call Signs

Code authentication

a. Weapons load

b. Weapons secure .....

€. Change frequencies

FIGURE 1 (Coat)
9
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(3) Radio failure

(4) Air support

(a) Frequency |

(b) Call signs

b. 'Command

(1) Mission co.mr Jer I
(2) Ground commander _

(3) Cont'ol

(4) Chain of coý.ad i

FIGURE 1 (Cont) I

When the staging area was not located at the base fiele, heli-
copters normally used the same formation enroute to the staging area and
to the landing zone. The moat direct route was usually use(.. Altitudes I
flown varied from 1500 to 2500 feet above the terrain.

Figure 2 illustrates a typical layout of a staging and parking i
area. Within the staging area were located all elements essential for
command, control, coordination, and support of the -irmobile operation.
Depending upon the s4 ze of the operation, either the aviation battalion I
or the company established and control-led the staging area. A checklist
of duties and responsibilities of xey aviation personnel in a staging
area appears as figure 3. I

(1) Marking I
The three airmobile companies tried various methods of

marking individual helicopters and loads. Some chalked numbers on the
ships while others placed numbered stakes next to the desired touchdown I
point in the staging area. Both methods had serious shortcomings. Chalk
numbers were lost or obliterated, and last minute aircraft substitutions
necessitated changes in the aircraft lineup. Numbered stakes, particularly
on dirt fields, were blown over or hidden by dust. The most workdble
method was to verbally inform each group of troops which ship in the line
of helicopters they would occupy.

'C I
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1. Radio control and Cp
2. Aid station [Ii]
3. FOL tankers
4. Vchicle park
5. F/W park
6. Med evac helicopters
7. Recovery helicopter
8. Comand and control A/C
9. Am=o storage

10. Armed helicopters
IT. Transport helicopters Direction
12. Troop staging area of takeoff

FIGURE 2

Staging and parking area
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STAGING AREA CHECKLIST OF DUTIES I
1. Mission: To establish, operate, and close forward staging

areas for heliborne assaults, and maintain coordination and communication I
between aviation units, ground mnits, and higher headquarters.

2. Concept: The staging officer (usually the battalion S-3 or I
company operationa officer) is responsible for all command and control
*thin the staging area.

3. Daties and Responsibilities:

a. Battalion S-3 or company operations officer j
Sarea.(1) Controls all air traffic within and adjacent to the I

(2) Controls vehicle traffic at the staging area.
(3) Maintains a flight log of all aircraft missions.
(4) Maintains a journal for the operati'. (DA Form 1594).
(5) Maintains a current situation map.
(6) Maintain3 radio and telephonic communications with

higher, lowei, and adjacent units (this includes aircraft). I
(7) Ensures that the aviation liaison officer is at the

staging area CP of the airlifted force commander. I
b. Maintenance Officer

E.sures that first and second echelon mechari.cs, other I
than crew chiefs, are available to provide limited maintenance support,
and that the supporting field maintenance detachment provides equip-
mernt and personnel. As a minimum, one qualified technical inspector I
should be provided. Operations of sufficient size to warrant add-
itional maintenance support will receive such support through the area
direct-support company. This organization provides heavy lift aircraft I
for recovery and necessary third echelon maintenance personnel.

c. Communications Officer or 11CO I
(1) Establishea ccmmunications, via radio or telephone,

with the headquarters of higher, lower, and supported units.

(2) Provides necessary personnel to establish &;.d operate
communications equipment

FIGURE 3

Staging area duties

12 1
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4. Ammunuition and PO... Battalion normally is responsible for
prestocking POL and ammunition at the staging area. Companies may,
however, be directed to transport stocks to the staging area.

FIGURE 3 (Cont)

(2) Cargo

Cargo that was to be carried inside the helicopters was
broken down into single a .craft loads and placed near the desired touch-
down point. in preparing cargo for internal loadiag, weight and bulk was
estimated so that the load would not exceed helicopter capability. Even
though cargo was not carried externally on assault missions during the
evaluation period, provisions were available for such cargo movement.
External loads require equipment such as nets, slings, pallets, straps,
and clevises. A ground party of two men per ship is also required to
guid , th helicopters and hook up the load.

(3) Troops

Troops were not manifested. They were, however, arranged
into groups representing single helicopter loads. Aircraft commanders
ensured that the helicopters were properly loaded and ready for flight.
Prior to loading the troops, Lhe safety on each weapon was checked, and
grenades were inspected for loose or pulled pins. To reduce fatigue, troops
were loaded just before or Just after starting engines. If time permitLed,
troops practiced exiting from the aircraft in order to expedite unloading
in the landing zone.

b. Air Movement Phase

Terms used are as follows:

1) ElemenL -. Two or more aircraft under control of a single
commander.

2) Element Commander - A commander appointed by the flight
commander for a specific mission.

3) Flight - Two or more elements with a common mission under
control of a single commander.o

4) Flight Commander - A commander appointed by the mission
commander to exercise command over a particular flight.

5) Mission Commander - A commander designated by the battalion
or company commander to exercise tactical control over all
flights on a particular mission.

13
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(i) Formations

Companies used various transport helicopter formations i
enrcute. A major consideration in the selection of a formation was the
size cnd shape of the landing zone and the ground o•manderts requirements
for disembarkir,, hi, troops after landing. The ll9th, operating primarily I
in wooded and mountainous terrain with small landing zones, used a 2-ship
staggered trail formation with 4 ships in a flight. They flew wich 30-
second intervals between elements and a lminute interval between flights.
This formation permitted an uninterrupted flow of troops into the small
landing areab. 'oic 118th ed most of the standard patterns shown in
fi•gres 4 thrnugh 10,

The formation most frequently used was the "V"P The 'V"
formation proved to be versatile, easy to contiol, and adaptable to change. I
It is relatively easy to fly, and each aircraft is within sight of another
aircraft. It permits landing of tne flight in a minimum of timre without
bunching. All formations were flown with sufficient distance between I
ships to minimize pilot fatigue. Exact ship-to-ship distances varied be-
tween companies. Helicopters normally flew about 45 degrees to the side
and rear (approximately 50 to 100 feet) of the lead ship, and high enough I
to be out of its rot.or wash.

Armed helicopters used standard formations in the conduct
of their enroute escort role and operated at the same %ltitude as the
escorted force, A reconnaissance element of two to four armed helicopters
preceded the transports by one to five minutes. The remaining escorts j
normally flanked the transports in a trail forma' •on. If additional armed
ships were available, they werc positioned in rear of the Transports to
engage targets under the flight. If the formdtions were required to fly
at contour, provisions were made for the flar-k escorts to be located
adjacent to, or slightly behind and adjacent to, the last troop transport
aircraft in the formation, so the;- could effectively fire on targets I
threatening the flight.

(2) Routes i
Companies attempted to plan return routes that were dif-

ferent than the approach routes, For subsequent lifts, routes were varied
slightly to avoid flying over a gaven area more than once, If one landing
zone was used several times) the final approach and entry for each lift I
was varied in order to lend deception as to the intended landing point.
In mountainous areas, terrain often limited landing zone access to a single
route. In delta or jungle areas, the same route was used more than once
when there were few identifiable terrain features or check points, when I
there was a requirement to reach the lancing or stagirng vrea in the shortest
possible time, or when no enemy fire was re-eived. Althoagh primary routes
were varied from time to time alternate routes were seldom planned and I
supplemental routes were never planned. Flights were avoided over known

14
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FIGURE 4
Right echelon (or left)
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i4

FIGURE 5
Right echelon (or left) tc staggered trail
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FIGURE 7
"V" formation
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FIGURE 8
"VP formation to staggered trail
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or suspected Viet Cong forces that were capable of interfering with the
operation.

(3) Control Points

Air control points (ACP) were frequently used. They were
usually identifiable terrain features or mannade objects. The 119th used
i "al points (IP), release points (RP), and ACP's for each combat assault.

other two airmobile co.nmanies did not always designate actual IP's or
s; rather, they used ACP's throughout the flight. The first and the

last ACP functioned as an 'P and RP, respectively.

(4) Altitude and Airspeed

Enroute altitudes were 1500 to 2500 feet above the terrain.
Final descents were made directly into the landing zone from this altitude.
In only one instance during +Ie evaluation did the companies fly contour
during the final onroute phase. Airspeed after takeoff was usually 60 knots
until all elementr of the flight were formed and the formation reached
altitude. An airspeed of 70 knots was usually maintained enroute.

(5) Air Force Escort and Support

Fighter aircraft (B-26, AD-6, and T-28) provided enroute
support whenever it was requested by the aviation battalion and allocated
by the ASOCo F.ghter aircraft prestrikes were used on 27 of the 43 combat
assault missions. The prestrikes averaged 15 minutes in duration,

(6) Command and Control

The airmobile company organizational structure provided
a basis for command and control of airmobile operations. See figure 11
for the company organization chart. The section leaders functioned as
element commanders, and the platoon leaders served as flight commanders.
Normally the company commander acted as mission commander. The mission
commander positioned himself where ho could best control the entire flight.
The 114th and 319th Company commanders usually flew in the lead transport
helicopter, while the 118th Company commander flew with the armed escorts.
The commander had communications with all elements of the airmobile force
and supporting units. Airmobile company TO-ID's were effectively used to
monitor most operations. One TO-3D was often employed near the landing
area as a preassault weather advisory ship, and then used to monitor the
prestrike and to vector helicopters into the landing zone. If subsequent
lifts were required, the TO-fl) renained in the area and the crew main-
tained commuaications with the ground comnander and provided radio relay
to ground control and to the helicopter formation. Another TO-lD was
used frequently with the main body of transports to monitor the flight or
to remain on station in the event a helicopter went down. A command and
control helicopter with additional radio equipnent was available to the

19
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companies and was used on several operations. A special communications
console that has been designed for use in a heliborne command post is
now under evaluation by ACTIV and will be tte subject of a future report.

(7) Changes of Plan Enroute

Any deviatio'i from the original air movement or landing
plan ,a. coordindted with the commander of the airlifted force prior to
execution. If the landing zone was heavily defended, the mission commander
could notify the commander )f the airlifted force and proceed to a preplan-
ned alternate landing zo...

(8) Procedures for Downed Aircraft

During the evaluation period no aircraft within the eval-
uated companies were forced down during airmobile operations. However,
the provisions as stated below were made in case of emergency.

If a helicopter of the 118th or 119th Companies was downed
enroute, the siC1. immediately to the rear followed to assist in securing
the area or, if required, to evacuate casualties. If the downed helicopoer
was last in the formation, the ship preceding it assisted. In the 114th,
the wiigman or the following aircraft did not automaticaly2, follow the dis-
abled helicopter; rather, the flight commander determined what assistance
was to be provided. Fighter aircraft, ared helicopters, and additional
transports could also be used to Assist depending on such factors as density
of VC in the area, the condition of the downed ship, the length of time
before recovery could be effected, and the availability of aircraft. Oteur
factors such as terrain, time, and weather also influenced the degree of
assistance provided.

The armed he licopter is well-suited to protect downed air-
craft because of its capability to provide continuous and close-in fire
support, and to respond immediately to the desires of the mission commander.

When US personnel could not be left with the downed aircraft,
all weapons, ammunition, and radio equipment were to be removed. Intentional
destruction of downed aircraft was to be considered only after all hope of
repair or recovery had been abandoned. The decision to destroy a downed
aircraft was to be made by the aviation battalion commander or higher
authority unless it was obvious that the aircraft could not be saved from
the insurgents and an on-the-spot decision was required. Ii uch case the
senior aviatoi present from the unit to which the aircraft vae 4ssigned was
to make the decision.

c. Landing Phase

During the evaluation 130 landing zones were used on combat
assaults and eagle flights. Photographs of typical landing zones are shown
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in figures 12 through 15. The number of landing zones used on any one
combat assault varied from one to five (figure 16). The number of
transport helicopters that landed at the same time in a given landing i
zone varied from 1 to 16 (figure 17).

(1) Control

Preplanning was the essential element of landing zone
control. As previously stated, an aerial reconnaissance of the landing
zone was usually conducteo nrior to the operation. Aerial photographs
were provided for eight _ the comubat assault operations. In many in-
stances t1-e companies did not reqzast aerial photographs either because I
of prior familiarity with the landing zone area or because the time
necessary for photography exceeded the available mission preparation
time, LAding zone euvtro was usually limited to the preselecton of
landing areas, the use of vector aircraft, and. marking with pyrotechnics.
On subsequent lifts, air-ground radio comnanication with the Airlifted
commander was sometimes used,

(2) Approach and Landing I
The enroute formation normally was not changed during

the approach and landing phase, Eagle flight formations varied depend-
ing on the desires of the.a flight commander or the requirements of the
airlifted force commander. Armed escort tactics and formations during
this phase of the operation are outlined in ACTIV reports, "Oerational
Evaluation of Armed Helicopters," dated May 1963j and "Armed Helicopter
Escort o^ 1ransport Helicopters,, to be published.

Transports used a steep descending approach into the
landing zone. In mountainous areae, the 219th used a normal ratner than
a steep approach for pinnacle landings.*

The approach phase was irtitiatea by all transports at
the same time in an attempt to place all aircraft, on. the ground simulta-
neously, but this was difficult to accomplish because of the stepped |
attitude of the formation, the rotorwash encounterea .iuring descent,
and the difficulty of finding a suitable touchdown spot for each ship. j
The terrain in the landing zone sometimes slowed the disembarking of
troops. In the delta, water was sometimes chest deep and the ship had
to be held with the skids just under the water level .or had to maintain
a low hover, In jungle areas grass 10 to 12 feet high was often en- I
countered. Another factor that af.fected the length of time the heli-
copters were in the landing zone was the amount cf training or experi-
once the troops had had in heliborne operations. From the moment

*There are three types of apprr-.ches to a landing zone: steep, normal.,
and shallow,
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FIGURE 12 (U)

Mekong plateau landing acme
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FIGURE 14 (U)
Interior highlands general area
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FIGURE 15 (U)
Interior highlands landing zone
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Frequency of number of landing zones used
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Frequincy of number of transports landed
at one time in a single landing zone
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the first helicoplex touched down unr,.i the last ship lifted off, 2
minutes were considered to be not an excessive unloading time for a
12-ship formatior. I

d, ReT.urn Phase

To lessen the possibility of fire being concentrated on a I
single ship all helicopters attempted to depart at the same time. The
direction of takeoff was often varied when ,ubsequent flights into the j
same la-nding zone were required. A mtir,.=.m altitude of 1500 feet was
obtained as quickly as pe" ible. Aarspeed was increased to 80 knots
after the flight was forted at al!it-i-. Forirations were sometimes varied i
to lessen pilot- fat:gueo They ut.,.ally remained the same, however, as
those flown enroute to the landi.ng area, Escorts used the same tactics
on the return route with the exoep+.ior that the ships originally used
for the recouiassane weru the 1ast to lea± Z--.. landing z.ne, and
consequently, usually brought up the rear, If another, lift was required,
the formation returned to the loading area for troops. When required, I
aircraft were refueled and rearmed between ihfts.

e. After-Act:_on Reports I
The flight commander or individual pilots were required to

prepare after-action reports upor. returning from a mission. Units were
reouired to submit daily, monthly, and quarterly operational reports to
higher headquarters. As applicable other reports such as intelligence
debriefi.,g reporto, ground fire damage reports, and narrative summaries I
were als,= preparei. Tr order to obtain Lnformation for these required
reports, various forms of anssion and progress reports were filled in by
the pilots or flight commanders. An example of a mission ana flight data J
form is shown in f;gure 18. Paragraph 1 was completed by company opera-
ticns personnel prior to the flighit° Paragraph 2 was filled out when the
information becane available, and paragraph 3 was completed P-5 the ,.izsion I
progressed.

f. Night Operations I
Although night training wa.s conducted by all airmobile com-.

panies, only one right assault condu.ted with nine transports and five I
armed escorts was flown during the evaluation period. A narrative of
this operation .is attached aý annex B. hany missicns other than assaults,
however., were flown during the nours of darkness.

4. Conclusi.or

The tactics., tocnni.qe3 and prozedures used by the airmobile com-
panies during the evaluation were successful and are suitable for use by
airmobile companies operating in the counterirsurgency environment in I
Vietnam.
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MISSION AND FLIGHT DAT& REPORT

1. MISSION:

a..Men No s Ln Off

b. Rec'd By % Rec'd From

c. DTG Rec'd -tD__ ED p TO

d. Type & No. A/C Unit Spt'd

a. Person To Be Contp-ted

f. N __ : %here .

g. Special Instructions

2. FLIGHT DATA:

a. CA Tim CA Sorties

b. CS Tim . CS Sortie8

c. No. Mens t Total Fuel RIp

d. Plas Miles Flown- s Cargo Lb s,

e. Total Dist Flon_ Total Tim on Msn

f. No. Delays , Reason

g. If A/C was fired at _ : Coord _.

ALT iten Fir~d At-- t AS When Fired At_ _ _

h. Remarks ..... ....

i. A/C No: FCt CP: CEs . .,GUN: -

A/C No_ ,,, Ps , . Cl: Cs C GUN:.
A/C No: - P:s CP: CZ: GUNs
A/ Not - P: CP: Cg$s - GUNi -

AGNot P: .. UP: - CB1S -. . GUN ,
A/CNot Ps -, CP:. .Clt - Wbt..

FIGURE 18

Mission and flight data report
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B. OBJECTIVE 2 - TROOP AND CAMO MOVEMENT CAPABILITY

Troop and cargo movement capability of single LJH-LB helicopters and
airmobile companies will be discussed in terms of actual accomplishments
and desired capabilities as expressed by senior advisors.

1. Individual Helicopter Troop Lift Capability

At the beginning of the evaluation each transport helicopter usually
carried l combat-equipped Vietn~me~e troops on combat operations. At times
they carried as many as I. Before the evaluation terminated, transports
were not permitted to carry more than eight on cambat assaults. An investi-
gation detentLined that the helicopters had frequently been operating with
overloads

. A study of the weight and b.)ance chmarcteristics of the 8 armed
and 17 transport helicopters (UH-IB) of the 114th Airmobile Company was
condunted in late 1963. The transport helicopters were weighed with full
fuel load (approximately 1000 pounds), 10 combat-equipped Vietnamese troops
(average, 167 pounds- per man), a'US Army crew of 4, air crew protection kit
(consisting of tipping plates of aluminum/magnesiums stretched plexiglass,
and perforated steel stripping plates backed by Doron), tool box, container
of water, a case of emergency rations, weapons, and armored vests for the
crew. The average weight of the 17 transports was 8,699 pounds w~iich is
2sO99 pounds over normal gross weight, 1.099 over alternate gross weight,
and 199 pounds over maximum operational (cr gross) weight. The average
weight of the same troop transport helicopters with 9 Vietnamese troops
aboard was 8,532 pounds (5 of the 17 helicopters weighed less than 8,500
pounds). In referring to loading in excess of the maximum gross weight of
8,500 pounds, TM 55-1520-208-10 states that this loading ",should not be
used except under conditions of extreme emergency when safety of flig1t
is of secondary importance."

Transport helicopters rully prepared focr fl ight were also weighed
without the crew and passengers. They averaged 6,2?5 pounds, which is
325 under the normal operating weight of 6,600 pounds.

The center of gravity of loaded helicopters must remain within
acceptable limits, The UJH-lB helicopter has a minimum allowable forward
center of gravity of 125.00 inches, and aft center of graviLy limits that
vary from 136,00 to 138.00 inches,

The average center of gravity with nine Vietnamese troops aboard
has 125.15 inches. Four of the 17 helicopters had an unsafe center of
gravity condition, With eight troops aboard, all but one helicopter i-e-
mained within allowable center of gravity limits.

A similar investigation was conducted in thc 119th Ai-nobile Com-
pany using 5 UH-lB helicopters with a full fuel load, a UIS crew of 4, and
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10 combat equipped Vietnamese soldiers (averaging 173 pounds per man)
The average ).'I" of the helicopters was 8,508 pounds and the average
ceijtuet• of gravity station was 124.32 inches.

The added weight of wet and muddy clothing had to be considered
when• retricvrng troops in the delta areas. Also, allowance had to be made
for the weight of water entering the skids and bottom of t.he fuselage
whrn helicopters were landed in flooded terrain.

The armed heiicop,+ers of the 114th Airmobile Company, each with
a crew of 4 US personnc', an ARVN observer, and the installed weapon.
system and basic load, did not weigh over 8,500 pounds, All helicopters
were, however,, operating in the area of progrescively increasing risk
where care must be exercised because performance and flight load factors
decrease. The light.'.it, armed helicopter weighed 8,340 pounds, which is
160 pounds under the maximum gross weight. The average center of gravity
station was 128,38 inchesp while the minimum center of gravity station
was 126.61 inches.

In January 19649 as a result of the above-ment.ioncd investiga-
tions, USASCV issued instructions that each transport. would carry no more
than eight combat..3qulpped troops on combat assaults. On eagle flights,
when the troops carry only a weapon and a basic load of ammunition, the
companies were authorized to carry a maximum of nine troops per ship.
The 119th Airmobile Company carried between six and eight troops per heli-
copter depending upon the density altitude (pressure altitude corre.'-ted
for nonstandard temperature) in the area of operation. These instructions
also directed that all armed helicopters would carry no more than the nor-
mal complement of five personnel and armament with baeie load.

2. Company Lift Cabilit

During the evaluation the airmobile companies had the capabilt.y
of airlifting the assigned strength for operations of one ARVNJ rifle com-.
pany in a single lift, The authorized strengths of ARV13 ranger, airborne,
and infantry companies were 143, 156, and 157 men. respectively, The
assigned strength foc operations was, however, usually 20 to 50 percent
under the authorized strength. The HVN marine rifle company with an auth-
orized strength of 201 usually exceeded the single lift capability .cf tne
airmobilc company,

Assirting 100 percent aire,'at availability, the maximum nzmbor of
troops that could have been carried in a single lift at the start of the
evaluation was 187 troops. With the reduction of the ]vad in January 1964
to 8 combat-equipped troops. this lift capability iass reduced to 1336
troops or an equivalent cargo. The average heliýopter a-,ailability -f ,he
evaluated airmobile companies was 83 percent, With this av'irage avail-
ability, the above mentioned capability w&,s reduced to 154 tro~p*3 at il
per aircraft and .112 troops at 8 per aircraft.
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3. Movement of Troops and Cargo

The airmobile companies f"I w a total of 33,651 sorties in 15,974.1
hours during the evaluat ion in svY.,.rt of the ground forces. This includ-
ed both combat support (CS) and support (Spt) missions. They carried a
total of 44,602 troops and lifted 533.1 tons of cargo. In addition, they
flew 3,643 sorties in 722 hours on training, administrative, transition,
and maintenance flights.

Effectiveness of the airmobile compa•i cannot be measured en-
tirely in terms of troops and cargo barried and hours flown. Because of
the types of missions p1,lormed, such as medical evacuation, comurand
liaisons qnd emergency resupply, the helicopters wera not always filled
to capacity. The requirements of the supported force and the types of
missions assigned by corps were determinants in the total nrrber of sor-
ties and hours f] own.; and passengers avid cargo carried. Often a holi-
copter would be away from base field over eight hours when the actual
flying time was less than two hours. While the airmobile companies had
the potential of carrying additional men and material, mission require-
ments dictated total accomplishments.

The total number of sorties and hours flown, and troops and cargo
carried by each of the airmobile companies is contained in tables 3
through 5. Table 6 contains a suwmmary of these data,

A tobal of 13,.522 troops were carried by the three companies on
the 66 combat assaults and eagle flights during the evaluation. The fre-
quency of the number of troops lifted on -32-1 cc-n^at assaults is shown in
figure 19.

It was the company commander' s responsibility to ensure that heli-
copters were not overloaded and that they remained within maximum allow-
able weight and center of gravity limitations. However, because of oper-
ating requirements, the pilot was delegated this responsibility and would
estimate the load to be 2ifted, surpervise loading and tiedown, and en-
sure that the aircraft was safe for flight. To verify the estimated
safety factor, the helicopter was brought to a hover to check available
cyclic range and power prior to departure.

On occasion the companies used extern-l loading =n combat support
missions. Records were noT maintained, however, as to the amount of car-
go carried externally.

4. Desi.red Capabilities

"The senior advisors generally agreed that the lift capability of
the airmobile companies was adequate. They pointed out, however, that a
single helicopter should be capable of lifting one squad (annex A). In
Vietnam the authorized strength of a rifle squad varied from 9 in an air-
borne rifle squad to 13 in a Marine rifle squad,
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TABLE 3

1W4H AIR14BILE COMPANY SORTIES, HOURS FLOW,
AND TROOPS AND CARGO CARRIED

Troop & Czaggo

Pericd Sorties Lifted Ftlying HoornIT ~ ~ T 0 u%,

Armd Total Spt Tzng Trps Car.go Total CS Spt Trng

1 519 314 118 87 0 327.7 252.11 62.1 13.1

2 457 326.J . J 69 45 0 297.7 232.6 41.3 23.6

3 473 303 1 128142 ) 0 372.0 258.5 102.-! 11.3

4 546 282 211 53 35 1[337.2 191.61 128.9 16.7

Total 1995 1225 519 251 * 184 .1 11334.6 934.3 334.6 65.2

2 2530 587 1575 368 4822 40.6 1098.1 344.3 700.7 53.1

2 3024 861, 2025 138 6338 64. U _____ 5 30. 82.u 41.1

3 2595 604 1886 105 5263 34.0 j."52.5 353.' 771.5 27.3

4 2985 560 2273 152 .291 4 56.3 ,247.'. 242.2 939.3 65.5

Total l1134 2612 7759 763 22714 2 195.6 4681.1 12bV. 6 3213.5 i17.0

1 112 17 951 0 1!0 .3 73.0 141.8 58.2 0

J• Ii 41 I
2 69 10 57 2 1 25 .3 4. 44.2 35.8 1.0

3 9o118 721 0 39 .5 66.3 24.6{ 11.7 0

4 67 14 4 1 12 21 .1 34.7 8.2 20.t 6.3

Total 33 59 265 14 :25 1.3 ý15-1 51.8 1551.9 17.33j
Total 131.67 3896 854323II A .. CI22A 7  ...4. .

Period 1 - 17 0:t 63 i.o 14 Nov 63

Period 2 =14 ,Jay 63 to 12 rc.! 63

Period 3 - 12 Dec 63 to 9 Jan 64

Perio 4 - 9 Jan 64 to 6 Fab 6,
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TABLE 4

18TH AIRMOBILE COMPANY SORTIES, HOURS FLOWN,
ANJD TROOPS AND CARGO CARRIED

.Troop Cargo FIing Hours
Period Sorties Lifted Tim

. (Tone)
Armed Total CS SpL Trns Trph Cargo Total CS Spt Trng

1 529 132 397 0 0 0 221.5 58.0 163.5 0.0

2 591 326 256 9 13 0 367.4 210.5 174.4 2.5

3 636 283 325 26 5 0 315.6 163.11 152.5 0.0

4 966 71 779 116 0 0 307.7 37.2 336.8 13.7

Total 2720 812 1757 151 18 13 1332.2 468.8 827.2 16.2

Trans

1 2453 166 1953 354 3522 .¾± 888.1 132.3 695.1 60.7

2 2861 843 1787 231 4751 22.3 1239.5 531.8 682.6 25.1

3 2794 841 1683 270 2904 11.0 970.5 317.1 607.6 45.8

4 3237 153 2818 266 3378 34.0 1031.2 50. 941.4 31.3

Total 1U335 11983 824 1121 = .555 96.4 4129.3 1039.7 12926.7 162.9

TO.1D I

1 e1 14 53 14 9 0 71.7 21.3 44.7 5.7

2 125 52 55 18 11 O 1 25.4 77.2 39.5 8.7

3 100 12 77 11 5 0 64.8 14.5 47.4 2.9

4 47 10 35 2 1 0 55.7 10.0 31.3 14.4

Totals 353 88 220 45 26 0 317.6 123.0 162.9 31.7 1
--- - - - ---

Total 8 2883 10218 1317 14599 96.4 5759.1 11631.5 3916.8 210.8

Period 1 - 171 0c 63 to 14 Boy 63

Period 2 - 11• Nov 63 to 12 Doc 63

Period 3 - 12 Doc 63 to 9 Jan 64

Period4- 9Jan64to 6Feb64
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TABLE 5

119TH AIRMOBILE CO MPANY SORTIES, HOURS FLOWN,
AND TROOPS AND CARGO CARRIED

p~ricd Srt roop & Cargo Flyin~g Hours
ro Sort -us Lifted pime

AfM ed T .ota cl CS S oz T rn g T r pA Cargo T otal CS S it frnp

1 24) 168 57 20 27 . 1 2J3.0 188.31 0 .2

S .o61 324 151 -d6 85 1.0 289.8 179.3 72.5 J3.0
3 413 345 34 34 64 .3 305.4 273.3 26.3 5.8
4 631 1 320 113 i98 94 .6 376 ,4 262.2 91.3 '??. O

Totals 19)u 1157 355 438 270 2.0 1204.6 903.1 230.3 71.2

Trans -1 15183 114 304 115 1411 50 ,5 725.7 592.b ' 121.41 11.)I
2 1576 P- 1 1 85 167 008O 1 62.7 780.3 617.7 1 !11.1 >1 ,5

3 1456 1019 167 270 1287 5 53.1 643.2 502.3 76.5 64.4

4 2173 1090 820 263 1934 1 71.3 803,5 498.1 270.2 •4.9

Total 6788 4497 1476 815 6640 1237.6 2952.7 2211.2 2/9.2 1,52,3

TO-ID ___

1 142 68 6, 6 10 .1 129.5 84.9 37. 7.-,

2 124 7b 0. 3 131 0 131.4 102.81 27.7 .9 j
3 241 159 >,3 24 16 0 165.8 111.2 46.7

4 1 .64 2f, 1/4 12 3 o 122.9 , 3 -2.9 88.1. 1, .

Totals 671 330 96 45 70 .1 549.6 I331.8 199.6 l.
_ _ _ _ _ _ I

Total -9409 5904 1 2.1 i27 8 1~ '0980' 1239( 1- 4, =C1,9 .

- = " -L L -, I, . . ! . : ° 1 2 Z .

Period 1 = 17 Oct 63 to 14 Nov 63 1
9eriod z = 14 O)v 63 to 12 Dec bi

Period 3 = 12 Drc 63 to 9 Jan 64 I
Period 4 - 9 Jan 64 to 6 Feb 64
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TABLE 6

TOTAL SOn•T1ES HOURS FLOvM, AND TROOPS AND CARGO CARR.IED

17 OCTOBER 1963 TO 6 FEBRUARY 1964

. .. Total
Total Sortiea Fly2ng Hours •rp & Cargo

I ___rps & Cargo
Unit Type Total CS Spt T :g Total CS Spt Trng (TonC )

ARMED i
114th UH-lB 19951 1225 519 251 1334.6 934.8 34.6 65.2 184 .i

118th UN-1B 2720 812 1757 151 1312.2 468.8 127.2 16.2 18 0
ARED_

119th UH-lB 1950 1157 355 438 1204.6 903.1 230.3 71.2 270 2.0
ARRED

Total UH-lB 6o65 3194 2631 840 3851.4 2306.7 1392.1 152.6 472 2.1

114th UH-lB 11134 2612 7759 763a 4681.1 1280.6 3213.5 187.0 22714 193.6

118th UH-1B I1345 1983 824112 4129.3 1039.7 2926.7 162.9 14555 96_4

119th UH-lB 6788 4497 1476 815 2952.7 2211.2 579.3 162.3 664j; 237,6

Total UH-IB 29267 9092 17476 2699 11763.1 4531.5 6719.5 512.2 439u9 529.6

114th TO-iDf 3K8S 59 265 14 215.0 51.8 15,.9 7.3 12' 1.3

118th TO-ID 353 88 220 45 317.6 123.0 _'62.9 31.7 26 0

.19th TO-iD 671 330 296 45 549.6 33-..8 199.6 18.2 70 .1

Total TO-13 1362 477 781 104 1082.2 506.6 518.4 57.2 221 1.4
Grand 7,294 12,763 20.988 3643 16,696.7 7344.8 8629.9 722.0 44602 533.1
Total - -
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NUMBER OF TROOP. LIFTED I
FIGURE 19

Frequency of number of troops lifted
(all combat assaults)

For planning purposes, the flight endurance for transport hell- I
copters was 2 hours and for the armed ships was 1 hour, 45 mixutes. This
was not a major limitation in conducting airmobile operations because of
the many staging areas located thrcughout Vietnam and also because of the
closeness of the airmobile company to the unit it usually supported. Half
of the advisors did, however, express a desire for increased flight endur-
ance.

5. Conclusions i
During the evaluation period each airsiobile company had the capa-

bility of lifting the assigned strength for operations of one ARVN rifle I
company in a single lift assuming average helicopter a cailgbility. The
RVN Marine rifle company strength exceeded the single lift capability of
the airmobile cocany.

The UH-IB transport helicopter can u-uAlly carry 8 Vietnamese
soldiers or equivalent cargo without exceeding 85Q0 pounds and the
allowabie center oE gravity limit.
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C OBjCTIVE 3 - CMOND AND CONTROML WITHIN THE AIRMOBILE FGICE

Elements of an airmobile force inclide% armed helicopters, troop trans-
port helicopters, medical evacuation helicopters, a command and control
helicopter, vector aircraft, VNAF fighter-bomber aircraft, RVN ground troops,
US advisors, medical personnel, and staging area ground control personnel.

1. Cemmand Relationships

The command and contr° 1 structure for ope..ations of all US Army
and Maripe Corps aviation in RVN is described in MACV Directive Number 44,
dated 8 July 1963 (annex E). Figure 20 shows the command relationships
of US Army aviation uriitb within RVNo

The cummaud and control of tactical air support is effected through
the tactical air control system, jointly manned by Lhe VNAF and the USAF
2d Air Division. (The procedures for employment of tactical air support
are also contained in MACCV Directive Number 44.)

2. Ground Tactical Planning

ARYM commanders and staffs developed the ground tactical plans
for their units with the assistance of their US advisor counterparts.
When a requirement for an airmobile operation was generated in the tactical
planning, the requirement was forwarded through ARVN command channels to
corps for approval. If the request was approved by the ARYN corps commander
and the senior US corps advisor, it was then assigned to the aviation bat-
talion for execution.

During the planning phase for an airmobile operation, the corps
senior advisor, the air liaison officer, the aviation battalion commander,
and the RVN ground conmander or appropriate staff representatives discussed
the ground tactical plan. The available aircraft, available fire support,
the number of troops to be airlifted, and intelligence reports on the size
and disposition of the opposing Viet Cong unit were among the factors
considered.

3. Mission Planning

The corps tactical operation center is the agency responsible for
the detailed planning and coordination of all airmobile operations within
a corps zone of operations. Representatives of the supported ARV.4 ground
forces, the atiation battalion, and the airmobile company, the AMO, the
corps senior advisor, and the senior advisor of the ARVN u•it to be lifted
were usually present during the planning stage of a mission.

a. Warning Order

As early as p.;ssible in the planning phase of an airmobile
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operation, the aviation battalion conmander issued a warning order to the
airmobile company selected for the operation. The warning order stated
the time and place of execution, the staging areas to be used, the number
of helicopters required, and the responsibilities and restrictions for
preassault reconrnaissance.

b. Operation Order

After formulation of an oparatiorn plan, the aviation battalion
usually issued A complete op-ration order to the aviation company involved.
The operation order designared the staging area, company responsibilties
for the airmobile operation, number of troo*os to be airlifted, landing
zones, radio frequencies, medical support p1ln, plan of tactical air support,
and responsibility for other logistical support.

c. Briefings

Whet, time permitted, the aviation battalion conducted a formal
briefing at the time of issuing the operation order. Again, representatives
from each of the participating units were present. Responsibilities were
fixed and coordination was effected.

After all units had arrived in the staging area, a final briefing
was held to coordinate any last minute changes, to effcct final timing of
the operation, and to disseminate the latest intelligence information and
local weather conditions.

4, Mission Execution

The mission commander (usually the battalion commander or the air-
mobile compaiky commander) w•as designated by the aviation battalion's opera-
tion order. He was responsible for providing the vector aircraft, giving
the final briefing to aircrews, coord4.nating the tactical air support, and
coordina.ing the air movement plan with the ground commander through the
appropriate US advisor.

The miesion ccmksnder was in comiand of the airmobile force while
it was airborne. For some operations he used the battalion command and con-
trol aircraft as an airborne CP. Other occupants of the helicopter normally
were the ground commanaer, US senior advisor, ALO and, if requirad, the artil-
lcy liaison officer. The command and control aircraft maintained communications
with all elements of the airmobile force, It was normally stationed over the
landing zone t-here the commander could ooserve and cositrol the eatire operation.
Man:- of the US senior advisors and aviation commanders have expressed a desire
for a heliborne command post capable of communicating with all elements of the
aiomobile force. Figure 21 is an example of the communication net usually
employed in an airmobile operation.
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5 Conclusions

The procedures that facilitate effective control of, and coor-
dination between, the airmobile company and other e' 'ents of an airmobile
force are:

a) Co-location and joint planning by all elements of the air-
mobile force

b) Communications system connecting all elements of the airmobila
force

c) Airmobile command post with representatives of each major
element

A requirement exists for a heliborne command post capable of
communicating with all elements of the airmobile force.

D. OBJECTIVE 4 - HELICOPTER ARMAMENT REQUIRWRMET AND DISTRIBUTION

This objective could noz be fully met during the evaluation period
because of the TOE limitations, the directed theater practices, and the
requirement to limit the evaluation to actual unit operations. The dis-
cussion, therefore, is limited to what was done by the airmobile com-
pani~es.

1. Provisions of TOE 1-77E (Draft)

Each of the evaluated airmobile companies was organized under
TOE 1-77E (Draft). The TOE prcvides for armament systems for each of the
25 UH-lB aircraft.

Augmentations to the TOE provided additional M-60 machineguns
(20 for the 114th, 24 for the 118th, and 24 for the 119th) for door gunners
on both the transport and armed helicopters.

M-14 rifles or M-2 carbines were provided for each of the crew
chiefs.

2. Theater Practices

In Vietnam, the airmobile companies have been instructed to arm
eight aircraft with either the XM-3 3ystem or M-6E3 system (figuires 22
and 23). The 114th and 119th have two XM-3's and six M-6E3's each. The
118th has one XM-3 and seven M-6E3'so

The M-6E3 system has been augmented with an improvised 2,75-inch
rocket launcher with 16 rockets.
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FIGURE 22 (U)
X•-3 armament systemI
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I

FIGURE 23 (U) 1
M-6E3 armament system with supplemental rockets
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US Army Support Command, Vietnam (USASCV) requires that two US
door gunners be used on all UH-IB aircraft. The ncriaal practice is to
use the crew chief as one gunner and a member of the attached gunner
platoon as the other, in the 118th and 119th, gunner plAtoons were made
up of attached rifle platoons from the United States Army 25th Infantry
Division. In ti.-, 114th, the platoon was from the military police company
of USASCVo

3. Distribution of Armament for Self-Escorted Missions

a. Mission of the Armed Helicopters

The mission of the armed UH-lB aircraft is to protect the
troop transports from insurgent fire. The armed helicopters of the air-
mobile coaipiy performed their mission by escirting the transports to and
from the landing zone, by providing suppressi ve fires in the landing zome
area, and by presenting a threat to the insurgents in an attempt to draw
fire away from the transports. They ?rovided protection for both combat
assault and combat support missions.

b. Ratio of Armed to Transport Helicopters

In the 43 combat assaults conducted by the 3 airmobile companies
during the evaluation, no less than 4 nor more than U armed helicopters
were used in support of an airmobile assault, They escorted transport
forces ranging in size from 5 to 22 helicopters (figure 24).

One of the findings of ACTIV report, "Operational Evaluation of
the Armed Helicopters" (C), dated 10 may 1963, was that "a platoon of from
5 to 7 armed helicopters can protect a transport helicopter force of from
20 to 25 aircraft," During the evaluation, ratios of armed helicopters to
transports varied on the combat assaults from one armed for one transport
to one -I-med for 4 transports.

c. Size of Armed Platoon

The practice of arming eight helicopters represents a compromise
between iuhe requirement to provide organic armed support and the require-
ment to lift troops and cargo. The current armament systems bring the
armed UH-lB to its maximum gross weight, thereby eliminating it from a
troop or cargo carrying role. The eight aircraft represent the strength
of one airlift platoon, The entire platoon was armed in order to provide
unit integrity and to ensure that a minimum of four organic escorts would
be available at all times.

d. Positioning and Number of Armed Escorts

The positioning of the armed helicopters while protecting the
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NO OF ARMED UH-iB HCPTRSI

FIGURE 24

Frequency with which various combinations of escort and
transport helicopters were used in combat assault operations

transports was based on the following factors:

1) The direction of the threat I
2) The time period of transport exposure

3) The position of friendly ground troops

4) The requirement to provide or be in a position
to provide continuous fire
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5) Type and availability of fighter aircraft escort

6) The requirement for mutual protection

The number of armed helicopters used was based on:

1) The anticipated insurgent threat

2) The size and number of landing zones

3) The number v, 2ifts

4) Anticipated refueling and rearming requirement

5) Availability of organic armed helicopters

6) Availability of nonorganic armed helicopters

7) Available maneuver space around landing zone

8) Number of missions requiring escort

e. Tactics and Techniques of Armed Helicopters

The armed helicopters positioned themselves so as to be able
to deliver suppressive fire against threats to the transports.

A detailed discussion of the armed helicopter tactics and tech-
niques is contained in objective 1 of the present report, in ACTIV report
"Operational Evaluation of Armed Heli^copters" (C), dated 10 May 1963, and
"Evaluation of Armed Helicopter Escort of Transport Helicopters" (U), to be
published.

4. Armament Systems

a. XM-3 System

The XM-3 system consists of two pods of 2.75-inch rockets
mounted one on each side of the UH-IB. Each pnd contains 24 rockets.
The system is aimed fron the right seat using the fixed Mark VIII infinity
reflex sight and fired by a trigger switch on the right hand cyclic stick.
It may also be fired by the trigger switch on the left cyclic stick. The
maximum useful range, as stated in TB 55-1520-208-1J!4, is 2500 meters.
Effective fire was occasionally delivered at ranges up to 4000 metors.
Unit aviators believed, however, that it was most effective at approxi-
mately 1500 meters. The system permits firing in pairs and ripples of
pairs at the rate of six pairs per second. The XK-3 was normally employ-
ed to support the fires of the M-6E3 systems. It was usually under the
control of the platoon leader who would position it to provide fire in
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the area that posed the greatest threat. If t4he threat could.nt be
identified, the XM-3-equippcd hci."_-Iv r . .ould stay at altitude or behind
the transport force unti 1 it was committed by the platoon leader or mission
commander.

b. M-6E3 System w.ith Supplemental Rockets

The M-6E3 system consists of two pairs of 7.62mm, M-6WC machine-
guns, one pair mounted on each side of the UH-IB. The system is aimed by j
a flexible sight above the left seat of the helicopter and fired by means
of a firing switeh mounteL. ,n the sighting device. The system may be
aimed independent of tne axis of the aircraft. It has a horizontal
traverse from 12 degrees inboard to 70 degrees outboard, and can be ele-
vated 9 degrees and depressed 66 degrees. Mechanical stops are provided
to prevent firing into the helicopter air frame. Ammunition storage for
2000 rounds per gun is provided. The maxijr.m allowable aircraft gross
weight, however, limits ammunition to 1000 to 1500 rounds per weapon.
This system appeared to be effective against troops in the open and in
tree lines, and the tracers would often set fire to thatched huts. Its
flexibility permitted plunging fire into foxholes that had no overhead
cover.

Because of the limited penetrating power of the 7.62mm round,
two locally produced pods of eight rockets (2.75 inch) were added to the
•M-623 sytem for att-'1• c' aug-in troops and dug-in troops with light
overhead cover, The usual method of aiming the supplemental rocket system
was to align the 7.62 machineguns in the stowed position with the de.
sired impact point of the rockets. The rockets were then fired from the
right seat using the tracers from the nachineguns as spotting rounds.
This mixed system permitted the pilot to use either machineguns or
rockets as dictated by the nature of the target. The engagement range
of the supplemental rocket system was limited by the tracer burnout time
of the 7.62mm round, approximately 600 meters.

c. Door Gunners

In addition to the integrated armament systems, two docor
gunners were used on the armed helicopters. Normally one gunner used a
hand held M-J-0 nachinegun and one used either an M-14 rifle or an M-2 I
carbine. The door gunnerm provided fire when the insurgent threat was
clearly identified. Door gunners also performed the functions of clearing
and reloading weapons between engagements and clearing some stoppages I
during engagements,

d. Effects of Armament Systems on Armed Helicopters

The weight of each of the armament systems causes the UH-lB
to operate at or near maximum gross weight, thereby reducing the maneuver-
ability of the aircraft. The systems also induce r fficient drag to
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reduce the maxiw=m speed to approxinmately 80 knots. The parity of speed
b~t.vecn the transports and the armed helicopters results in the armed heli-
copters not being able to overtake the airmobile force if they are required
to leave fomiation t- attack targets enroute. With additional armed ships,
attack of enroute targets was accomplished without detracting from the
protective fires in the landing zone. Detailed recommended characteristics
for the armed helicopter are contained in the armed helicopter reports
indic;ated in paragraph 3e above.

e. Adequacy of A '-e ,nt Systems and the Armed Helicopters

The company commanders and armed helicopter platoon leaders
of the Utility Tactical Transport Helicopter Company and the 134th and
1l8th Airmnbilav C,•, ... ere rintarviewed to obtain their opinions of
the adequacy of the present h-licoptcr armament syntems. Because not
all targets could be effectively attacked with any one type of system,
-ey believe that a capability to Cire both machineguns and rockets is
highly desirable. They also believe that the XM-3 rocket system gives
them the added firepower required to suppress many types of insurgent
targets when a large volume of fire is required or when a large area
must oe covered. However, there are several problems associated with
the 2-75-inch rocVet warhead in Vietnam. such as-

1) Only two types of warheads are available, high explosive
and a very limited number of white phosphorus.

2) The high explosive round appears to lack the desired
casualty producing effect (it has more of a concussion
effect). The effectiveness of the rockets against dug-
in tmroops, troops in tree lines, and troops in water
covered areas is limited,

3) The quick fuze does not detonate the round quickly
enough when used r'ater or muddy areas-

Whl~e the offino ' were interviewed indicated that the
present armamcnt systems u• , jaate to provide suppressive fires for
the transport helicopters in t he landing area, they all agree that a more
lethal weapon system is needed. They rucommend one that employs a flexible
mount and has a dual capability of firing both machineguns and rockets.
Additional types of warheads such as white phosphorus, and a fuze that can
be set at supar-quick, quick, or delay are also required.

'?he armed UH-lB helicopters have done an outstanding job in
fulfilling mission requirements. However, certain disadvantages are
apparent in the present armed helicopter, such as- added weight imposel
by the armament system, inability to leave enrout.e formations for protection
of the transports, limited armament available, and relative susc. Itibili ty
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to insurgent fire. To counteract these disadvantages, a requirement
exi-ts for arn.ed duid c;L~upt•e -4 i-ch have a sufficient *ayload,
range, and speed capability for a minimum aircrew and required artament
and armor protection against caliber .50 projectiles.

5. Requirement for Armament on Troop-Carrying Helicupters

a. Mission of Transport Helicopters

In addition to flying in escorted missions, the transport heli-
copters of the airmobile companies often flew combat support missions with-
out escort into many loca- as throughout Vietnam. These missions inc~uded
air movement of combat troops, casualties; supplies, equipment, and trans-
port of commanders and liaison personnel.

b. The Insurgent Threat

On both escorted and unescorted missions. transport helicopters f
were exposed to insurgent fire. The VC often placed troops near RVN mill-.
tary installations to fire on arriving and departing aircraft. They also
were able to infiltrate perimeters of ARVN units on field operations to
fire at aircraft engaged in combat support missions. There were instances
whan the VC attempted to lure aircraft into their own positions, One
example of this occurrea when a UH-18 transport of the 114th requested
white smoke to mark the landing area near an A=JN unit. White smoke was
displayed in two areas, The pilot selected what appeared to be the correct
area and began his approach. As he neared the ground, he discovered his
error when he received heavy small arms fire,

Helicopters that are forced to land while viuvute t4 . landing
zone are targets for insurgent aTack and have often been taken under fire
within minutes of going down,

c. Armament Systems

The XM-3 and M-6E3 armament systems were authorized for each
of the company aircraft, However, the weight of these systems precludes
their use on the transports wnen a maximum payload is desired.

To provide some defensive armament, two door gunners were used.
One door gunner was usually armed with an M-60 machinegun, either hand
held or pintle mounted; and the other gunner was armed with either an M-14 j
rifle or an Y'-2 carbine, The use of door gunners, while detracting from
the payload capability, represented an immediate solution to the self-defense
problem posed by the insurgent threat. During troop lifts, the door gunners
checked the 3nloading troops to ensure that grenade pins were in place,
weapons were on safe, and the troops were properly positioned in the troop
compartment.
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They also assisted in expeditious off-loading in the landing
zone, In addition, the language barrier imposed by oper.ating with troops
of another nationality made the Fesa;¢• uv UG du-vutiurt' highly desire-
able. The airmobile companies often found that on landing in some areas
restraint was required at each door to control the number of passengers
boarding, w&Lile tne advisors were evenly split on their opinions as to
the necessity for havi.ng door gunners on transports, USASCV considered it
a necessity. It was the opinion of the evaluators that door gunners are
required in Vietnam, However, this matter should be the subject of further
cc.asideratioa in order to determine whether or not they would be needed in
all types of operations. The possibility of using squad members as door
gunners in airmobile operatons has been considered, but is not feasible
in RVN at this time.

6. Conclusions

The ratio of armed helicopters to transports varied on combat
assaults from two armed for one transport to one armed for four transports.

A requirement exists for a helicopter weapon system that has a
capability of firing both machineguns and rockets.

Transport helicopters require some means of self-protection. The
use of two door gunners appears to satisfy this requirement. However, this
matter should be the subject of further evaluation,

There is a requirement for a rocket which has a greater casualty
producing effect than the 2,75-inch r-'keL currerly in use, It should
have a variety of warheads and fuzes,

A requirement exists for an armed and armored helicopter mounting
an automatic fire and rocket system, and possessing sufficient armor
to affor-i protection to the crew and critical comp,,iment systems of the
helicopter from caliber .50 projectiles,

Eo. OBJECTIVE 5 - ADEQUACY OF AIRMOBILE COMPANY TOE 1-77E FOR NON-
.DIVISIONAL 0MPLOIT

The 114th, 118th, and ll1h •trmobile Companies were not organized
under TOE 1-77E, but rather undez- TOE 1-77E (draft), with augmentation
and with attachments of a transportation cargo helicopter field mainte-
nance detachment, a signal detachment (avionics), a medical detachment,
and a platcon of gunners. This discussion will present the existing
organization (TOE 1-77E draft) with its augmentation and attachments
and will ineicate the augmentation and attachments required for an air-
mobile company organi.zed under TOE 1-77E to operate as an independent
unit.
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Augmentations to the company TOE's were authorized by the follow-Ing:

1) 114th Airmobile Company (Lt)

DA Message 325959

DA Messar3 ?703460 1

DA Message 328775

USCONARC Message .IBD-BA-2503 (S) I
General Order 70, Headquarters USARYIS, sabject: Assioag.ent

Ui Lnits, dated 14 May 1963

2) 118th Airmobile Company (Lt)

General Order Number 236, Headquarters, US Prmy Pacific,
14 June 1963, (figure 25)

3) 119th Airmobile Company (Lt) i
General Order Number 236, Headquarters, US Army Pacific,
14 June 10,63.1

Annex F contains information showing the number of personnel and amount
of equipment presently authorized the evaluated airmobile campanied in i
excess of TOE 1-77E.

1. Factors Affecting the TOE g
a. Missions

In addition to the missions assigned by TOE 1-77E tbat called
for providing tactical air movement of combat troops, supplies, and equip-
ment, the airmobile companies were required to provide coammand liaison I
tactical transport and organic armed escort with a suppressive fire cap-
ability,

b. Attachmentr ind Augnentations

The 114th with attachments and augmentations numbered 310 men. j
The 119th a:ind 119th numbered 315 men each. The additional personnel more
than doubled the administrativa and supply workloads of the b76-man
companies. I

C. Fixed Bases of Operation

The three companies operated from fixed bases of operations.
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TPSN UNIT T0F AUTHORIZED S•TING1

20610) __Am Co (Air 1-77F, (Draft) w/C1 15 40 121 176
1bl Lt) (Sb'C 01 077E 1301)

118th 3-1
1111th 81st

AUGMWETATION

Br MOS Code Grade Par Line No
.41 1981 Lt 1 Intel Off
hms 1982 Lt 1 Asst Fit Opns

, 120 S-4 1 Precise Pwr Gen Sp
42110 S.-4 2 Small Ai•-s Repmn
67120 E-5 2 Lt Cgo ApI Mech Ch
67520 E-4 1 Heptr Mech
67520 F-5 2 Sr Heptr lMech
71000 E-3 1 Mail 0lk
71120 E-4 4 Clk Typist
76000 E-3 2 Sup Clk

NC 11370 E-7 1 Intel Sgt
NC 71660 E-6 1 Per Staff Neo

Plus from 29-500D, 58 w/C3
(SRC 29 500D.8101)

TOE 300-21 applies
Team: 2 DA, DE

(SRC 29 500D 8201)
Team: 2 0A, DE

(SRC 29 500D 8301)
Teams 3 EA

Lases 67110 E-4 1 2 1
'ream: 2 EH
Team: 9 ED

Lesst 67530 E-4 4 2 9
(SLIC 29 500D 8501)
Team: GB

Lases 90110 E-3 2 3 1
Team CH

Leos: 31110 E-5 8 1 1
Plus from 1-2070s, 57 w/C3

(SRC O1 207D 7001)
TOE 300-8, 300-11, 300-18, 3O0-21

and 300-23 apply
1 Approach Control Team, Par 4.

Louss 21120 3-5 4 3 2

FIGURE 25

Extract from general order no. 236, Hq US Army Pacific
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For operations etagsd from areas other than the fixed bases, only the
essential airmobile equipment was used. At no time were the companies
required to move as an entire company or to support themselves for extend-
ed periods in the field.

Vehicular mobility requirements varied widely with the three
companies. The 114th and 119th required very little intracompound trans-
portation. The 118th occupied three separate areas on a VHAF base, and
required considerable intracmpowid transportation.

d, Security

The three companies were provided external security by ARVK
units. These guard posts were controlled and manned by Vietnamese military
or paramilitary forces. The company commander had no direct control over
the-placement or functioning of the ARVN guard.

The three companies provided their own internal security
personnel. A combination of roving guards and staLic posts was used.
Alert positions and cover against mortar fire were provided on the imme-
diate perimeter of the compound and within the compound. Practice
alerts were staged to verify the alert procedures.

e. Installations and Facilities

The 114th Airmobile Company was stationed sAjacent to the
west side of the city of Vinh Long in the Mekong Delta region of Vietnam.
The company compound consisted of a 3400-foot surfaced runway at an
elevation of 5 feet above sea level and had very limited parking and ramp
space. Billets and offices were adjacent to the runway and ramp. The
compound was surrounded by rice paddies, ponds, and swamps. The company
operated the entire Vinh Long airfield complex. Included was a permanent
tower with FM, VHF, and UHF air ground ýcmmuinioations.

The company was attached to the Delta Aviation Battalion (Prov)
located 20 miles from Vinh Long at Can Tho. The battalion supported the
ARVN IV Corps, which was also located at Can Tho, and the ARVN 9th and
21st Divisions located at Sadec and Bac Lieu, respectively. Airmobile
support was provided throughout the IV Corps tactical sone. The farthest
point in the zone was 125 miles from the company.

Auxiliary staging and refueling facilities were maintained
and operated by the Delta Aviation Battalion (Proy) throughout the corps
zone as required.

The 118th Airmobile Company was stationed on a VNAF facility
at Bien Hoa in the Mekong plateau area of South Vietnam. The company
compound consisted of three separate areast Operations, maintenance,
and ramp; supply, mess, company headquarters, ano enlisted billets; and
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c-rfficer billets and mess. The distances between areas averaged one-half
nile. The VNAF ai.rfield had a 9971-foot paved runway and a 2000-foot
5teel plank runway. The company parking ramp and maintenance area were
ýrjacent to a paved taxiway which ran near the 2000-foot runway. Air-

Lield control, weather facilities, and tower were operated by VNAF. The
ccmpaniy maintained its own operations center for unit aircraft. The air-
field was at an elevation of 36 feet above sea level, and was surrounded
by rice paddies and fields. Two messes were operated by the llSth because
of tho soparation of officer and enlisted billet areas. Health, welfare,
a:nd morale facilities were company operated.

The company was attached to the 145th Aviation Battalion which
was located 14 miles from Bien Hoa at Tan Son Nhut. The battalion sup-
ported the III Corps located at Saigon, the 7th Division at My Tho, the
5th Division at Bien Hoa, and the Phuoc Binh Tharnh and Binh Lam zones.
Airmobile support was provided throughout the III Corps tactical zone.
The farthest point in the zone was 150 miles from the company.

Auxiliary staging and refueling facilities were maintained
and operatcd by the 145th Aviation Battalion throughout tho corps zo:.e
as required.

The 119th Airmobile Company was stationed at Old Pleiku which
is one and one-half miles southeast of Pleiku in the forested highlands
region of South Vietnam. The company compound consisted of a 2400-foot
steel plank runway, and paved and stabilized parking and ramp areas.
Billets, mess, and offices were adjacent to the runway. The compound
was shared with the 52nd Aviation Battalion. The airfield was on a
hill top and was bordered on all sides by dry fields. It was at an
elevation of 2460 feet above sea level.

The company and the 52nd Aviation Battalion jointly operated
a control tower, airfield servicing facilities, an operations center,
and a consolidated mess. Weather forecasts were available from USA?
facilities at Pleiku VNAF airfield.

The company was attached to the 52nd Aviation Battalion.
The battalion supported the II Corps located near Pleiku and the 22nd,
23rd, and 25th Divisions located at Kontump Ban Me Thuot, and Quang
Ngai respectively. Airmobile support was provided throughout the Il Corps
tactical zone. Tho farthost point in the zone was 155 miles from the
company .

Auxiliary staging and refueling facilities were maintained
and uperated by the 52nd Aviation Battalion throughout the corps zone as
required.
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f. Logistical Support

The 1-l4th and -19th Airmobile Companies received supplies
and equipment, less POL, by air. The supplies for the 11th were delivered
to thc corpany airfield at Vinh long, Unloading, handling, and trans-
portation were done by the company. Supplies and equipment for the 119th
were delivered to the VNAF airfield at Pleiku, approxlmately five miles
from the company compound. The supplies were then transferred to com.-
pai:y vehicles.

The 118th Airmobile company obtained supplies and equipment
by vehicle from USASCV in Saigcn. The supplies were delivered directly
to the unit compound.

The three conpanies received POL by commaercial carrier.

Delivery was made to the unit POL storage areas.

2. Organization

The companies were organized as shown in objective 1, figure 11.
Their organization differs from that shown in TOE 1-77E in two respects.
First, twn airlift platoons and one armed platoon were formed in place
of three airlift platoons. Second, vehicular maintenance personnel were
grouped into a motor maintenance section under the service platoon.

3. Personnel and Equipment

The personnel and equipment augmentations enabled the companies
to accomplish their missions. Had the companies been required to operate
under TOE 1-77E, they would have had too few man to perform adequately
in the following areas: Airfield control, aircraft maintenance, vehicle
maintenance, weapon system maintenance, radio maintenanee, clerical, food
preparation, intelligence, and operations. They would also have been
short ground transportation, weapons, observation aircraft, and navigational
aids. Recommended personnel and equipment changes to TOE 1-773 fbr sep-
arate airrmbile companies are shown in annex F. These remomlndations
take into consideration th*differences between TOE 1.773 and the aumented
TOE 1-77E (draft). Because the companies were augmented throaghat the
evaluation period and no changes cculd be made solely for evabation pur-
poses, the evaluation was based on whether or not the personnel and equip-
ment that were authorized were required.

4. Unuio2n

Using TOE 1-77E (draft) as augwented, and with the attachrmts
currently in effect, the companies demostrated their capability to
perfom satisfactorily in' support of counterinsurgency operations.

When the units are reorganized under TOE 1-77E, th# will require
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current attachments and augmentations as shown in annex F.

F.. OBJECTIVE 6 - DISPLACEMENT A1D EXTENDED FIELD OPERATIONS

Objective 6 was not met, There was no requirement for an entire
company to move or operate for extended periods away from its fixed
base. The companies were located so that they could provide support
anywhere within their respective corps areas.

G. OBJECTIVE 7 - LOGISTICS

The inforization and cata to meet this objective were gathered by
interviews with aviation and support unit personnel, from records, reports,
and summaries prepared by the av.ation units, and by surveying unit records.

The 114th Airmobile Company was supported by the attached 544th Trans-
portation Cargo Helicopt4er Field Maintenance (CHFM) Detachment. The 544th
received technical support and aircraft repair parts from the 611th Trans-
poration Company (Direct Support) (DS), located at Vung Tau, which is 80
air miles from Vinh Long. Aircraft repair parts for the 611th were provid-
ed by the Aircraft Consolidated Supply Point (ACSP) at Saigon, 43 air miles
from Vung Tau. The ACSr in Saigon was operated by the aircraft maintenamsce
and supply section, US Army Support Command, Vietnam, augmented by the
supply platoon of the 330th Transportation Heavy Maintenance and Supply
Company located in Vung Tr.u.

The 118th Airmobile Company was supportod by the attached 573d Trans-
portation ClIP14 Detachment. Technical support and aircraft repair parts
were provided by the 611th Transportation Company (DS3), 45 air miles from
Bien Hoa,

The 119th Airmobile Company was supported by the attached 545th Trans-
portntion CI1FIX, Dctichment. Techni cal support and aircraft repair parts
wiere provided by the 339th Transportation Company (DS) located at Nha
Trang, which is 145 air miles frai, Pleiku. Aircraft repair parts were
provided to the 339th from the ACSP Jn Saigon which is 165 air miles from
Nha Trang.

All classes of supplies except POL were delivered primarily by air
to the 114th and the 119th. In rare cases supplies and heavy equipment
were delivered by armed convoy over the roads. The 1lth picked up its
supplies by organic aircraft and motor vehicles.

Each unit had certain responsibilities for operating a fixed installa-
tion. Their responsibilities v@ried froa complete responsibility for
operating an airfield and a compound, as was the case with the 114th Air-
mobile Company in Vinh Long, to providing personnel to assist the compound
commander, ao was the case with the 119th Airmobile Company located at
Ploiku.
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1, Main n,,wlie

a, Aircraft

The accumulated flight time of each of the helicopters assign-
ed to the companies at the end of the evaluation period was as follows:
L14th - 600 to 700 hours; l18th - 300 to 400 hours; and the 119th - 300
to 400 hours. The 114th arrived in RVN with UH-1B helicopters and had
more time with the aircraft than the other companies. Thus, they-were
first to arrive at problem areas such as bolts backing off from tail rotor
hubs, engine flex hoses ciacking, and blade grips scouring. These pro-
blems developed with the accumulation of flying hours. A maintenance
and supply letter was published monthly by USASCV describing new mainte-
nance policies and procedures to minimize problem areas. This enabled
other companies to anticipate the problems and take remedial action be-
fore they became serious.

The availability of rotary-wlng aircraft in each of the units
exceeded the DA-desired goal of 67 percent. Availability by unit and
month is shown in table 7.

The average number of hours flown per aircraft per month dur-
ang the evaluation period was 56 hours, the same as that programed in
SB-1-1 for UH-1B' s. Total company flying time and average aircraft fly-
ing hours are ehown in tables 8 and 9.

Because of the level of insurgent activity and the tactical
nature of the II Corps areas the average aircraft flying hours for the
119th Airmobile Company were less than that of the 114th or 118th.

With the augmentation discus-ied in objective 5, the mainte-
nance personnel of the company service p'ator- were able to perform the
required maintenance tasks. They had to fork• however. 10 to 14 hours
per day for extended periods of time. IniLigenoud labor was, hired to per-
form miscellaneous housekeeping tasks in tervice platoons and company
areas in order to free maintenance persornel. so that they could devote
full time to their primary mission. TVe attached CHFM detachments assist-
ed in organizational maintenance to the, extent desired by the company
commanders.

Maintenance was acuumplluhed under varying conditions of
weather, terrain, and enemy action. Prior to the time permanent faci•i.
ties were provided, there was a requirement for a more suitab!e mainte-
nance shelter for helicopters. During the hours of darkness, mosquitoes
and other insects weze a particular problem, and at times caused main.
tenance stoppages. Off-the-shelf temporary maintenance shelters should
be considered for use during the initial and buildup phases of any futurs
counterinsurgency operations. The shelter should be lightweight, hi)i
enough to permit the helicopters to be moved in easily, insectproof, and
have a hoist.
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TI BLE 7

PERCENT OF ROTARY-dING AIRCRAFT AVAIL"uILTY

{Unit October Novemrber |December January
I

114th 74, 75 81 73t 118th 88 94 91 88

119th 87 90 77 78

TABLE 8

TOTAL CO194PA1Y FIYlNG TIME (HOURS)

Unit October Novemrber iDecember January

114th 1479 1590 1727 1655

118th 1286 1385 1609 1580

11ch 1206 1178 1104 1230

TABLE 9

AVERAGE FLYING hOURS YER -IRCCRAFT

Unit October November December January

114th 59 64 69 fL4

i18th 51 5.5 64 63

119th 48 47 44 49
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b, OTher

All units experienced delays ir the higher echelons of mainte-
nance of other equipment exrept for signal equipment, Since the units
operated from permdnent installations a:,d did not use all of their TOE
equipmnent, these delays in maintenance had little effect on the accomplish- I
ment of the units mis•sions. Had the units operated from field locations
where they would have had to use all of their vehicles and generators, the
impact of maintenance delays might have been severe. •ome of the delays
were caused by a shortagt spare parts.

(1) Orinance I
Orcnance d.rect ;uppcrt was furnished each nbf the units

by tne VS detachment of the ordnan,'e section of USASCVo The detachment
was compri sed of 13 eniusted men and had .he missicn of providing third
and limited fourth echelon maintenance for over 160U vehicles located in
all parts of Vieunam Since the mission was beyond the capability of the
deta••hment., Dr•o•ties were established by tne oran.. 2ffi . Critical
vehicles, POL tankers, ambulances. wand ccm-mnxcations vehicles were given
first prior:,tyo To keep the deadline rate within reasonable limits, the

higher echelons of maintenance than t.hey are niorma!:y authorized°,_ I

,(2) Engane.r J
Mi.inienance of mechanical equipment. other than ordnance, I

was performed by the engineer seetzon, USASCV, The maintenance .c.tion
had an average strength of I wagrant officer and lo enlisted men, and was
augmented by a Vietnamese civilian mazntenancs seoTlon of 23 persons.
The workloaa included manntenance of engineer equipment, signal generators,
refrigerators, ice makers and over 20OU other mechanical and electrical
pieces of equipment located tnrcughout tne Republiz of Vletnamo Most
engineer equipment was sh:pped by a:-r or surface to Tan Son Nhut Airport
for re3pair° If the work was not within the "apabillty of tne engineer
section, it was further eva-uated to Oknin;t*. In emergencies, field !
teams were dispatched tc the uits for on site repairs, The shortage
of repdir parts caused cn.ederaole delay in engineer maintenance.

(3) Signal
S

An avioniss s)gn~i detachment was attached to each unit,,
ana performed third and limited four-t chelon maintenance. There were
no serious problems,

I
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2. Egul-pmen' and Supply

t. Aircraft

During the evaluation period the equipment deadline for parts
(EDP) averaged less than 10 percent, even though the helicopters were
f1vyirg approximately U"Q hours per month under combat conditions. There
were few cases of extended EDP's. These few occured when parts on which
tnere was little or no previvus demand data were required b)y a large
number of helicopters at approximately the same time. Many of the EDPis
listed by the companies w" i EDP's to the company, but were n-t actually
EDP's ia the true sense of the regulation, since the parts were in the
system within RVN. Because of the distances involved, the lack of ground
mobility, and the lack of a reliable and rapid commumications system, it
was often extremely difficult for a unit to determine if the part was
available for issue, or obtainable through lt1eral transfer from another
organýation. A weekly consolidation of EDP's was made and distributed
to all the aircraft maintenance units in an effort to expedite lateral
transfers. The ... th processed some 48 EDP's, the 118th about 9 EDPts,
and the 119th some 114 during the evaluation period. The companies ex-
perientqd a 3- to 4-day fill time on EDP parts that were available within
WON, and a 7- to 10-day fill time on EDP parts which had to come from out-
gide of RVN.

Priority 05 requisitions wet'e carried through the system
without undue delay, The average time required to fill 05 requisitions
Was'

L) 114th 7 to 14 days

2) 118th 14 to 20 days

3) 119th 15 to 20 days

The 114th and the 118th used priority 12 for requisitions for
stock replenishment and stockage items, and the 119th used priority 17.
The 114th reviewed the prescribed load list (PLL) and submitted stockage
requisitions in December 1963. The items began to arrive in late January
and early February 1964. The ]18th and 119th received their stockage
replacements in 60 to 90 days. Some form of follow-up was required for
approximately 20 percent of all requisitions.

CaiLnibalization of aircraft was held to a minimum in all three
companies during the evaluation period. Cannibalization generdlly con-
sisted of changing a single item from an aircraft entering .eintenance
to an aircraft otherwise ready for flight. Items changed were generally
of the quick-change type which required very little time to transfer.
1-hen the transfer procedures were used, more time was consumed in changing
aircraft records than in changing the item.
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Prior to the evzaluation, all units had been obtaifiing spare
parts directl.y .Im the '.SP. The ACS? -as undertst af ed ting, post-
ing, and warehousing personnel-ý The system of repair parts flow through
maintenance channels was initiated by '.he Aircraft Maintenance and Supply
Office of USASCV in the surer o-k 196' This system noticeably increased
the effectiveness of the spare parts supply line. The ACSP was manned
by the supply platoon of the 330th Heavy Maintenance ana Supply Company.

h. Other I

The 114th AiiL•. ile Ccopany had approximately 100 percent of
its TOE equipment. The 118th Lnd 119th had about 70 percent. There was I
a shortage of vehicles anl tents in the 118th and 119th which might have
adversely affected accmplishment of their mission had they been required
to move and operate independently under field conditiuons.

Requisitioned items that were stocked in Vietnam were usually
received within one week. Items that were not in Vietnam were sometimes
not received for as long as 120 aays, and many had to be requisitioned
again.

Table 10 shows the number of requisitions submitted and filled

durLng the evaluation period. TABLE 10

REQUISITION EXPERIENCE i

I
Unit Number Number Percent

Requisitions Filled Filled I
Submnitted

I
114th Airmobile Cc 550 2,2 42

I_ I I

A-; rQ 1-A
,11th Airnobile Co 1313 540 42_
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FA4 ill! ý1% Pd~'.LI 'r. '-fi fe J-j~t~h Airmobile Company sub-

iuiit'ed oriiy 1,0 p >rta.-.noi re'4ui';i"iorl. a5 thie other two comnpanies.
This was he,':auto UI... conpr1Iny arri.v~d il LITe *%heater' fully equipped. The
ot hex ýornparneýý wir'* ,r~nz; i :.untr~y from formier CH-.21 companiesp
arid corseqiiert 1,y vio-, tjh ..r, MU'h 0CqU tr.j :r'.n1

,3 011.,~um au nd Lujbr-irnt

The d~ib tibut Jon of PGCI, tat:1 riot. tieen a serious problem. The
a'riat~ion s)ttiJ~ i 4 hald tife' r &ep)3pOiIbi Ii~ty for computing POL require-
mt~rits torj ýa.n airtrmibiie .,, .,ion and for enstiring that sufficient POL
was rnt-, Twese Y--jairpmonnti w~ere then p ei d to the senior HAAG
advisor wit~h thl., ýiuppn't;id APV1i aitý It waa the reaponsibility of the
AMIV :,ni~t to i~hi:- POL prditc* and available M4-49 gasoline tankers
to tne fcrwarI *'.-tagmung ar.ýae t[.~lankcer* were wid-..1y sýattvred through-
out. theýM IiN £CAiu: Aec f 1thu di tlan'ýe and the unsecured roads, it was
us~ualLy poss.i~ble1o t~:,crfly o-ne., r.w-,., or three of the gasoline
tank~ers fo.,r any one c~:pezrat.tin

rIi~n.>z grc.o m Cf,:r if1mgwatw., in irosjt cases,, directly re-
late~d to the ni.mnb.r of *i'spenainrg ytmsavailable,, and since it wasn
impcossibir; to move POL tavm1'. - inm L.utfi~en*. numboers into the s~taging
area,, an air - tranz~ror tab je d i. ptri- ýn i~y;--tsi was de'icloped withi-n the
USASCV., ThL'A. 6yA.-ten 0,.gure,- 26 a~id A/) consis:.ed of a filt~er ueparator
and a 5G-gim, ptvnp vrLUn rnec:?!-ary m acunted c~n a tubular steel framie
vvLWi twý,. Crr1 i,*v:1.tA1c,, 'No T *!i.jtlti wvlkh~d WO~ pourvis and wa3 ebasily
trarm~portable by airv. Dairing tpf-ri ton-2 ' thp required number of ?.hese
ayst.-m~s were a~~f,. into. t.he fL.:v'ard 31ag~rng area an~d plaoed on 21.-ton
trueks- l:;ad,-d with 55$ galiz:r. d1ilnii4 .t-, Tnere men were required to
operat,.', tlie )to- wirva* ,,n "he. truck to Lra-nafer the stanld pipe into
avumt;, orm.ý viar !., dipi.ri- th.2 facl . ito thet airCrTift, and a driver. This
system h'ai; heftn Liea %ith bo ~ty the 114th arid 1.13th Airmobile Ceo-

Tinr. ',Cgie :.i±Lcip-ý1.bie tanks,, an eJlect~ri1. pumpf anid a "go-,
no go" fuse were aoadaa i.r; ithu. sy~t-vu .y the 1.19th Airmobile Companay
op.drating in thne mouit~ainouo3 ar-ea of 1.1 Cnrpi 0 Even vath the additional
equipxnen the rytt ~mira~aiwd ai (. tvn~prtrabe by orse UH-lB (figur-i 28%).

POL nd 4tontr'k~ ~preoc-..1v-nad by AWJN before a combat opera-
tion,. 'h L ITAmý xniobW. P p ritpid 1101, puroniarii3 w~ere flown int~o t~helstaging

A raty a -rg.,hlip'ý ~. wo 0I VOL~ nc fr_- the ortpan~y f'Med0 *h0 w * 'SO', 500 L~ '.c*iik.i 1'm_;ing. ile k).n-ioie pump with filtt~r separator0 f~jgure.ý 29 and. 30),, Thtu% pL-Aevi Idry' fuell in the -_ollapsible tanks.
0 ThVe uel. wa5 Iu&1±'y 'y..ic1 by' a '-g:, &V Nis-! whfren dti~sdos by the

(0' D.Ii: I ng, Oneo tp '.4 .- vat i'vrj .;.Ji.Jctd by tho 1 01h Airmobile
(0'0C:ripanyý, 22 1JH-.J *s were: eakh r-Iie~utýA~ twiý.o., Thr-:, improvised systems
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Airmobi.e, pamp

FIGURE 267U

UU

Refueling UH lB with aiIAndie pump
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FIGURE 28 (U)
Airmobile pump loaded for transport

.4W 4>

FIGURE 20 (0)
Unloading airmoblie fuel dispensin'g equipment
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ay:4'

Fuel transfer from 55-gallon drums to 500-gallon tank

FIGURE "21(k
Refueling UH-1B from 500-gallon tank
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and one M-49C tanker were used. On the first refueling, ; gallons of
JP-L were dispensed into each helicopter. The total ý'efueling time was
12 minutes. The M-49C tanker refueled four nelicopters and the impro-
vised syscems refueled six each. On •he second refueling, the heli-
copters were refueled with 80 gallons each in ýO minutes. The Y-49C
tanker again refueled four of the helicopters.

The improvised airmooile pump has been used with success in a
great rany airmobile operations, It has proved to be simple, reliable
and safe.

In Vietrnm there i• on. unusual aspezt of POL resupp'.y. 'Civilian
contractors move their POL vehicles freely in territory controlled by
the Viet Cong. These vehicles move singly without armed escort. Military
vehicles do not have this freedom of movement except when civilian drivers
are hired from a contractor. These contract drivers have moved Army POL
tankers in Viet Cong infested territory wtwn j, interference. If this
situation changes, exLnsive modification of t ie POL supply system will
be required.

4. Ammunition

Units encontered no difficulty in procuring sufficient ammunition
to meet all of their requirements during the evraluation period. A requi-
sition submitted to the USASCV ammunition officer resulted _ ammunition
being delivered to the unit in a timely manr.r, Basi', loads were main-
tained and rotated.

5. Conclusions

a, Concepts and procedures for arcraft maintenance and supply
were effective.

b. Concepts and procedures for supply and mainiioance of equip-
ment, other than aircraft, were satisfactory for ho existing limited
requirements.

c. Petroleum, oil, and lubricant distribution was atypical, and
although it was effective, it should not be used E a basis for plannir.g
in conrection with other counterinsurgency situstions. Concepts and
proc',,ures for supply of ammunition we.e effective,

d. Off-the-shelf temporary mainterpnce shelters should be con-
sidered for use during the initial ani buildup l iases of any future
cotuterin- "gency operations,

6CE
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(C) AM.M A

SENIOR ADVISOR COINTS

This annex contains c-,mlents of US Army corps, division, and special
zone senior advisors relative to the effectiveness of the support provided
by the airmobile companies.

US Senior Advisor PaRe

II Corps A-2

22d infantry Division A-5

23d Infantry Division A-9

25th Infantry Division A-12

III Corps A-15

7th Infantry Division A-18

5th Infantry Division A.20

PBT Special Zone A-22

Long An Special Zone A-24

IV Corps A-26

9th Division A-30

21st Division A-33

A-I ANNEX A
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UNITED STAqES
MILITARY ASSISTANCE VI•C• GROUP, VIETNAM

II VN CORPS DETACHMenT
Pleiku, Vietnam

MAGTN'i-ITC 14 February 1964

SUBJECT: Evaluation o-4 Airmobile Conpany in Counterinsurgerc- Operations

TO: Chief
Army Concept Team in Vietnam
APO 143, U. S. Forces I

In accordance with letter, your hea&quarters, ACTmV-AM, subject as

above, dated 26 December 1963, attached are questionnaires fron Senior I
Adviscra, II Corps, 22nd Infantry Division, 23rd Infantry Division, and

25th Infantry Division. I
FOR THE SENIOR ADVISOR:

"3/ h.Ldxne Cromcr
4 incl Iýt ALDINE CRODMER

1- Questionnaire, SA, II Corps Captain, AGC
2- Questicr-aire, 22d lnf Div Admin Officer !
3- Questionnaire, 23d Inf Div
4- Questionnaire, 25th InX Div

I
I
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COlU¶ŽITS. SENIOR ADVISOR, II CORPS, ON
EVAILIATION OF AIRMOBILE COMPANY IN
COUNTERINSURGENCY OPERATIONS.-

14 February 1964

1. Tactics and Te'hniquef:

Question: Does the airmobi.e company accomplish mission require-
ments satisfactorily? (l>clude response time)

Answer: The two Airmobile Cctapaxdies under the direction of the
52d Avn Bn have accomplished existing missio'n requirements satisfactor-
ily. Tactics requiring immediate respouse have been used successfully
within Il Corps, however, this has not been frequent due to compara-
tively (Delta vs !! Corps Area) 1pss VC activity and the nature of the
terrain (considex able mountainous jungle area wherein & raiding party
can escape within 10 or 15 minutes). Response time has been more than
adequate to move a Rifle Ccmpany(-), i.e., 2 platoons, within an hour
vith no prior warning.

Question: What changes, if any, to the organization, tactics,
techniques and equipment employed oy the airmobile company would you
suggest to improve support provided by this type unit'.

Answer: iWo changes are recommended for airmobile tactics and
techniques. Present, organization nas proven entirely uatisfactory in
the past, wherein, the 52d Avn Bn has controlled the resourocs of two
airmobile companies.

2. Capabilities and Limitations:

Question: Does the VH-IB helicopter, presently organic to the
airmobile company, meet your airlift reo-irements? In your opinion
what would the optimum number of troops to be lifted by a single heli-
copter be?

Answer: The UH-IB helicopter satisfactorily meets pres, nt troop
airlift requirements. In Vietnam, the optimum number of troops to be
lifted by a single helicopter would be a single rifle squad (eight men).

Question: Discuss any aspect,' of the airmobile company which
limits its eif-f-tiveness to adequately support the ground ur..t.

Answer: No limitations inherent within the airmobile company
itself has limited its effectiveness To adequately support the ground
unit. I)irectives establishing a mandatory (four) man crew has limited
their capability to carry cargo and passengers.
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3. Control and Coordinatiox:

Question: Do adequate liaison and communications exist between I
the airmobile company and the suppcrted unit?

Answer: The Bn has furnished liaison and communications to the U
supported units. There are no known difficulties in the area of liaison 5

and communications.

Question: What would you consider to be thUc ideal command and
control structure within ,. airmobile task for' s? How does the present
structure differ?

Answer: The 52d Avn Bn provides both fixed and rotary wing
support on a daily basis to all three divisions, II Corps Hq, II CAWC I
and "B" Det SF. In the event of an airmobile operation thp 52d Avn Bn
CO flies the airmobile CP and carries the Senior Advisor, ARV14 Commander
ALO and other ARVN staff, as needed. Liaison is carried out by the 52d I
Avn Bn LNO who lives at each Division CP. Either or both Airmobile
Companies may be involved in any airmobile operation but the Airmobile
Company Commander normally flies one of the transport helicopters or a
TO-ID from which he can lead in his Company to the LZ, mark with smo1ke,
etc. Command aircraft presently being used are equipped with improvised
communications equipment that is not part of the TOE.

4. Remarks: -

Question: In your oninioni is the airmobile company, as employed
in your area, an cffectivc couiteiinsuxrency weapon?

Answer: Yes, invaluable) though ke are hampered by having only
an "advisory" capability as to the employment of ground troops. The
use of the helicopter in counterinsurgency should prove more valuable
when the troops e'nd the helicopter units are under the same command.

Question: Do you believe that troop transport helicopters I
should be defensively armed consideri-g the resultant reduction in pay-
load? (Include both UH-IB and CH-21' I

Answer: Past experience within II Corps has indicated a re-
quirement to have gunners aboard in moit situations. The feasibility
of flying zbrdast in pairs and having gunners only on the right side of !
the helicopter flying on the right' and the left side of the helicopter
flying on the left should be looked into. However, as a general rule
it is felt tiat if cargo helicopters can be protected by fighter air- I
craft and/or armed helicopters the increase in payload by not arming

the cargo helicopters may be worth investigating, esipecially for -,per-
-tions that are conducted at elevations of 4,000 feet and up as is the I
case in much of the II Corps Tactical Zone.
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MAGTN-KT3 (16 Jan 64) 1st Ind

SUBJECT: Evaluation of Airmobile Company in Counterinsurgency Operations

Headquarters, US Advisory Team 22, APO 299, US Forces, 1 February 1964

TO: Senior Advisor, II VN Corps, APO 95, US Forces

Requested information is attached as Inclosure 1 hereto,

FOR THE SENIOR ADVISOR:

/sl D. D. Shultz
1 Incl /t D. D. SHULTZ

as Captain, AGC
Admin Officer
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1. Tactics and Techniques-

Question: Does the airmobile company accomplish mission require-
ments satisfactorily? (Include response time )

Answer: Support p~cvided by the airmobile company has been
excellent. Response time is generally not a factor since airmobile oper-
ation• resuriW, so s nd command and liaison are preplanned. Re-
sponse time for emergency medical evacuation and other non-piep_-rl-Led
missions has L-on satisk -:r-.

Question: What changes, if any, to the organization, tactics,
techniques• and equipment employed by the airmobile conpany would you
suggest to improve support provided by this type unit?

Answer- The avoidan-ce- of rec-.i' -e of !•nding zcn~z
several days prior to an airmobile operation. A reconnaissance two or
three hours prior to the operation is more tdeqiarhip +e maint-". th
element of surprise. Sufficient time would still be available for final
coordination to include tactical air strikeso

2, Capabilitius and Limitations-

Question: Does the bH-lB helicopter, presently organic to the
airmobile company, meet your troop airlift requirement.s?

Answer? Yes.

Question- In your opinion what would be the opcimum- number of
troops to be lifted by a single helicopter?

Answer: The optimum number of troops is six combat equipped
soldiers. A more desireable number would be eight to ten soldiers in
order to enable ARVN to maintain its rifle squad integrity; but this
number is normally not possible because of the higher altitude-decrease
airlift capability in the 22d DTA. The result is additional lifts into
the landing zones thereby prolonging the airassault phase of the opera-
tion.

Question: Discuss any aspect of the airmobile conpany which
limits its effectiveness 'to adequately support the ground unit.

Answer" Other than the above JH-IB limitation. this tP~m is
not aware ol other airmobile campany lImiting aspects0

3. Cortrol and Ccordination'

Question? Do adequate liaison and communications exist between
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the airmobile cc )any and the supported unit?

Answer: Yes. The'ccmLunication/liaison aspect of airmobile
support for the 22d Division has been outstanding.

Questio:-, What would you consider to be the ideal cowmand and
control structure within an airmobile task force? How does the present
structure differ?

Answer: Personnel - board and airborne comaiid post should be:

(1) The immediate ARVN Superior (or his representative) of
the ARVN Commander accomp.nying the assault trocs and an ARVM radio
operator with air-ground radio. This will provide command and guidance
to the assault element.

(2) The american Advisor to the immediate ARVN Superior in

thc -irbcrne - i.

(3) American Air Liaison Officer. This officer can use the
helicopter's VHF radio to ensure close coordination between the tactical
air cover and the airmobilc assault force.

(4) Command and staff personnel from the airmobile company
to exercise normal c-nmand functions.

The above strQ;tuJee is the one currently employed by this Advisory

Team.

4, Remarks:

Cuestion: In your opinion is the airmobile company-, as employ-
ed in your area, an effective counterinsurgency weapon?

Answer: Yes. The mobility and timeliness provided by an air-
mobile assault allows a large number of troops to be placed in an
objective area or areas which would normally take several days to cover
by foot. Two important assets %r the insurgents are iapid foot mobility
and an excellent security scree These assets can be partially nulli-
fied by the timely and well planed employment of airmobile assaults.
The excellent aerial resupply provided by the 4irmobile company is also
an important counterinsurgency asset since troops ca - be resupplied in
remote operational areas for an indefinite period of time. Rapid med-
ical evacuation and command aul liaison add morale and leadership factors
which could not otherwise be provided.
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Question: Do you believe that troop transport helicopters
should be defensively armed cqnsidering the resultant reduction in pay-
load? (Include both UH-2tB and CH-21)

Answer: No. As previously diqc.,'---d, the altitude in the 22d
DTA causcz - reduction in lift capability the UH-IB and CH-2-o. The
additional armor plates now on the troop transport helicopters and two
fully armed gunners have also reduced the lift capability. Additional
defensive armament would critica~lly reduce the lift capability.

I
I
I
!
I
I
I

I
i

I
I
I
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UlNITED STATES ARMY
MILITARY ADVISORY DETACHMENT

23D DIVISION TACTICAL AREA
BAN ME THUOT, VIETNAM

MAGTN-BM 30 January 1964

MEMORANDUM: Evaluation of Airmobile Company in Counterinsurgency Opera-
tions

TCO: Senior Advisor
II Corps
Pleiku, Vietnam

Reference letter your headquarters, subject as above, dated 16 Janu-

ary 1964, requested information is submitted herewith.

FOR 2ME SENIOR ADVISOR:

Is/ Jack F. Higgins
1 Incl /t/ JACK F. HIGGINS

as it Col, Infantry
Deputy Senior Advisor
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1, Tactics and Techniqaes:

Question: Does the airmobile company accmnplish mission require- I
ments satisfactorily. (Include response time)

Answer: Mission accomplishment is satisfactory Response time I
varies according to mission priority and availability of aircraft. Nor-
mal assault missions require a minimum of four days planning prior to
D-Day. Aircraft under the direct control of the Senior Advisor of a |
Tactical Area are immediate'y responsive.

•uestion: What changes, if any, to the organization, tactics, 1
technique7s,and equipment; employed by the airmobile company would yousuggest to improve support provided by this type unit?

Answer: Mobile communication teams should be included in the
-. L tc act as ground control partico. Use of pahf-inder tea-s organitc
to Avn Bn might be explored.

2. Capabilities and Limitations:

Question: Does the UH-lB Helicopter, presently organic to the
airmobile company, meet your troop airlift requirements? In your
opinion what would be the optimum number of troops to be lifted by a I
sin-gle helicopter? .

Answer: The UN-1B does meet the troop airlift requirement. The j
optimum number of troops to be lifted by a single helicopter, consider-
ing all other factors equal wou2d be 10 personnel. |

Question: Discuss any aspect of the airmobile company which limits
the effectiveness to adequately support the ground unit.

Answer: Refueling of aircraft in forward departure areas. Avail-
ability of pumps and segregators. No second echelon capability on site
and lack of adequate spare parts.

3. Control and Coordination-

Question: Do adaquate liaison and communications exist between
the airmobile company and the supported anit?

Answer: Adequate liaison and communications do not exist be-
tween the airmobile company and the supported unit. Control and camun-
ications teams should be added. Liaison would improve greatly if Sup- !
port Team Comianders were not rotated.

!
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Question: 'What would you consider to be the ideal command and
control structure within an airmobile task force? How does the present
structure differ?

Answer: Present structure of Airmobile Ujnit - MUAG - ARM is
considered adequate for command and control. The addition of control
and canmunications teams would of course enhance the operations.

4. Remarks;

QMeion: In your )pinion is the airmobile com"p!iy, as em-
ployed in your area, an effe ,ive counterinsurgency weapon?

Answer: The airmobile company is very effective as a counter-
insurgency weapon. This is especially true when utilized for troop
movement into areas inaccessible to vehicles, resupply, medical evacua-
tions and command and control.

Question: Do you believe that troop transport helicopters
should be defensively armed considering the resuLtant reduction in
payload? (Include both UH-lB and CH-21)

Answer: Cargo helictopters should not be armed.* A platoon of
UTT's should be assigned to each Airmobile Company thus increasihg
lift capability by approximately 33%.
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OFFICE OF SENIOR ADVISOR
25TH INFANTRY DIVISION

Quang Ngai, Vietnam

!,AGTN-QI 27 January 1964

SUBJECT: Evaluation of Airmobile Company in Counterinsurgency Operations !

TO: Senior Advisor
II Corps IAPO 95t US Forme

1

Forwarded as inclosure 1 is the response of the Senior Advisor, i
25th Infantry Diviiion, to the Army Concept Team Questionnaire.

FOR , SENIOR ADVISOR: I
IS! George G. Donovan p

I Inal t EORGE G. DONOVAN
as let Lt AGO

Adnin Officer

I

I
I
I

I
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ARM4Y CONCEPT TF¶M QUESTIONNAIRE
Advisory Team #7 Position

1. Tactics and Techniques:

Question: Does the airmobile company accomplish mission re-
quirements satisfactorily? (include response time)

Answer: Yes, response, while to date has i.ever been required
on such short notice, can be on site at. designated staging areas NLT
l1 hours after daylight or 1A iours after alert. The one instance
where used placed the corps airmobile reserve (l-Rgr Co) in the oper-
ations area in 2 hours.

Question: What changes, if any, to the organization, tactics,techniques, and equipment employed by the airmobile company would you
suggest to improve support provided by this type unit?

Answer: None recommended at this time.

2. Capabilities and Limitations:

Question: Does the UH-IB helicopter, presently organic to the
airmobile company, meet your troop airlift requirements? In your
opinion what would be the optim,o number cf troops to be lifted by a
sirgle helicopter?

Answer: While the present UH-IB is a highly superior aircraft
and has met present rccquirements it is believed that an aircraft cap-
able of lifting one: organic rifle squ'ad would improve the combat poe-
ture of the combat forces upon their &-rival in the landing zone.

Question: Discuws any aspect of tho airmobile company which
limits its effectivenesc to adequately support the ground unit.

Answer: There are LO limiting factors that cannot be planned
for. The greatest limitation is the fact that staging areas must be
very close or refueling is necessary between successive lifts. Some
of the element of surprise is lost when staging areas are close to the
operations area.

3. Control and Coordination:

Questior.: Do adequate liaison and ccmsunications exist b'e.teen
the airmobile company and the nupported unit?

Answer: There is a requiremerr. - an aa% itional FM radio in
sIfme aircra-t. If. a limited rm~ber of ;.Lo aiy-. .-:ift were equipped
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with an external antenna ground unit furnished radios (PRC-lO) could pro-
vide commanders of subsequent airlifts communications with elements al-
ready in the landing zone, Any of those aircraft so equipped, could
also become an aerial command post.

Question: What would you consider to be the ideal command and I
controa structure within an airmobile Uack fv-i cet How does the present
structure. differ?

Answer- The presen structure used in airmnbile operations is
appropriate and id in accor i Ice with current doctrines. The Senior
Advisci commands the combined operation, du.ing the aerial phases the
airmobile unit commander commands the aircraft, including supporting
armed aircraft (US Army) and the ground force ccmmander becomes the
ground- operations commander as his forces are delivered into the land- i
ing zwhe°

4. Remarks:

Question: In your opinion is the airmobile company, as am-
p.loycd ixn your area, an effective counterinsurgency weapon?|

Answer. Yes, the airmobile company is -an effective counter-
insurgency weapon. It has been the experience of this command that, I
unless surprise is enhanced, ground operations where feasible are
equally effective and are much less costly. Many small unit ground
operations result in a higher day-to-day kill than large operations. I
Usually on airmobile operations surprise is not fully realized be-
cause of the use of near-by staging areas. Supply'missions that can
be accomplished by ground means open communications routes and in I
themselves enhance the counterinsurgency effort. The fact that the
enemy uses forces to interfere with ground supply movements "occupies
his troops in widely scattered areas, and ground operations against
these forces become decisive actions, A policy of resupply by air to
avoid the hazards of ground resupply automaticaily releases enemy forces
to be used against the popui]ption and ::vernment forces.

Question: Do you believe that troop transport helicopters
should be defensively armed considering the resultant reduction in Ipayload? (Include both Um-IB and CH-21)

I
An.swer; It i_3 holieved that t.he present system 7.f fire sup.-

po.t. is adequate, however. 14-60 maz:hiic guns stuid be mourjnted ir ea-ch'
door on swing mounts instead of the M-14 rifles' on the cargo aircraft.
Artillery and armed helicoipters can secure a properly selected land- i
ing zone,

OJM A A-3-4
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U. S. ARMY ASSISTMACE ADVISORY GROUP
III CORPS

Saigon, Vietnam

MAGTN-IIIC-3 21 February 1964

SUBJECT- Evaluation of Airmobile Company in Counterinsurgency Operations

TO: Chief
Army. Concept Team in Vietnam
ATTN: ACTIV-AM
APO 143p U. S. Forces

1.O 3LA1t; ~V AUoLV ulg rU& 1A6aU'.J-U-W4oVA~0, AW LOUCtMý -L^.10)subject as above, and subsequent conversation between Major Redmond, your
team and Major Conrad, this detachment.

2. Surveys have been completed by all senior advisors under the
supervision of this detachment and are i.nclosed herewith.

3. Attention is invited to answers la on 7th Division and LONG AN
Special Zone questionaire° This detachment does not concur with either
atatement° The 118th Aviation Company has arrived at designated pickup
points within two hours of notice when aircraft had to be diverted from
other missions.

FOR THE SENIOR ADVISOR:

/s/ Henry S. Taylor
5 Incl A HENRY S- TAYLOR III

1. II Corps Questionaire Captain$ Artillery
2. 7th Div Questionaire Admin Officer
3. 5th Div Questionaire
4. PBTSZ Questionaire
5. LASZ Qaestionaire
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1II CORPS ADV DET

1. Tactics and Techniques: i
Question: Does the airmobile company accomplish mission re-

quirements satisfactorily? (Include response time) !
Answer: Yes, within the limits of aircraft number and capa-

bilities. Tactical and support missions are normally tailored to the
companies capabilities - At- litional aircraft witn greater carrying
capacity would increase operating flexibility. Company response time
has never been a limiting factor-aircraft have always been available I
before troops were staged and plans completed for immediate request
missions. i

Question: What changes, if any, to the organization, tactics,
techniques, and cquikment employed by the airmobile company wou..! you...-----. ---n ..... -A ....-- -

Answer: Aircraft ideally should be able to carry 10 men (1 squad
plus 1 man from platoon hq). Additional aircraft to enable company lift
plus portion of Bn neadquarters. Tactics and techniquiss, as in all cases
should be continually- refined.

2, Capabilities and Limitations:

Question: Does the UH-lB Helicopter, presently organic to the i
airmobile company, meet your troop airlift requirements? In your opin-
ion what would be the optimum number of troops to be lifted by a -
gle helicopter? I

Answer: Yes, with limitations, it should be able to lift one
squad plus - -man from platoon headquarters.

Question: Discuss any aspeci of the airmobile company which
limits effectiveness to adequately support the ground unit. i

Answer: Air endurance and radius of action ideally should be
extendedý This would increase probability of success by negating need I
for iritermediate staging area.

3. Conitrol and Coordination:

Question: Do adequate liaison and o•om unications exist between
the airmobi]e company and the supported unit? I

Answer: Consider present liaison adequate during mission planning1-hacc, communications are a limiting factor during conduct of tactical Ihelibor ccoperations.
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Queotlon. What -o-uld you consider to be the ideal'comnand andcontrol structuxe within an airmobile task force? How does the pzesent
structure differ?

Answer- Currently command is not clear2y dýlineated betweenthe severa--elements involved (ground forces, Army air, USAF, VNAF, etc).Overall command should be vested in the air transport commander until
landirng then transferred to ground forn'e comuander.

4. Remarks:

Questior.n. In your vpinion is the airmobile company, as employed
.n your area, an effective counterinsurgency weapon?

Answerz Only marginally. The company is capable of swift sur-prise stries that would be an ideal counterinsurgency tactic. However,UH-lBs are normally used to shuttle large units in onerations where sur-prise is lost and consequently results in no VC contact.

Question: Do you believe that troop transport helicopters shouldbe defensivel-y armed considering the resultant reduction in payload?
(Include both UH-lB and CH-2I)

Answer.z No.
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7TH INF DIV ADV DET

1 Tactics and Techniques:

Question: Does the airmobile company accomplish mission re-
quirements satisfactorily? (Include response time) I

Answer: Normal response time is 12 hours. Yissions are
accomplished satisfactorily after allocation of helicopters is mado, I
based on requirements submitted the previous day: Support rendered
has been outstanding. I

Question: .4hat changes, if any, to the organization, tactics, a

techniques, and equipment employed by the airmobile canpany would you
suggest to improve support provided by this type unit?

Answer: Recommend that number of armed ships be reduced to
one platoon and the number of cargo aircraft be increased in order to I

.- -. .. -r - . ph i4.'. S ggspst fixed-wine aircraft be used for

escort of cargo helicopters.

An Army Air Liaison Officer should be permanently assigned to
the division. See paragraph 3. 1

The number of pre-assault reconnaissance missions over planned
operations areas must be reduced. (Too much warning of proposed opera-
tions areas is given to the VC.)

The number of pilots should be increased in the airmobile com-
pany to allow maxinum aircraft usage without having pilots working be- -
yond the normal safety limits. In addition some means must be found to
allow a better ratio of flight time to maintenance time, I

2. Capabilities and Limitations:

Question: Does the UH-1B Helicopter, presently organic to the
airmobile company, meet your troop airlift requirements? In your opin-
ion what would be the optimum number of troops to be lifted by a single
helicopter? I

Answer: The 'JH-lB is considered adequate The optimum number
of VN troops to be lifted by a single helicopter is eleven. ,

Question: Discuss *i-y aspects of the airmobile company ..hich
limits its effectiveness to adequately support the ground unit. I

Answer: As presently employed, support is limited by the number
of aircraft allocated to division for day to day operations, Another
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limitation is that the company is not employed as a unit, but is commit-
ted piecemeal between several, units. This increases the response time.

3. Control. and Coordination:

Question: Do adequate liaison and communications exist between
the airmobile company and the support unit?

Answer; A Pall time Army Aviation Liaison Officer should be
available at division for planiing and execution of heliborne operations
and the day to day employmen' of Army aircraft. He should have necessary
commur.iat.ions equipment to control effectively the employment of air-
craft fn support of the division.

Question: What would you consider to be the ideal comand and
control structure within an airmobile task force? How does the present
structure differ?

Alym-r; Th present cmw•zu au cuiirl zsLruciure is considered
satisfactory.

4. Remarks:

Questions: In your opinion is the airmobile company, as em-
ployed in your area, an effective counterinsurgency weapon?

Answer: The company is effective. Mobility over the VC is
provided. Under present conditions airlift is many times the only way
to get into areas.

Question: Do you believe that troop transport helicopters
should be defensively armed considering the resultant reduction in pay-
load? (Include both UH-IB and 0H-21)

Answer: Troop transport helicopters should not be defensively
armed. Armed escort helicopters always accompany any +actical airmo-
bile movement of troops. Preparatory fires are placed on selected
landing zones to include artillery preparation, tactical airstrikes and
a final strike by the armed escort prior to the touchdown by the trans-
port helicopters. This preparation negates the requirement for defen-
sively arming troop transport helicopters.
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5TH INF DIV/32D DTA

1. Tactics and '?echniques:

Question: Does the airmobile company accomplish mission re-
quirements satisfactorily? (Include response time)

Answer: The airmobile company accomplishes all of its mission
requirements satisfactorily. In all cases where troops are available
in close proximity to the ai.iraft, the response time has been well
within the desired limits.

Question: What changeus, if any, to the organization, tactics,
techniques, and equipment employed by the airmobile company would you
suggest to improve support provided by this type unit?

Answers Recommend the addition of one (1) airlift plat44ii (1
wircraft.T-•e additional platoon will give the airmobile company the
capability of airlifting one (1) rifle company.

Current tactics And techniques have been most successful. Based
on the missions assigned this type unit, I would recommend no change to
tactics and techniques.

2. Capabilities and Limitations:

Question: Does the UH-1B Helicopter, presently organic to the
airmobile company, meet troop airlift requirements? In your~opinion

'what would be the optimum number of troops to be lifted by a single
helicopter?

Answers The UH-1B Helicopter meets the requirements for troop
lift. Ideally. one ho, * er should lift a TOE squad to preserve unit
integrity and facilitat. .o:utrol.

Questions Discuss any aspect of the airmobile c~opany which limits
its effectiveness to adequately support the ground unit.

Answeri Fuel capacity of the Armed Helicopters (I hour, 45 minutes
fuel) limits the time they can furnish overhead cover to the attacking
forces (troop carriers fuel capacity, 2 hours, 15 minutes).

3. ContT.ol and CoordLnation:

Quoetions Do adquate liaison and comunioations exist between
the airmobile company and the supported unit?
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Answer, The commander of the ground unit should have the capa-
bility of gging into the communicatiohs system. within the aircraft
while enroute to the objective area. This w1.1 eruable the troop com-
nander to keap abreast of current tactical developments while enroute.
Communications by FM Radio in the air.-sound net is SOP in all opera-
tions. An ANi/PRC-IO of the supported unit is utilized to net with the
AN/,ARC-44 in the aircraft.

Question:: What would you consider to be the ideal command and
control structure within an 4irmobile task force? How does the present
structure iiffear?

Answer- The a.rinooiie company commander shoula %tzmwiial all aL-
craft in the air. The ground commander must stay abreast of all develop-
ments by monitoring all transmissions in flight. Once the ground force
1s committed, command of all ground units passes to the ground force
,ommandor. Avallablc supporting fires* to include Armed Helicopters
must be immedLiately resp.,nsive to the ground force commander.

4o Remarks3

Question- In your opinion is the airmobile company9 as employed
in your area. an effective counterinsurgency weapon?

Answer, The airmobile company is a very effective counterinsur-
gency weapon° The effectiveness of the company is increased in open
areas.

•u~estion: Do you believe that troop transport helicopters
shotld be defensively armed considering the resultant reduction in pay-
load?

Answer,: No. Armed helicopter escorts properly employed provide
ample protection. A reduction in payload of troop transport helicopters
would seriously impair operations and interfere with the accomplishment
of the basic missicn of the airmobile compamy.

The l11th Aviat.ion Company (Airmobile Light) performs all
a•ssined iisslot•s ll a conaisLeutly outstanding manner,
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PHUOC BINH THANH SPEC ZONE

1. Tactics and Techniquesc.

Question:: Does the airmobtle company accomplish mission re-
quirements satisfactorll.y? (Include response time)

Answ.,etr Yes. Most missions in PBTSZ have been preplanned,
One reaction mission on 23 December 1963.

Quest:on, What chant i_ if any, to the organdzation, tactics,
tec hniques.-T arTequipment employed by the airmobile company would you

Answer: No changes recommended for daylight operations. Devel-
opment of techniques for night reinforcing or positioning missions would
have a distinct advantage.

Questiong Does the UH-1B Helicopter, presently organic to the
airmobilc ccmpany, meet your troop airlift requircmonts? In your opin-
ion what would be thn optimum number of troops to be lifted ,by a single
he] icopter?

Answer: The UH-lB meets troop requirements as long as it can
airlift a squad., since one squad is the optimum number of a single heli-
oOpturo

Question, Discuss any aspect of the airmobile company which
limito its effectivenesa to adequiately Pripport the ground unit.

Ansverý Effectiveness in. remote areas is limited by a relatively
short range capability when loaded to full capacity. This is further
limited in PBTSZ since only on0 tanker is a-iilab]e for refueling. In-
creased fuel capacity is partic'ularly essential for the command and con-
trol t3h~p (Fsee 3),

3. Control and Coor.inatidn.

Que stionv Do adequate liaicon and commuiceations exist between
Lhe airmo ile ccopany and the supported unit?

Aneweri Prelift liaison ls excellent* Command and control
communicaiT"oG are inadequate. The ground commander must, be in the com-
mand and control aircraft where he can see his units, communicate with
them and geta ther positioned. Once this is done he will be landed.
This terminates the airlift. To do this he must have adequate FM
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communications with the ground. This is not provided. This syrtcm in
rcversu iS n•,qnntidl on a lift out operation.

Question: What would you consider to be the ideal ec'nud and
control structure within an airmobile task force? How does the present
structure differ?

Answer: The ground commander must be in cemmand, Obviously
he must rely on the technical advise of the airmobile commander the same
as he does on any other techrical support to his command. Here it is
more of a coordinated commanc ,tructure. This should not be.

.uestiong In your opinion is the airmobile company, as employed

in your area, an effective counterinsurgency weapon?

Answer- A very definite yes.

Question: Do you believe that troop transport, helicopters should

be defensively a-med considering the resultant reduction in payload?

Answer! No, Particularly when it reduces the payload below the
indicatedo-pblmtum of one squad. (10).
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IONG AN SPECTAL ZONE

J., Tactics and Techniques.

Question. Does the airmobile company accomplish mission re-
quix'ements satisfactory? (Include response time)

Answer: Observations in this province are limited. Missions
have been accaplished with es little ab eight (8) hours notice.

.question:. What chant ,i if any, to the organization, tactics,
1,echniques, and equipment empi.oyed by the airmobile company would you
,iuwve0, to imprw a r"-mrv• ,ptrort ded by thi± typc =nit?

Answerg Coordination has proven more difficult when unarmed

and armned l'icopters come fram different units.

2. Capabilities and Limitations:

Question: Does the UH-lB Helicopter, presently organic to the
AiTmQobile company, meet your troop airlift requirements? In your opin-
ion wht. would be the optimum isumbcr of troops to be airlifted by a
single helicopter?

Answer: The following items are considered to be inadequacies

in the present aircraft-

a. Limitation to 1.5 hours flying time.

b. Limitation to carry eight (8) troops. This cuts
uarit integrity since ARVN squads number nine men. A lift capacity of
ten troops is desirable in view of the additional spaces required for
aidmens, communicators , and, in the case of Vietnamese operations. ad-
visory pcrsonnel,

Questiong Discuss any aspect of the airmobile company which

limits iC9 fef-etiveneas to adequately support the ground unit.

Answer. No comment.

3,, Control and Coordination6

questicn: Do adequate liaison and communications exist between
the airmobile tompany and the supportsid Luit?

Answer-. At the present time there is, a lack of communications
for the g'roun commander when he is in tho holicnpter,
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a. When an extra headset is provided the ground commander
can monitor inter-helicopter communication and remain informed of chang-
int developments enrouto to the objective. However, he has no capabil-
).ty of changing and modifying instructions •to subordinate leaders since
hc cannot transmit to helicopterso

b. Attempts at utilizing AN/PRC-lO radios for communica-
tions between the ground commander and his subordinates on other air.-
craft while airborne have generally proved unreliable in this situation.
What is needed is a small pC .table set with a two receiver capability
and a single transmitting ca. 'bility. This would enable the ground
commander to monitor the helicopter frequency on one receiver and have

Question: What would you consider to be the ideal command and
sontrol structure within an airmobile tack force? How does the present
structure differ?

Answer i No comment.

4. Remarksf

Question:, In your opinion is the airmobile companyr as employed
in your area, an effective counterlnsurgency.weapon?

Answer:; Yes the airmobilo company has proved marginally effect.
ive and i•wL ;-ontinue to be until the enemy acquires effective antl-air-
.raft capability.

Question: Do you believe that troop transport helicopters
shotuld be detensively armed considering the resultant r.duc.ion in pay..
load? (Include both UH-1B and CH--21)

Answar? Yes (if a full squad cculd be carried) to oupply addi-
tionaL lrmined air support would be desireable. In The Vietnam situa-
tion the ability to lift an entire squad., in order to maintain unit
integrity and ,ontrol, is corsidered more important.
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11F~ADQU/ARTEJ13
UUoS ARMY ADVISORY GROUP, IV CORPS

APO 15, San Francieco, California

MACT-N IVC-3 21 Pebruary 1964

SUBJECT4 Evaluation of Airmobile Company in Cconterinsurgency Operations

710,, Ch.i f
TU.S. Army Ucntep ¶T!am in Vaetnam
AFO 11•3' U.S. Forces

Reference is made to your letter ACTIV-AM0 sub.lect as above,

daf:ed 26 Decenibe; 1963.

2. Attached as inclosures are the completed questionnaires re-

quoested in referenced letter.

FOR TE SF1IOR ADVISOR,

./oi I.•Ln H o Hustvedt
3 Incl. ,'L! IRVIN H. HUSTVEDT

1. IV Corpa Questiornaire Major., AGC
2. 9tbh Div Questionnaire Admin Officer
3. 21.&' Div Questionnaire
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QUSSTIONNAIRE

1. Tactics and Techniquess

I.esti_.or Does the Airmob±le co-pany accomplish mission re-
quirements satisfactorily? (Include response time)

Anserz Yes, the airmobile company accomplishes its mission
requirements satisfactorily. This company i.m versatile rendering
support in many forms, i.e. troop liftq command &P.d liaisonj, emer-
gency resupply, and medical jvacuaticn. It is well suited for hell-
borne assault operations because of the UH-IB helicopters dependabil-
ity and maneuverabiliy. nesponse of io ,al. Is fast C=C=h tc meet
most tactical requirements without difficulty.

Questions What changesv if any, to the organisation, tacties$
techniques, and equipment, employed by, the airmobile company would yL
miqvest to improve support by this type unit?

Anawers As to or-sanization, no changes ar, e recommended. Tao-
ties of the company are designed to support the tactical plan of tht
ground ecumander and, in general, they accomplAsh this fairly well.
Rsoaiendations by the 21st Divisior. to omit prestrike where possible
and to reduce the number of helicopters used on airmobile operations
are concurred in. Techniques are adequate; no ohangos are recommended.
Sjuipaent is also adequate.

2. Capabilities and Limitationas

keetAins Does the UR-IB helicopter, presently organic to the
airuobile company, meet your troop airr.xzt requirements? In your opin-
ion what would be the optimum number of troops to be lifted by a Pingle
helicopter?

gws No. the UH-lB does not adequately meet our troop lift
requirements. Under prouent restrictions only eight troops are permit-
ted. An optimum lift would be one rifle squad (9 - 11 yen).

Questjios Discuss any aspect of the airmobili oompan7 which limits
its effectiveness to adequately support the ground unit.

L.grn Aircraft habitually used for cenmand and liaison ?urpoeee
should haive a greater range. This could be aacomplished by mounting awxliary
fuel tanks in approximately 50% of the helicopterse When these helicopters
are used for troop lift, the auxiliary tanks wouAld be emptied.
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3, Control and Coordination: I
on Do adequate liaison and communications exist between

the airmoble =e npay and the supported unit?

Answer Adequate communications do exiot between the aimooil.
comparn and .the suvported unit. When a unit begins planning a hell-
borne operation, a liaison officer is dispatched by the suppbrtivg avia-
tion unit to participate in the planning with the support unit. If de- I
sired by the supported unit the liaison officer rmmans t~hroughout all
phases of the operation. L 'tson officers are also available for ca
'ingency planning. When the execution prae of an operation begins5 the
supporting airmobile uuit establishes a camm0d post adjacent to the
supported unitts comand post. This headquarters does not concur in the
sticing of liaison personnel with the supported unit on a pe?=arent
basis as proposed by the Senior Advisors 21st Division.

i .i.a: What would you consider to be the ideal camand and con-
vrol vrucrure wiUnbnl i &.-rmbol.le La.k ZuEreT How does Lhe presear.
stricture differ? I

Answer. Operational control of US Army aviation resources rests
with the C-orp Senior Advisor. Once a plan involving an airmobile task I
force is approved, liaison is established with the ground unit by the
supporting oviation unit. The aviation element of the task force ia
placed in direct support of the ground unit for the execution phase.
On the day of executions tne supporting unit provides a comand and con- itrol helicopter for use as an aerial cwaand post. Nomally the Viet-

namese ground coander and his advisor, the aviation element comamider,
and the air liaison officer or their selected personnel are located in I
the aerial command post. The aimobile phase is controlled from this
aerial comiand post. This has worked well permitting rapid and timm4
decisions to be made. The usual cooperation and understanding which
must exist between coaanders is sometimes cemplicated by the .language
barrier and divergent professional ideas and attitudes! however, this
hau not been a big problem. The ideal structure would be to have a I
single commander who commands all elements engaged in the operation,
but such is not feasible under the existing relationship between U.S*
and GiW forces. I

4. Remarks.

_qUestonr In your opinion is the aizmobile comparW, as employed
in you •ream, an lefective counterinsurgency weapon? I

Answer. •eo, the airmobile ccempany is a very effective counter-
insurwgency pon. I
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Question. Do you believe t.hat troop transport helicopters should
be defensively armed. considering the resaltant reduction in payload?
(Inciude both UH-IB and CH-21)

Answerg Yes, troop tra'nsport helicopters should be defensively
armed. This requires the addition of only one man to the ;r--w since
the crewchief serves as a gunner for one door. Although the effect
of a door gunner's fire is sometimes margirnal there are times when the
helicopter cannot be covered by armed escort and some means of protec-
tion is desirable. The additLonal protection is al,). roquired for
passengers and crew in the ei -it of a forced landing.
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HEADQUARTERS i

9TH !N1 kTRY DIVISION ADVISORY DETACHMenT
U.S. Army Military Assistance Advisory Group
APO 157 U.S. Fzrces

M4AGTN--SG 9 February 1964 I
Sb7JECT: Evaiuation of Airimobile Company in Counterinsurgency Operations i

23: Senior Adv-iscr i
IV Corps
APO 15,) U.S. Forces

ncperierce has been the basis for an answer. Since the arrival of the I
9tn Diision in the Delta., in October 1963c they have partioipated in
, nl s opert•'- Lon wit--th the 114th Air-mobile Company. On three other
olasicns the 2_11h was on standby but not used.

FOR THE SENIOR AEVISOR, I
"a, J. B. Ol.ingar

Jt/ J. B. o0IGERI
Captain, AGC
Admin Offiier g

I
I
I
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QUEST1ONNAIRE

1. Tactics and Techniques:

Questions Does the airnobiie cimpa-y acccmpiish mission re-
muirements satisfac.toriy-? (Includ irespouse time)

Anser. No experience factors for operational troop lift.
Principal use by this division has been as a Coamand and Liaison hel.-
c:pter. The -- manner of perf>.mance has been o;tsta.Aing

Question: What ohanges, if any, to -he o)rganization, tduLies,
tpechniques, and equipment employed by the airmobile company would you
suggcst to improve support. provided by this type unit?

Answer: a. Organize into three airlift platoons. When armed
helicopters are required for suppressive fire they should be provided by
a UTT Company, This :hange should increase the troop lift capability by
one ihlra.

b. Eliminate the door gunner from all C&L flights. He
tor.y takes up a seat. The accuracy of his fire is questionable. Usually
it difficoi.. i-f not impossible, Lý. du e.i~ie the origin of ground
fire.

ca AL least cxne helicopter per platccn should be equip-
ped with an auxdliary gas tank and with sufficient, radlos and head -,tq
to enable the helicopter to be used as an aerial CP.

2, Capabilities and Limitations:

Questionr Does the IIH-IB Heob-opter. presently organic to the
airmcbile ccopany, meet your troop airiift requiremenL? In your opi--nion
what. would be the optimm n•mber of troops to be lifted by a single heli-
cop-ter?

,vihcer: One sq.ad (1i men)o

_eonr Disouss any aspect of the airmobile company which limits
its effeIveness to ad.-quately mxpport the gronmd unit.

Answ"er- ;Certain area have been esigdgnated as "two helicopter
areas,? Reasons offered 're -,:.oteners frnm friendly unirts and beyond
normal radio range. The latter reason cculd be ei-nmici-•ed by equipping
the airmobile cs•ipany with control radio capable of reaching all assigned
aircraft, i,e., g.4s tank) range.
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3l Control and Coordination.

Question, Do adequate liaison and communications exist between I
the aizmobile ccmpany and the supported unit?

Answer,= Yes. I
Questicizn, '.dhat would you -oonsider to be the ideal command and

control structure within an airmobile task force? How does the present
struýture dif fer?

An-ze~f Unknown 1
4, Remarks, N!

Question. In your opinion is the airmobile company, as employed
in your areaa, an effective counterinsurgency weapon? I

Answk.r• Ye,. the 9th Division ases the helicopter principally
as a Command and Liaison heliccpter. The Division Coimander and staff
officers are able to visit units and commanders and to quickly move to|
ar.as thnat m7Lgnt ct.qerwiee be inaccessible.

More effeotive use could be made of the troop .Lift capability I
if three conditions were met.

a. Immediate 'lcammunication of enemy targets. i
b. One rifle company to be stationed at Vinh tong for immed-

iate airlift, I
Immediate approval f or ep;.oyment of tae aiinnobile company.

For example, the av;erage total response tame to be not more than one hour
frcm the time a targe• is s:,ghted antil the troops are landed near the
target area. I

Questicn, Do you be]lieve that troop transport helicopters
should be defensively armed considering the resultant reduction in pay-
load? (Include both UH-!B and CH-21)

Answer- NI , see zc~men*- lb.

I
I
I
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HEADQUARTE PS
11.S, ADVISOR(Y DI2TACHMET.. 2159' INFANTRY DIVISION

APO) 3004, Sari Fran-. ii,!op Callf.ornia

21 February 1964

SUBJECT,. Evra.Luti1on of ftirriobale Compan~y in Counterinsurgency Operations

TO ~ Senior Advi'~c'z
17 C cr p
APO) 1. ITS For~eqi

1. Referenc-,, :e. Her, adquwirtei. 3, US5 Army Advisory r,'rnup. IV Corps,
Subject., as abci~re.. d&ked .18 January '.964, 4

Tnv 'r £ollrwing .tnfocmatiin i.s wubnitted _n reply -to the question-
n~aire attached as J.rsAc:sar, J tr t~he IeLtesr referencpd inf p~aragraph 1
above,

a.. TaictHi.s and Tatn~qfi

Qu~eizon,., D'-,,- the~ ALrrnob:1,e C0-mpany ar ..ompldsh mission re-

Answerx Tb Ai TOY.O Cn1npari ac.compllsbh~s as3igflbd missions
-3ati5fA~trt~ritiyj:'fe UH-IB hetic,:oprer organic to the 114th Air'nobiie Comn-
pany has a niarkedly grteater rella4ility ary! perfo~rmance capability than*
the C1I-21, liar, Zn excs1~ret ý:apar~i.llty ftor trs~op 3lift, and a very adequate
zapabili.Ry for resupplyu. mis~on's Tt is vrery well muited for commanrd and
liaison mfiei1ufls,.

Tho rezuponse t irc for 4Jhe 1.'.4th A.rmob~ie Ceempany is eCra-
sidered satiefactory. In vi.evw of thie c.ouupJt',.Ations iun~sed by the Apar-
aJllel", 'hain of' rromnand (Am--ric~an .i1VLt'ie)ayidd the ýýtrhtt& of
rocwmar~d ln Re-ipc~nme time roijid be neduced significantly by im-
proving p'vceduresp both US and Vietnttee. This is r'ot, an internal
problem for, the Airmobile Ccoipanv. In a~ 1cqaick re.9ponbe", operation on
9 February, thim ecaipariy was off' the grounid %Ath 8 t~ransport helit-opters
and 5 armed he2L!.copt~ers withtin )U m~lnutes After receivA~ng its orwier to
move..

quebtlon: What changes, if Anyt to the arganizationp tac-
tics., techniique;,' and equim~ent amployed by~ the airmobile company would
ynu sugges5t to imrprove support. provided by th13s Urdt?
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Answer- The organization of the company Ls considered sat-
isfactory. Teequpment assigned to the company is considered excellent
for counterinsurgency operations.

The following changes in tactics and techniques for heli-
borne operations are recommended, I

a. Do not require that the landing zones for all airmobile
operations have a prestrike by VNAF aircraft. in many cases, the landing I
is made in an open field, and approach and departing paths are far from
tree lines. The prestrike, ir. some of these cases, causes casualties
among the population within L. area, and causes more harm than is
,o,xter-baianced by the successf. execution of operations. When the
prestrike can be omitted, it shou:ld be. This should be a decision of the
Division Commander (or subordinate unit if operation is conducted by a
subordinate unit).

b. Reduce the number of aircraft used on airmobile opera-
tionn when nossible. Attach a small number of aircraft to a reRimental
(or equivalent) headquarters. This would provide a small airlift cap-
ability, immediately responsive to the commander, for short troop liftsI
on the battlefield, This technique would provide a capability to out-
distance fleeing enemy by providing a marked advantage in mobility, to
the friend-ly force, (See attached recommendation, Incl 1)

b. Capabilities and Limitations-

Question- Does the UH-IB helicopter, presently organic to
the airmobile copany, meet your troop airlift r-quirements? In your
opinion what would be the optim'm number of troops to be lifted by a I
single helicopter?

Answer: The UH-IB helicopter is considered adequate for
troop lift requirements. Any increase in troop lift capability (of a
similar aircraft) would probably require an unacceptable increase in
weight and a reduction in manuverability of the aircraft. The optimum I
nu~mber of troops which a helicopter should be capable of lifting is one
rifle squad (9 -' 32 men),

c. Control and Coordination: I
Question- Do adequate liaison and communications exist

between the airmobile company and the :sapportad unit?

Answer: The liaison and communications between the airmo. I
bile company and the 21st Infantry Division are not adequate to exploit
fully the potential of the airmobile company to support counterinsur-
gency operations of the division and subordinate units. I
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The helicopter. and in particular the UHo4B iT.th it! excel-
lent performance and load carrying characteristics, is a major asset to
the conduct of the counterinsurgency campaign° In the opinion of this
advisory detachment g it is the single most important materiel contribu-
taon the United States can make. The he>.•opter has two oasic uses.
First; by providing VIOL airmobility to commanders. ke7 itaff officers,
advisors, small groups of personnel (inspection and tra:.ning teams,
reinforcements for outposts. etc.) and high priority material (criti-
cal signal equipment and ammunition resupply. ere.) it contributes
greatly to accelerating the t.mpo and improving the effe-tiveness of
the day to day conduct of the :ampaign, Second, !,elicopters provi.de
the capability for heli!orne operations when these are Justified by
suitable targets, The organization, procedures, liaison arrangements,
and communications between the division, the di-ision advisory team
and the airmobile company should be tailored to contribute most effect-
ively to the performance of both these functions. To the extent feas-
ible9 operations should be decentralized.

.. C, -t-- -t ,v , .,,, ,-Itable

arrangement would be one in which a fixed number zf helicopters (perhaps
six or eight) would be allocated each day to the division for division
contzrolp except on days in which heliborne .poraz ions are taking place
in the other division of the corps, in which oase only two helicopters
would be allocated to 4ivision control (for command and liaison for the
division commander and staff, and the advisory staff), These daily
helicopters would be sufficient over a long term. to take aare of the
day to day uses outlined under the first category a.bove,

To exersise effective control over these helicopters9 , and
to assist in planning and executing quick reaction heliborne operations,
it is proposed that an assistant operations officer, with NCO, from the
Delta Aviation Battalion be stationed at Bac Lieu with the di-vision ad-
visory team, This officer would plan the use of the daily helicopters
so as to use most efficiently their napabilities to meet division re-
quirements. He should have available to him an FM radio with which he
could maintain continuous contact with the belicopters when airborne,
so that they could be diverted to other missions when unforseen contin-
gencies arise9 as they do almost daily, If an occasion shouid arise
during the day that calls for the conduct of a qui:k reaction type
heliborne operation in the division area (corps approval required),
this officer could use the radio to call in the heucopters' order them
to report to the appr-p.riate airfield; and participate with the divi-
sion ad-visory staff in assisting the division in mointing +.ae heliborns
operatvion. Sinilarily, if corps should determine that heli.:optets from
this division should be diverted to the other divisinn in the corps for
a quick reaction heLiborne operation. this offi-cer could direct the
division helicopters to report immediately to the appropriate place,
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The FM cornuncatior.n used by the assistant operations
officer should be located at the diyi-sicn airfield (Bac Lieu). At pre-
sent there is wan RT-67 Fq set at the a-rfield, provided by the 73d I
Aviation Company (Light airplane Survillance). which maintains three
TO-oI) airc-rafi. in direct supp.srt of this division. This radio serves
as "Bac Lieu Control", It is supplemented by PRC-1O radios, with !
RC-292 antennas, at two field locations. Vi Tnanh ("Vi Thanh Radio",)
and Ca Mau ("Ca Mau Radio"),. These three stations provide flight 3
follow-ng ser-ieeb and mis!3oi assigrwment communicat7ion for TO-1D
air:-raft. and any other air-r fP that so desire, in the 21st Infantry
DivLsion area0  Because the r•rrow band of frequency overlap between
the PRC-IC and the RT--67, is Ved by ARVN and other agencies, these I
radios must operate on a cluttered frequency, in this case 38.7 mega-
cycle_.- To avoid this cIutter. tne Delta Aviation Battalion operates |
"Delta Control" at Can Tno .n i6.) megacy,-les, and the helicopters !
working with this division stay tuned to that frequency4 Thus they
cannot normally be reac:hed dire.tiy from Bat laeu when in flight.

The preferable com.nl cat -ons solution would be-

a. T..- p-."z t.e D..ta Batt assistant operation
officers or the 73d hraticn Company det.chnieiit at Bac Lie-.; with an
RT..67 radio set which would perm±t uL c2 an ,nclut-tered frequency by
Bac Liec.• Vi Tnanlh> and Ca Yat g

b, To have the Pelicopters ard fixed wing aviation in
support. of the 21st Infantry Dr;ision use ".his frequency at all times I
for flight follwing and miision a3signmento

Q'estion• Ae the -• Wnld re1ationships satisfactory? I
(Question added by his headquar-e:

Answer. ir Is tne op-niort of this adis..ry detachment that
the command relationships in helibhrne operations shoald be further clar-
ified. There are relationships established in do.trine, aYW one of which
could possibly work (attachmen-: operational control, direct support, I
general supnptri). Pcrhaps a new arrangement shouid be established. In
any event, it is not cleat it this time what the command relationships
are. It is understood that ariation of the Delta A'4iation Battalion is
under the operational controi of the 'I Ccrps Senior Advisor. However,
to the knowledge of this daviion a•,disnry team% operational control i-
not further dejegated to the Divis-i•.n Senior Advisor in division heli-
borne operations, or to subcpdinrze xnit advisors in brigade. regimental.
and sector controlled operation6 This system hds worked reasorably
well because of pcod will and a desire to get. or, with the job on the I
part of all concernede However. it is really not clear what authority
the division and subordinate unit advisors ha-,e when an emergency exists
which requires a "command doecis Ln', when the respcnsible aviator and
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the responsible advisor may differ a. t.o the a.tLion which should be
taken. It is considered that. this ¢ccm-htion coulj_ be improved by
either (1) stating that aviation is under 'the operational control of
the appropriate advisor at the echelon at which the operation is be-
ing conducted; or (2) establishing some other re~ationship and set-
ting it forLh in writing for all concerned.

4. Remarks-

Questlonx In your ,,pnir ;n týs t.e airmobile cimvarnr, as employed
in your areas an effective cc, .eanurgn:y Yeapin?

Answer- The airmobiLe v;cmpaxj is p.tentially a very effective
counterinsurgency weapon. Its effe, i•veness in support of this division
would be materially increased by adrip'iý; *f J he arrangement described
in paragraph 3 above.

Question: Do you telieve that. i_-oop t.ransport helicopters
shcu.Jn n8 defensively armed coza ti,!ýr'j= tne anrzio~i pa--
load? (Include both UH-.1B and CHb21).

Answer: Helicopters stictid be defensively armed in spite of
the loss an troop lift capability. Antmiement should be light, such as
machineguns, in order that the payis;.d of the helicopters would not be
unduly reduced.

/s. moan H. Cushman
JOHN H. CUSHMAN
Lt Crdlonelp Inf
Secnor Advisor
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(C) ANNEX B

MI".,TON NARRATIVES

This annex contains narraL~ve descriptions of missions and a sumnarT

of observations and comments

Mission and Comments P&e

Combat Support B-2

Combat Assault and Eagle Flight B-3

Night Assault B-5

Key Observations and Comments on the Night Assault Mission B-7
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SINGLE AIRCRAFT COMBAT SUPPORT MISSION NUMBIR 11/159

A mission to support the 22d ARVN Division with one helicopter was
received by the 119th Airmobile Company operations officer at 201800
November !963. At 201930 November, a mission worksheet was given the
'st Airlift Platoon leader who assigned the aircraft and crew. the mis-
sion for t"e following day. They were to report to Kontum (22 nautical
miles north) no later than 210800 November. Takeoff from Holloway Air-
field was set for 210715 Noveiber. 1

Four passengers were initi xlly airlifted to Kontum. Upon landing
at Kontum at 210750 the crew i s briefed by a representative of the US

MAAG team of the 22d Division on the mission requirements.

During the morning a 5-man inspection t~am was flown to Plateau
Gip Mang Buk" and then returned to Kon~tm.

During the afternoon four roundtrLps were flown between Kontum and
hang Buk. The loads that were carried included passengers, Class I and
IV equipment, and resupply parachutes. The aircraft returned to Hollo-
way Airfield at 1700 hours with two additional passengers. I

The helicopter flew a total of 5 hours and 55 minutes, completed
13 combat support sorties, and carried 22 passengers, 7800 pounds of

ua~o an-d 46 3 parachlntes.

Plateau Gi and Mang Buk are 16 miles apart, and are located 21
miles and 31 miles respectively to the Northeast of Kontumo Although
a dirt road connects the three villages. the road is subject to fre-
quent Viet Cong ambushes and is used only by armed convoys.

I
I

I

I
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COMBAT ASSAULT AND EAGLE FLIGHT MISSION NUMBER 12/114/49

This was a combat mission in support of the 21st Division under con-
trol. of the Delta Battalion. The mission was received by tbh 11th Air-
mobile Company at 061800 December 1963 and was to be executed on 070730
December. The concept of the operation was to airlift one battalion
fiom the 21st Division into the first landing zone (LZ), and a ranger
company into the second LZ. Four separate lifts were planned. Because
of the number of transports available, however, only three lifts wire
necessary to accomplish the mission. The movement of the airlifted
units wvs coordinated with the movement of another battalion of the 21st
Division, wich was advancing *ron the north on foot. The objective'
was to trap and destroy a VC L_.talion suspected to be in the area north
and west of the first LZ.

The first lift departed from Can Tho on schedule at 0730 and arrived
near the first LZ at 0745 but was delayed bec-ause of a lack of comuni-
cation between Air Force prestrike aircraft and the forward air controller.
One firing pass wab made over the LZ by two T-28's at 0754, and the first
transports landed at 0755. The lift was completed at 0759.

The second lift departed from Can Tho at 0815. The armed escorts
preceded the transports, a'nd arrived in the first IZ at 0820. The trans-
ports arrived at 0825 and departed at U829. No hostile fire was reported
on either of the lifts.

The vector Aircraft was fired on about 400 metors niorthwest of the
first L.Z while it was making a low pass to investigate partially hidden
sampans in a small canal. T-28's were called in to strafe and bomb the
area. Results were unknown.

The third lift, wtich carried the ranger company, began at 0840
using eight UH-IB transports, two CH-211s, and seven armed escorts. The
company landed at 0855 near the first LZ, and the helicopters departed
at 0857. The LZ was changed while the transports weoe enrouteo but
there was no delay. No hostile fire was reported in the second LZ. This
ended the scheduled missiong and all aircraft returned to Can Tho for
refueling. All aircraft except five armed escorts and five UH-1B trans-
ports were then released to return to home base. The robained aircraft
were to be used on an eagle flight operation.

The eagle flight departed from Can Tho at 0925 and returnad to the
vicinity of the first 1Z. At 1015% VC were observed in an area approx-
imately 1000 meters east of the first LZ. The trmuspo'ts landed at 1017
under covering fire of escorts, disembarked the troops, and were Ar-
borho at 1018. The transports climbed to altitude and orbited the area
wb4 le the armed escorts gave supporting fire to the friendly troops un-
til 1115 when they wore forced to return to Can Tho to rearm and refuel.
All 10 a.'-.raft were refueled immediately and departed from Can Tho at
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1206 to return to the 12. The eagle ..roops were picked up at 1220.
A Trinlmum o) 50 VC were observed in .;his area, and many were believed
killed or wounded. There Ware eight confirmed dead in the small area
that the ground troops moved through.

After pickup, the troops were flown to an area approdimately 400
meit-,rz northwest. of the first LZ where empty sampans were sighted, and
w•r Landed at 1235. No VC were sighted after the landing.

At 1245 the 45 troops were picked up and flown to Can Tho. They
had captured two Thompson sub-r.chinequns, two Garrand M-i rifles, one
BAIL one Ston gun, several rou" . ox o(mm mortar ammunition, and an
undetermined amount of ammunition for eich of the captured weapons.
The troops were landed at Can Tho at 1310.

At 1330, the 10 aircraft of the eagle flight departed from Can Tho
to refuel at Vinh Longq arriving at 1345. At 14"5 ;hey 'returned to Can
Tho, landing at 1430. At 143A they went to the seoon•'•Z to transport
the ranger company to the vicinity of the first eagyle flight operation.
This operation was ccmpleted in two lifts from the second IZ. The
first lift was begun at 1451 and ended at 1455. The second group was
picked up at 1500 and lnded in the same L as the first group at 1506.

Escorts were fired on by VC during both pickups from an area orly
200 meteri from the pickup site. The aircraft in which this observer
rode took one round through the horizontal stabilizer. Fire was re-
turned by thp door guxnner and the following armed escort. Results were

At 1.515 the 10 aircraft landed at Can Tho, and were released by
Delta Battalion to return to Vinh Jong, their home base.

Both escort and tremnaport UH-AB's used the "V" formation. The
"•tagge'red trail wam used by the Cl,-21va. Eecorts led the formation
to the W, fehowed by tranaport HdBsi,•S then CH-2119. UH-1B transports
led the form&tion bank to the loading zone followed by CH-21' a, then
the e•norta.

ANNX B 8.-4
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NIGHT ASSAULT MISSION NUMBER 10/114/198

A mission was received by the 114th Aviation Company at 291730
October 1963 to move 80 ARVN rangers into the vicinity of Tan Phu,
approximately 25 miles east-northeast of 0a Mauo The mission cqm-
mander was instructed to proceed to Can Tho as soon as possible for
the pickup of troops.

line transports and five armed escorts departed from Ving Long
at 1800 hours mad arrived at Can Tho at 1820 hours. The armed escorts
were refueled while a final briefing was being given by the mission
commander and the troops were being loaded aboard the transport air-
craft.

All c.1cir.,,t3 departed frr- C-%2 at"'. !^-45
directly to the landing zone under the cover of darkness. No vector
aircraft were used initially. Navigation lights with the lower halves
taped were used on Isteady-dimit to maintain proper aircraft interval
and a "V" formation.

Ineffective, sporadic, small arms tracer fire was observed while
cnroute. No aircraft were hit, and fire was not returned.

A fixed-wing airplane reported receiving automatic weapons fire
directly ahead of the lead helicopter' s flight path from the vicinity
of the landing zone. A 45 degree left turn was executed by the formsa-
tion to avoid this area. Approximately five miles from the landing
zone; automatic weapons fire was received by the lead helicopter, The
sour-ce of the fire was not determined, but the area was spotted and
avoided. No fire was returned.

The command and control helicopter was landed in the landing zone
in order for the troop transport pilots to use its landing lights as
guides. After the command and control helicopter landed, the mission
c-omander instructed the armed escort to remain south of the landing
zone and at altitude. The weather during the flight to the landing
zone had deteriorated, Scattered thunderstorms were in the immediate
area,. At the time of landing, the ceiling was 1700 feet, broken, and
visibility was 5 miles.

The mission commander led Alpha flight, consisting of five troop
transports, into the landing zone. Landing lights were used by the
transports on the final approach. No insurgent activity was encount-
ered. Upon departure of the last aircraft in Alpha flight, the four
transports of Bravo flight landed, usirg the same technique. The
troops that were dispersing in the landing zone from Alpha flighm caused
Bravo flight to hover for a few moments until the area was cleared. The
armed escort orbited at 1700 feet, 3 to 5 miles south of the area.

B- ALNNEX B
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After Alpha flight departed from the landing zone, the mission I

commander released the armed escort with instructions to return to Virnh
Long. This decision was made because the armed helicopters were low
-t fuel and because no insurgent acti'vity was encountered by Alpha

Aight in the landing zone. Wheii Bravo flight departed from the landing
zone, all air elements returned to Vinh Long.

H

I
I
I
I
i
I
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
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KEY OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS ON lHE NIGHT ASSAULT MISSION

A. OBSERVATIONS

1. The airmobile company demonstrated its ability to react
rapidly to the requirement of The groulu commander.

2. The capability to execute a night airmobile assault wae
8hown.

3. Small arms fire enroute to the landing zone was avoided
with minimn= delay in the op ration.

4. During a night assault, the command and control ship landed
in the landing zone ahead of the airaobile force to mark the area with
its landing lights.

5. The transport aircraft used landing lights on final approach
to facilitate landing.

6. The troops which disaebarked from Alpha flight interfered
with the landing of Bravo flight.

7. The armed escorts vare orbited at 1700 feet, 3 to 5 miles
south of the landing zone.

B. OCIITS

1. The unit prucedure of avoiding fire while enroute vs success-
ful.

2. The use of the lnding lights on the comand and control air-
craft to mark the landing zone exposed the aircraft during a night assault.
A better procedure might have been to use portable helicopter landig
lights, one per aircraft landing site, to desipate the individual air-
craft touchdown points. Placing of the lights could be accomplished by a
type of pathfinder team to be landed in the landing zone just prior to
the arrival of the airmobile force.

3. Individual aircraft landin lights should not be used un-
less absolutely necessary during night assaults.

4. Troops of the airmobile force should be briefed on the
direction to move out of the landi• one so as not to delay landing of
succeeding f'Jghts.

5. The armed escort should be stationed within easy supporting
distance of the lendin sone. In this operation they could have been
placed in orbit above and to either side of the final approach and
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departure route of the transporta. Altitude separation could have been i
provided by assigning 1500 feet to the armed aircraft and 1000 feet to
the transports while in the landing sone area. i

I

I
I
i
I

I
I

!

i
I

I

I
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EAGLtE FiLtUIIT .11TANDING OPERATING PflCCEDURE,
~1¶8h AIRMOBJ.LE COMPANY

.. TASK ORGAN12;AT- ION

a., Command ;3nct Grit Flement.

1he ocinma q and -ei'i is co~mposed of the US avia-
t~ic ri ý-_mmandsr and the ARVIJ fantry trcxop e',ormamnder or' his repraielt4X-
1;ive. This edemernt, w~ili ijt-J Lize, ar,. armed LH-J33 (Ivrqucis) helicopter.
The responsibility ý)f S-,h, emenc wil:l be to %elect and locate appro-
p-l.aie target~s for ':a. ~t.at oilimantsý, to dft~igriate the assault for--
ma tirn and tUavct:tL., t,,, bo'nployed; .%Immando cont~rol. ard coordinate the
ov-all 6pe~rat tcn,, It. mq',i t~ roted that ".1oxmnand rvwprnuibility"
lies wholJly wAth the P.R7N ,xmanader; that. US ccommanders and personnel
a re t c !,n'A.1on in an itb-Loqf and asedst~ant . .Apaaifty only. The on3,y

dtcls.1orI meda by VS avlat..i'n -.owander will be those necessary to en-
suare that, hvi air elpinent-3 er employed afel~j- and in accord with their

!:pabillti1e9 Ta!ýtioftl decione and other `go no-go,' type of comaanda
will be issedu~ by t-he ARVN C%.Ymande- or his .-apresentativae

b. Tr-? "arri,!r Mmmsent

7he *0100'f 'Arrier elemeni't. .1.. ':cmnposed of sevven UH-1B (Iro-
quois) he'litpt~ra.. unarmed And oequippý3d as tro%-sp -arriers. Six of
tnese) airý,;raft wýAL U.v -j ti:1.i*.od t~o transp.ý:!. the ewmbat. element, The
stventh will transp,-rt p.i~v~ t~Akr.n and be -v~d at; an smergemrp-ree-

The mejozAt ea~lzn iý 'ý(Vmpvted oi live at'mcd UH-I.B (Iro-
qu~s) ~~i ~~e~".wbo-B- pdia~ry m~i;s1con i,, to safeguard the t~roop

d. MadiP-,A E'Jacnuatot. El~we~n

The medical e-;ac'aation elotew.nt s ~composed of! one UK-3D
(Iroquois) equipped and mAir-ed for the so.0Le purpose of 6vracuation of
friendly vasu1te~ Tri.1.% ent will~ niot be used ab a prisoner ltrans-

Cloia (-b)'or B tement

The 1.,ombat trc'cp 61ement l.a tcii-posed of six ARV14 squads of
nine men wah. EArh tw!) squad3 shouid be a~c(,panied by an American
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advisor for control and communication purposes. Troops should be trained
and employed in 2-squad elements. In addition, the American advisor to
the troop commander should accompany the element. The troop element must a
be made up of selected, highly aggressive, well-trained troops, armed
with automatic weapons. I

2. TRAINING

All elements must undergo a training period as a unit, during !
h-hich time they will learn to function as a single well-drilled combat
team. The combat troop elemenW and the troop carrier element should
train together for a minimum c two full days, with all elements par- I
ticipating the last daZ. A live firing problem should be conducted on
the afternoon of the last training day in order to accustom the ground
troops to the fire of armed escort helicopters at close quarters. Dur- I
ing this last exercise, medical evacuations, fire requests, and emer-
gencies of all types should be simulated for practice. All visual
air-to-ground and ground-to-air signals should be brought into play. I
Special emphasis should be placed throughout the training period on the
use of the 2-squad element and tactical deployment from the various air-
craft landing formations. (See appendix 1.) Ground commanders should I
be thoroughly oriented in the selection and marking of adequate landing
sites to facilitate troop pickup. I

3. EXECUTION

a. Coordination I

Prior to each mission, close coordination ietween the troop
carriers, armed helicopters and the ground force advisor is essential. I
The following coordination must be effected:

3) Sequence of events 1
2) Possible landing zones (S-2 report) I
3) Radio frequencies, call signs, calibration of ground-to-

air radios I
4) POW pickup and collecting points

5) Pyrotechnics I
6) Emergency signals

7) Logistics (aircraft fuel range and refuelling points)

I
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b. Reconrzissance

The enroute flight formation for troop carrying helicopters
consists of 2-ship echelons., at a trail. (See appendix 1.) Armed heli-
copters provide escort by using normal flank-escort formations. Two
minutes ahead of the troop carrying element, the escort element leader
accompanies the comnand control element to reconnoiter the objective
area, leaving four armed helicopters to escort the troop carrying heli-
copters and medical evacuatior helicopters. After target selection and
reconnaissance, the escort el ment leader will return co che main column
as the command and control eltment issues the attack order. The attack
order will include-,

3.) Enemy situation in the landing zone

2) Instructions for prestrike (when applicable)

3) Landing formation to be employed

4) Direction of landing and departure for troop carriers

C. The Attack

After the attack order has been issued, the troop carriers
will commence their approach to the landing zone, led by the command
and control element and escorted by the armed helicopter unit. The com-
mand and control element, preceding the troop carrier element by approx-
imately one minute, will mark the landing zone with smoke (See appendix
2.) and give instractions for landing with relation to the smoke marker.
(See appendix 1 for formations to be used.)

After the troops have dismounted, the helicopters will orbit
at ar altitude of 15(0 feet, one mile away from tho landing zone, stand-
ing by f c•-pickup instructionsý

_d. Appreliensicn of Prisoners

When Viet Cong are observed fleeing from the objective area,
the armed helicopters :will attempt to halt their escape by fire. Every
effort will be made to drive the suspects to an area where ARVN ground
forces can capture them, The commander may commit the reserve element,
or airlift elements from the objective area j.n order to block and appre-
hend fleeing V5.et Cong.

e. Use of the P!ser-:e Elements

The commander should plan his attack whenever possible to
leave two squads airborne as a reserve. The reserve may be Lsed to
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I
capture prisoners, or to reinforce or block any area deemed necessary by
the commander. The reserve may be called in either by radio or by visual
signal. (See appendix 2.)

f. Pick-up of Ground Forces I
Ground forces and aircraft will be called in by the ground

commander. (See appendix 2.) Armed aircraft will provide normal flank
security during the pickup and departure. The ecumand and control ele-I
ment should keep the ground commander apprised of the aircraft fuel
status and the remaining tim- available for him to operate on the ground.
The ground commander should plan and conduct his operations to make max- I
imum utilization of a short ground-operational period. It is feasible
Lo strike more than one objective without aircraft refuelling.

If fuel runs short, helicopters may be dispatched in ele-
ments for refuelling in order to maintain constant support to the ele-
ment operating on the ground. However, this procedure should be
avoided whenever possible since it samewhat, restricts the air maneu-
verability and aerial fire protection of the ground element.

g. Special Instructions to the Mission Leader

Because of the complexity of the eagle flight, operations I
must be planned in detail and a detailed mission order and briefing con-
ducted. The mission order must be clearly understood by all aviators I
and crew members. Whenever possible the grourd advisor should be pre- P
sent at the briefing to facilitate coordination. Commanders must ensure
that: I

1) A map reconnaissance of the operational area is made

9) Each aircraft crew knows its mission and position in |
the strike force

3) Flight and landing formations are clearly understoodI

4) Crew chiefs, gunners, and ARVN observers are briefed I
on the apprehension of prisoners

5) Prisoner collecting points are predesignated, and when-
ever possible, pick-up points in the objective area are I
predesignated

6) Aircraft and ground radios are operational and calibrated I
7) Smoke and emergency signals are understood I

AUNM C C-4 I
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8) Crews are cautioned on delivering fire in the close prox-
imity of other aircraft and personnel in and around the
objective area
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(C) APPENDIX 1 TO ANNEX C

AIRCRAFT FORMATIONS

a. ENRDUTE FORMATIONS

Enroute and holding formation wlll be 2-ship echelons at t-i,
with escort aircraft providing flaik security.

1 to 6 Troop Carriers
S7 POW Carrier

9 i 8 Med Evac A/C
9 to 12 Armed Escorts

FTi IEscort Leader posi-[-i tions himself where
he can lend support
and control as ne-

____ [fjU] cessary.

a Dý,-- Oz. ,

b. AIRCRAFT LANDING FORMATIONS

1. "L - Right"

This formation and the "L - left" use one wing of the "L" as
a base and the other as a maneuvering (clearing) element. Fire and base
elements are varied to meet the sitnation.

Direction of J 5 to 8 elements kept in air-
Landing [ borne reserve until needed.

Altitude 1,500 feer.

C-7 APPENDIX 1 TO ANNEX C
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2, "L - Left" I
_ I

Direction of 5 to 8 elements kept in air-

Landing borne reserve [ntil needed.

1Altitude 1,500 
feet.

3. "Trail-Right" or !'Trpil-Left"l

Whether formation is right or left depends upon the rela-
tion± of the objective to the landing area. If the objective is to the
right, then a "trail-right" is used, and troops exit from the aircraft
and form an assault line to the rght. If the objective is to the left,
then the reverse is true.

No Direction of landing

lm mm=1 = -

Trai2~RightTra 4i -Left

In either the "trail-r-ight" or "trail-left" formations, four
or six squads may be initially committed. It is highly recommended that
two squads be retained as a heliborne reserve, to be committed later as
needed.

4. 1Boxy Formation

The "boxi' formation i used to place concentration of troops
in a confined landing area, such as a river-junction. In this formation, I
a two-ship reserve is used.

I
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(C) APPLNDIX 2 TO AIa;rEX C

SIGNAL INSTRUCTIONS

a, SMOKE SIGNALS

RED smoke Medical evacuation desired
YELLWd smoke Commit reserve - land as near smoke as possible
GREEN smoke Pick up troops (ist squad at smoke)
WHITE smoke Target for armed helicopter support element

(e emy position)
VIOLET smoke F. ,ndly troops

b. SKETCHES AND HAND SIGNALS

Co-pilot sketches and hand signals are utilized prior to landing
to ensure that all troops are fally aware of the forthcoming ground
mancuvcr.

A sketch on an acetate-covered board is used initially to indi-
cate the landing foimation and the side of the aircraft from which the
troops are to exit.

2d ship in "L"t right 4th ship in "L" left

Direction of exit

Just prior to landing9 a thumb signal is given by the co-pilot

to indicate which side of the a~rcraft the troops are to exit from.

Right hand (thumb-up) ..... ezit right door and assault right

Left hand (thumb-up) ...... exit left door and assault left

Both hands (thumb--up) ..... eit both doors and assault front
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c. FIRE REQUEST5

Sig•-al for fire requests from grcrnd t,.. air and requests for I
cease fire follow.

(i) Fire request I
orange panc-L irdi-a: ing desired direction of
fire and/or a -white smoke grerade

(Ž,, Cease fire I
a. Red flare for emergency t:eas• fire

bo Orange panels r

d. TROOP IDENTIFICATION BY COLORED MARKERS

Each squad can be readily identified from the air by the use
of colored scarves, one per individuaL Each squaea should be assigned
a different color and each member of that squad should be required to I
wear a neckerchief of his squad~s color. This ensures that the air-
craft crews can readily identify the squads that their aircraft is trans-
porting. This is important in that tactr.al. integrity must be maintained !
on troop pickup to ensure proper deployment ci the next objective.

I
It is reccmended that dagic marker panels be carried by the

flank men of each squad (two men per squad). These panels should be
of standard size and be daglo orange on )ne side and daglo red on the
other0  One -ind of the panel should be secured to che back of the in-
dividual's shoulders, with the orange side oul and the other end se-
cured at the waist with the excess rolled under and tied. In this posi-
tion. the panel readily indicatas to ae:.J el-ements the flarn limits of
each squad. reducing the possibility of u .i-cirs-ct ed f.ring into friendly
elements. To request fire., or to cal: for c.ase fire, Whe rolled up
portion of the panel is released and alioweQ to hang full length. The
individual then assumes a prone position whi:nr, exposes the panel to full
aerial observation. Two individuais used toge..her make up the panel
signals. •hen. the bottom of the panel is p:.•d to th ý individuals
shoulders, Thus exposing one-half of the zer. side, it irdicates the
squad pickup point after green smoke has been xaeed,] thus enabling the
helicopters .o more readily identify tne jrdi'viJ.a. -quad positions. I

i
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(C) ANNEX

TZMRAIN, WEAT!IR, AND ENE1Y SITUATION

(U) Terrain, weather, and the enemy situation present the major
uncontrolla 'le variables that influence airmobile operations. In order
to pro',rly assess the environment in which the airmobile companies oper-
ace, a detailed description of these factors is desirable.

I I . (C ) :,_ ,:.• - " -. , .. .' ,,,

a. (U) Terrain

South Vietnam is composed of four major terrain areas: The
Mekong Delta, Mekong Plateau, fore.ted highlands or Annamese Cordillera,
and the Annamese coastal plain The northern half of the country con-
sists of rather low, deeply dissected, heavily forested mountains, and
a narrow, discontinuous coastal plain. The southern half is an undulat-
ing plrteau and a large delta plain (figure D-1).

b. (U) Weather

The climate is monsoonal, similar to that of Burma and Thai-
land, and is characterized by two major seasons.

The southwest monsoon season occurs from mid-May to October.
For -.ost of South Vietnam, it is a period of frequent heavy precipitation,
high humidity, maximum cloudiness, and except at higher elevations, trop-
ical temperatures.

The northeast monsoon occurs from 1November to mid-March. In
contrast to the s-ithwest monsoon, it is a season of relatively little
precipitation, lower humidity, very little cloudiness over most of the
country, and lowest temperatures everywhere.

Weather data for the major ten in areas are shown in ta 'e
D-1. Figure D-2 is a map of South Vietnam 6howing annual precipitation.

Major airflow during the two monsoon seasons is from the
southwest and the northeast., respectively. Sustained winds rarely ex-
ceed 16 knots, and velocities over 27 knots are uncommon, Highcr wind
speeds occur most frequently in the late afternocz. Eighty-knot gusts
have been rel orted during violent thunderst rms. Upper air winds often
exceed 28 knots at 3000. to 7000 feet, but are seldom in excess of 40
knots.

Typhoons rarely affect South Vietnam. However, tropical
storms (winds up to 63 knots) occur f.:quently from July to November.
Thunderstorms impose the greatest threat in the month of April. These
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storms have produced winds from 50 to 80 knots, hail stones up to two
inches in diametcr, and torrential rains. Thunderstorms also occur
throughout the rest of the year, particularly during the southwest mon-
soon. They normally occur in the late afternoon or early eveling and
are less severe than the April storms,

c. (c)

The Viet Cong (VC) insurgency represents a continuation of
the we r of resistance conducted by the Viet liinh fc:ces against the
French after World War II, A-proximately 80,000 cammnist troops have
controlled wide areas of So, h Vietnam for many yp-rs. After the Geneva
Armistice Agreement of 1954 all communist forces were ostensibly evac-
uated to North Vietnam. However, several thousand political and military
cadre were left behind to form a clandestine organization. The period
from 1954 to 1960 was generally an era of building. The VC gradually
becaning more bold in their acts of terrorism, small scale arrassment,
and sabotage activities. The company was generally the largest tactical
element, and most of the Communist effort was duvoted to political and
subversive actions desighed to lay the foundation for a shift to mili-
tary action.

In 1960 North Vietnam announced its objective of "libera-
ting South Vietnam," through a "people's revolutionary struggle." During
1961 and 1962 thousands of cadre personnel drawn from regrouped southern
units were infiltrated back into South Vietnam. This, coupled with eaten-
sive local recruitment, resulted in an increased VC strength from approx-
imately 5,000 i1. 1960 to a main combat force of about 31,700 and a guer-
rilla force of 60,000 to 80,000 by the end of 1963. All VC strength es-
timates are from the Vietnamese High 3comnand Headquarters.

The VC military organization is integrated into an exten-
sive political apparatus which controls all aspects of VC activity.
They have di-:ided South Vietnam into five military regions and the
Saigon-Cholon special mailitary zone.

The VC military forces are divided into three categories:
main force inits, local units, and guerrillas.

The ain orce units are those subordinate to militcn re-
or.. or provincial headquarters. They are the best trained and ;quipped.

A normal VC infantry company contains 60mm mortars, light machineguns
and automatic rifles. Heavy weapon companies contain 81am or 82mm mor-
tars, and either 57mn or 75mm recoilless rifles. Some heavy weapon com-
pn-ics are .'quippcd uIth 12, or caliber .50 machine guns

Local units are subordinate to districts, By comnon u.ige,
both main force units and district units are referred to by the term
hard core units, These units are under control of the districts and are
normally of company or platoon size.
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Guerrilla units consist of the part-time soldiers subordinate I
to a village or hamlet. The guerrilla may be equipped with anything from
a crossbow to a rifle or automatic weapon. j

Viet Cong forces are located throughout RVN. The regular
forces are s ibo.dinate to the military region and are organized into
regiments with organic battalions, separate battalions, and separate I
cocmpanie s.

Density of VC ac ,ivity in 196; is shown by ARVN corps areas I
in figure D-3. Viet Cong-i-tiated activi;.y in the II, III end IV Corps
zones during the evaluation period is in table D-2. I

During the evaluation period the VC were extremely active
throughout the RVN. There were numerous small-unit actions against both I
the ARVN units and the civilian population. In several instances the VC
m-*Pscd to about battalion size to attack lucrative targets.

The VC are highly mobile foot soldiers, and for the mcs=, i
part, live off the land in their particular area of operation. They
have captured large numbers of individual and unit weapons, thereby
reducing their requirements for a long, c-eplicated logistical system.

As most of the VC do not wear a recognizable uniform,
routine identification of insurgents is difficult. Even confirmed VC
kills may include guerrillas, civilians, and laborers. Also, the VC
evacuate their killed and wounded from the battle area, further ccmpli-
cating accurate casualty reporting.

2. (C) AREAS OF OPERATIONS, EVALUATED UNITS

a. (C) The 1l14th Airmobile Company

The 114th Airmobile Company was located at Vinh Long, and I
operated exclusively in the Mekong Delta and southeastern coastland
regions.

(1) (U) Terrain

The area consists of a flat, low-ly.mg, rice growing I
plain. Mangrove swamps line much of the coast, and marshes and tidal
swamps occupy extensive areas inland. I

Dense networks of canals and ditches connect the tri-
butaries of the major rivers. Elevations rarely exceed 50 feet above
sea level. Levies and dikes are usually only two to three feet high.
The canals vary in size from 6 to 130 feet wide with depths of 4 to 16
feet. 3I
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The ground over the entire area is wet from May
through December with approximately 70 percent of the terrain covered
with water from I to 3 feet in depth. Marshes, swamps, and many rice
fields are wet throughout the year.

Most of the small towns and villages are located
along the levieso

Almost the entire area is unsuited for ground ve-
hicles and foot movement from May to December. Numerous canals and
ditches restrict large sca e overland movement.

(2) (U) Weather

The Mekong lowlands average 70 inches of rain per
year. Sixty percent of the annual total is received during the southwest
monsoon, and 10 to 15 percent during the northeast monsoon. There are
numerous heavy rain showers and thunderstorms, low overcast conditions,
and winds with occasional gusts over 30 knots.

During the dry season from January through March, Lhe
weather is generally clear, but with isolated thunderstorms and winds
from the east with gusts up to 30 knots. Visibility is occasionally re-
duced by dust and smoke from burning rice fields.

The average mean temperature for this region is approx-
imately 81 degrees Fahrenheit while the average humidity is 83 percent.

(3) (C) Enemy

Viet Cong main force in the IV Corps area of operations
consisted of approx---t.ley 6;500 troops organized into 9 regular battalions
and I separate company. In addition there were approximatel" y 22 regional
companies and 29 regional platoons.

b. (C) The 119th Airmobile Company

The 119th Airmobile Company was located at Pleiku and operated
in the Cordillera (or forested highlanda) and the coastal plains region.

(1) (U) Terrain

The area is divided into three distinct types of terrain.
Over one-half of Lhe region consist-s of dense Jungle-covered mountains.
This section is characterized cy deep, steep-sided valleys, heavy jungle
foilage, and numerous r-aks in excess of 5,000 feet. There are few cleared
landing zones in this area. These landing zones are generall'- covered
with grass 4 to 10 feet high. The mountains give way near the southern
portion of the tactical 2one to a plateau region compartment-d by roV'.ing,

D-9 ANNEX D
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open halls. The valleys are cultivated and are broken by scattered
forested areas. The last section is the eastern coastal regi-a approx-
imately 25 miles wide. It consists of wide, low valleys and occasional I
lcw mountains. This area is used chiefly for agriculture.

The majority of the streams and rivers in the region are
less than 250 feet vLde with a few 1,000 feet wide. From early November
th:ough April only the largest rivers are more than three foet deep.
During May to October stream levels rise 20 to 30 feet and streams be- 3
:me diffizult to bridge. Mosf valleys and basins are flooded during this
per-od I

The mountaans and hilly parts of the region are generally
unsuited for ground operations throughout the year.

The majority of the area is sparsely populated with small
tr,-bal groups. The coastal lowlands, in contrast, are densely populated
and intensively cultivated; mainly in wetland rice.

(2) (U) Weather I
The interior highlands, comprising most of the region,

average about 82 inches of rainfall yearly. This area has a greater
variation in precipitation than any of the other regions. The southwest I
monsoon season commences in May and does not end until mid-December.
This season is characterized by heavy daily rains and low overcast skies.
The heavy rains often cause flood conditions in the river valleys. An !
average of 30 to 40 inches of rain will normally be deposited during this
period. From mid-December until March, prevailing winds are from the east 3
15 to 30 knots. These winds move cloud formations across the foot hills and *
mountain regions sometimes restricting helicopter operations. Visibility
is often reduced by early morning ground fog.

Diring the southwest monsoon the coastal region is pro-
tected by the mountains and usually has unrestricted ceilings and via-
ibility; high scattered cloud condi tions, and moderate to Aevere wind
conditions. This area experiences the rainy season from mid-October
uLiul late January. j

The mean average temperature for the entire region varies
markedly because of the varying elevations. The lowest temperatures to
be found at any given time in South Vietnam occur in this area. It can
be expected that an extreme minimum should be no lower than 25 degrees
Fahrenheit. The mean annual temperature is 67 degrees Fahrenheit at
Dalat and 73 degrees Fahrenheit at Pleiku. Humidities averaging 90 to
95 percent can be expecteu most of the time except in the higher altitudes
of the interior highlands. I
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A special weather phenomenon called the Crachin often

reduces visibility to less than one-half mile. It is a prolonged period
of widespread fog and drizzle or light rain primarily affecting the
northern part of the eastern coastal regions. Occasionally it penetrates
into the northern part of the interior.

(3) (C) Ene

Viet Cong forces in the II Corps area of operations con-
sisted of approximately 13,80C troops organized into 2 regular regiments,
8 battalions and 19 compani, ' There were also 27 regional companies aid
:,6 regional platcons.

c. (C) The 118th Airmobile Company

The 118th Airmobile Company was located at Bien Hop, and
operated in all of South Vietnam's major terrain areas. As the delta
and forested highlands regions have been pre-v Usty discuRsed, this
prccentation will include only the Mekong PI.AteL

Ci) (U) Terrain

The Mekong Plateau consists of a series ct gently undula-
ting plateaus and scattered hills. Maximum elevations are less than 1,000
feet with slopes normally less than 5 percent.

In the hills, streams generally flow in deep, narrow
channels. They are usually less than 250 feet %ide with an averaga low-
water depth of 3 to 9 feet.

Vegetation consists of forests art some rice growing
areas, Dense broadleaf evergreen and deciduous forests are dominant
on hll]s and lower mountain slopes.

The ground is wet or moist from May through October,
occasionally, moist in November and December, and dry from January
through Marc',

x .s--country movement is fair to good in the moderately
dense to open forests during the dry season. Extensive dense forest areas
severely limit foot movement.

(2) (U) Weather

In the Mekong Plateau the weather is similar to that
of ,he Mekong Delta region. During the southwestern monsoon the climate

Sd characterized by moderately high temperatureas high huai- dityq and a
high percentage of cloudy, overcast days. During the northeastern
monsoon the climate is characterized by moderate temperatures, low
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hwuidi*.y, and high scattered clouds.

(3) (C) Enemy j
Viet Cong force,, in the III Corps area of operations

:onsisted of approximately 18,,000 troopa organized into 2 regular
rag.ments, 7 battalions; and 27 companies. In addition there were
42 regional companies and 43 regional platoons. i

I
I
i
I
I
I

I
I
I

I
!
I
I

I
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(C) ANNEX E

MACV DIRECTIVE 44

Annex E contains the full text of MACV Directive 44.
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HEADQUARTERS i
UNITED STATES MILITARY A'SSISTANCE COMMAND, VIETNAM

APO 1439 San Francis:o, California

CHANGE 2
DIRECTIVE
NUMBER 44 11 December 1963

TASK ORGANIZATJ it; AND MANAGEMENT U5MC!USA 
|

AVIAT .? - RESOURCES IN RVN

1. Anncx A -o MACV Directive 449 8 July 19639 is changed to read
as follows,

TASK ORGANIZATION jI
UNIT LOCATION MISSION

TE 79.3.3.6 Danang DS ARVN I Corps
HMM-261 (UH-34) Danang
I Corps Avn Drat roV) Darang

Det. 73d Avn Co (TO-ID)
Det, Airlift Platp 52d Avn Bn (UH-1B)
Det, Armed Hel. 52d Avn Bn (UH-InB)

52d Avn Bu Pleiku DS AVMI !I Corps, =

support I Corps as !
directed

117th Avn Co (Air Mbl Lt) QI Nhon d

119th Avn Co (Air Mbl Lt) Pleiku I
Det, 18th Avn Cn (U-10)
Det, 73d Avn Co (TO-ID)
Airlift Plat (-)(UH-]B)

145th Avn Bn Tan Son Nhut DS ARVN III Corps
118th Avn Co (Air Mbi Lt) Bien Hoa I
120th Avm Co (Air Mbl Lt) Tan Son Nhut

Detv 18th Avn Co (U.!A)|
Det. 73d Avn Cc (TO-ID)I
Airlift Plat (-)(UH--iB)
Flt Team., 23d SWAD (JOV -10C)

Delta Avn Bn ('rov) Can Tho DS ARVN IV Corps
114th Avn Co. (Air Mb] Lt) Vinh Long
121st Avn Co (Air Mbl Lt) Soc Trang

CONFIDENTIAL
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CHANGE 2 DIRECTIVE NUMBER 44 (CONTD)

UNIT LOCATION MISSION

Det, 18th Avn Co (U-.A)
Det, 73d Avn Co (TO-ID)
Det, Airlift Plat, L45tn Avn bn (IH-iB)
Flt Teamr 23d SWAD (JOV-1C)

18th Avn Co (U-lA) >.ia Trang btsign jets t.o Corps Avn Hq
as itrected, 3cpport USASF(P)V
with 2 auft & provide other
support as dir'ctbd.

61st Avn Co (CV-2) Vurg Tar SEA Air)ift Syetem. Base
acJft in CT);s, as d.rected.
in DS Corps for forwa d
area ;ransport.

73d Avn Co (TO-ID) Nha Trang Ass.L-n Dets to Corps Avn Hq

as direcad.. support USASF(P)V
with 2 acft & provide oth3r
suppor+. as directed

23d SAD (JOV-1n) Vurg Tan Assign Flt Teams to Corps Avn
Hq as diroctedz Support FIt
Teams with flyable acft as
practicable. Remaining Pcft
(,S III and IV Corps.

57th ,:ed Det (Hel Arab) T•aA Son Yi.ut GS all Corps

UTT Hel Co (Armed UH-JB) 'Tan Soi., Alut GS ARVN III & IV Corps

2, The following instructions v,' rescinaed:

a. Change 1, MACV Directive 44. 8 Jul i963.

b. Msg, X400311, 6681, D-TR /0.259Z A-ug 63;

c H MsgS YACJ311, 9181, DTG 300202Z Nov 63.

E-3
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FOR THE CO1ANDER- I
I

Is/ R. G. Weede
It /R. G. WMD i

hajor Generalp uja. Marine Corps
Chief of StaffOh'1CIAL :.

i
!si C.0 a. Revie/t,/ C. R. REVIE

Colonel, Arty

Joint Secretary a
I

DISTRIBUTION-
"11E" Plus

5 - CINCPAC 25 - 'GUSASGV
5 CINCUSARPAC 5 - J3 MACV

I
I

I

i

I
I
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Ch AaN I IT (HACJ311)

Z.ASK RGAIZ110 AN eANAGEMDIT UMLUSA
,AvY.Ar 104 tizu(JkiCus iN fmN

Aiinex A, MACV LrýTect½i.Y 414, dateld 8 July 1963h, 1.8 changed as

a, 20th AVTi Co (Air Mbl LO :) ho%;Id road 119th Avn Co (Air

b.. 11.9ýtl Avn Co, (Air &I. Lt.) bhouldi read 120th An Co (Air

~ 32kthA-,=A).il Cc (111-.1.B) tmI'ould rcai 114th Avn Co (Air
MbJ. Lft'I.

d., Location and a~ission of 57th Med Dot1 (Hel Amb) should
read Tw±n Son Nhut~, C-5 all crpa..

FOh T'HE COM4MANDERkP

OFFICIAL.

/'$,/' C.. R. t.'iovie 5/s Re. G. Weede
/t./ G. Ht. lViiau it . G;. 4DE

Colonl,, rty AJcr Genmiral, U. S.. Marine Corps
Jon.Sezretary Chief of Staff

i~stA~aiabeCOPY
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ANI'6A) -3''A'i-,SX111 Ml I.IAtf A;`)3'FWANCE COM14AUD, VIE~TNAM
APO t.0, Sej Franý.,vow, Callfornzla

Pi 8cr July 19631
N;II4~~ b.&(MACJ3)

""I'I¾mci w I, v~~y6 .1.eý%Oy v~ 111 ~rior!A. iLnlppit j%-(e)er rescinded or superecded

Tk-K R~NIZT114AND Mt AJAG1EMENT UOLZM~J

'".fivr* ilrize~ A3ipp-t, (it' t-,h IVNAR,' anid particularl~y the Corpm
at.i C. "0 (c.uWng 7JLsr .TAnd T11 ý' the National Campaignt Plan.

rn.4an..:e cd at of cthte tctai. VN/US air effort.

knA dvumlt'Ufl li du'Y)t ho pofsttA_%on~d in each of the
£fix),r iC"P IFp t'.. J.0114 (o~ pa.-.a, 6-Iroct. aAi control. t~he employment of
~ii.L US Am nd Marine C A: i p ' ur.-itb and &.ircraft operatingR in

r! sv~~.pport vf a g&.ve~r Coxpb, T.,, ttju.6 ond, the aviatiot± headquart~ers
wj.ill axevr':Iap operat~ionkI cortrol of All eno-norganic elements s11ocated.
t,(, thpe Corpm. The aviat_1 ),i hdquat~era iJ in t~urno be under the

-9 cn~a..ul cr:trAvro the C'cris Ser'icy Advisoz as the, senior- represent-
Sof COMISKACV inu'- 0Fh.,Cpi3 T¶tirtlv 7.trno

ti..onal~ cont:rol nr*m ' functions of coummad Divolving
ti.. :mp;3to .r foceq aer~griseit. of t~asko desig-
nation~ .f ohier~tiv~v a n&'c-hcrit~ative dIrection rer~essa~ry to

1(-c-O~pliSh Lke hL88isslo. As i.-t-xrda employment of aviation units
it inel~c.lnctod~tmmivMatQr w. pr-mr,.tae~m methodsp and prwescripti1on
of ruot-1.0-10n. 'al"ht' ~ jn

b~~jhr .v1~h~i~~irq th., sovers.1 aviation, headquaxt-
U-Sor,1 hp~ allocat~ed u~hc t~ype.&, m' r~d~ of viar,,ra~it s.bhch 'f JCS/

rikVW and. -ACV ~&t~adjudgta e~s':nti!.' fct continuowk Supp-irt. of op--
trsitlorý withbin thr, Cr~rpm At all ic)'.oept- rxtrac.%'i1nary level of int~ensity.
*Air crof t eo 1 C, %We " c.. .-A diverelon on t{ACV cirdor.

*The C-r~nmarnn i'r o~f iv, av Latiior headquarter.; iv,,x officio,
th'ý- p1ri cl.ps~l aviat ii:,in At.&t~. c~ff ý - of -t hv rcrpa.Pflf Advi~mor omd
tbe adv'iseir the Corps for mrntot~re W'.thr his procfessional conapetertce-
ko !,w~h hii will~. *asu~umo t hý dxvti&is ),rotofcrq dischscged by thia Corps
A~rmy .Avia~ti,i.. kiisr which. pcijt-.xr-r ia, ibolivhed, EAch CO~niiiadf-

net ~V~1bl CPYCON FIDENTIAL
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USMACV OIECTIVE #44 (Cont 'd) 8 July 1963

normally in the Corps Tactical Operations Center - Air Support Operations
Center complex.

d, Aviation resources not allocated to tne .cps or to the
S•uthe.-t Asia Airlift System, will remain under the operational control
of she CG USASGV for employment in accordance with missions and prior-

I :Ar.ies determined by COMJSMACVo

3. TASK OtGANIZArION,

a. Commanders of Corps Aviation Headquarters-

I Corps CTE 79.3.3.6
II Corps C.O., 52d Aviation Battalion
III Corps C.O., 45th Aviation Battalion
IV Corps C.O., Delta Aviation Battalion (Prov)

b.. Initial al.locations of units to the several aviation head-
quarters and missions of all other units are set forth at Annex A.
:3pecific c-omopcsition of units of less than corapany-size will be signal-
le.1 '. opez..-aa_ messages.

4. SECLAL IWSTRUCTIOi:3-

a, W_.thin allocated resourcers Corps Senior Advisors will pro-
vids essential aviation support for units of the General Reserve attach-
ed to the Corps for operational and for other RVNAF/US elements operative
ir supp.rt of the Corps Tactical Zones. The requirements of the Special
Forces Detacnment in Zone will be wetý the minimum daily scale of sup-
port will be one (1) fixed and one (1) rotary wing aircraft per "B"
Detacbmanto

t, The Air Force Component Commander is charged by •.CUSRC
with cervain responsibilities, actual and contingent., for coordination
of air operations in South Vietnam. The locally developed Tactical A.'r
Control Syna jlc.±tly manned by the VNAF and 2nd Air Divi3ion. is the
mecbanism tnrough which such resprns2bilities are or wi.l1 be discharg-
edo In order that the TACS may be supplied with the relevant info-

mat~ion on wbichi ts effectiveness depends,

(1) The Aviation Commanders specified in paragraph 3a
supra ill istaoi~sh controls and procedures to insure that th" provis-
-onr of IMCV Directive No. 28 (Identification and Security Control)
are scrupulously complied with by all subordinate elements, to the full
extent of zommunicaticns capabilities.

E-7 ANNEX. E
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dS1IVU~t #".itbb 'Ccrxtl¶dý 8 July 19631

On Qe !-.- th rta~sib Uties of the Aviatio n
Coaznntes epresent atiLvFs at Corps Hewd~ua-t are will be participation

ir anda waslL-aace tn operati~nall planninyg and the coordination of employ-
mrent -,f USMO/USA Aviat aen with VNAF/USAF ta'tionl air, This represenit-
ative woi~ll tnerefore, irneintafiý up- to-date data and displays for effect-I
i.ye planning and coocrd~nation- and insu~re that this information is read-

is~tsVrzSluppýrit Operatzorzs Cneaiother thpotnga enis A
basa. requL~ement is close coil' ict ?mcwng the ASO0C Director,, t~he VISAP ALO

a-JGS/UVN4AF National Campoaign Plan, dated 21 Feb 63. U

b0  K.AUV Wreci,ivt #26.. dated 11 Aug 62.

* VM{W iretivc A dated. 18 Aug 62.

MACIV JDirective #b2ý, dat~ed 2_1 Nov- 62,

.7 3-CtI0NS- The following MACV Du1eatives are rescinded:

a. ItUSMACV. MA~ti3 Sun~j, Lbz of instruction, 18 Jul 62.

UTýr. USMAC'21 MACPt ,Subi Lýtr of DIxdruotion, 31 Oct 62.

C ' ' -AC s..j - t-' r~ nt rig

.:.'*.,,, -z, 62. Z -j, "" _- --t f 1zor. n ati

dI M-sg, -Miaj1. .2 4kC5, 1TCG 22_0855Z Dec 62-

C. M_-6, MACJ32Iz 522-2 DTG 10094,2Z Jun 63

14g ACJl'; N7, 220--08Z u 1

FOrt THE- Cfi4OWHcR¶

/'if. 'G. Wtefde
O1Z1fICIAl.1 -t1  G. 0 E-34DS

Maj4cýr General;1 U. S. Marine Corps
' Rer~eChzLef of Staff

~<r~I t 4ty
Joint S.er--atary
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(U) ANNEX F
PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR TOE 1-77E

S teauirements Page

SPersonane Presently Authorized the Airmobile Companies in Excess F-2
V of TOE 1-77E

f Amount of Equipment Presentlb Authorized the Airmobile Companies F-4
in Exces. of TOE 1-77E

Summary of Recommended Personnel Additions to TOE-l-77E When F-8
the Airmobile Company is Organized as a Separate (Non-Divisional)
Element

Summary of Recommended Equipment Additions to TOE 1-77E When the F-10
Airmobile Company is organized as a Separate (Non-Divisional)
Element

Justification for Recommended Equipment Additions to TOE 1-77E F-12

Justification for Recommended Personnel Additions To TOE 1-77E F-15
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PERSONNEL PRESEnTLY AUbORIZED THE
AIRMOBILE COMPANIES IN EXCESS OF TOE 1-77E

Par Line Description Ident Br MOS Grade 114th 118th 119th

01 05 Flight Operations Chief E NC 907.60 E-6 1 0 0 I

08 First Cook E 9041o0 E-5 1 1 1
7. .. 76i - 1 00

S0 •'wp•, Clerk E 7i6.10 E- 1 0

10 (ook E 941-1O E-4 2 0 0

14 Lt Truck Driver E 70.00 E-3 1 2 2O I
15 Supply Clerk E 760-00 E-3 0 1 .

17 Fixed Wing Rlech E 671-20 E-5 2 2 2

18 Fixed Wing Mech E 671.10 E-4 0 2 2

19 Fixed 4ing Aviator 0 AM 1980 it 0 3 3

20 Clerk Typist E 711.20 E-4 4 4 i4

21 Intelligence Sergeant .3 NC 113.70 E-7 0 1 1

22 Personnel Staff NCO • NC 716o60 E-6 0 1 1

23 Inte•ligence Officer 0 AM 1981 Lt 1 1 1 i

24 Asst Flight Opns Officer 0 AM 1982 Lt 1 1 1

25 Postal Clerk E 714.10 E-4 1 0 0

26 Airfield Control Sec I
Chief E NC 901.60 E-6 1 1 1

27 Sr Landing Control Opr E 901.20 E-5 2 2 2

28 Landing Control Opr E 901.20 E-4 3 3 3 1
29 Sr Control Twr Opr E 901.10 E-5 1 ! 1

30 Control Twr Opr E 901.10 E-4 1 1 1 I
04  07 CWerk Typist E 71-oi0 E-4 1 1 1

09 Small Arms Repairman E 421.1O E-4 4 3 3
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Pa- Li np Descýription Ident Br MOS Grade 114th 118th 119th

D4 10 Armore, E 421.10 F-5 2 0 0

ii Wheeled V-hicle Mech E 631o10 E-4 1 2 2

N2 dheeled Vehicle Mech
Helper E 630°UO E-3 1 2 2

S13 Engireer Equc p Repairmnin E 62h. o 0 E-4 1 0 0

IL Anmo Storage Speciail.s; E 411.O F-4 3 0 0

15 Armr., Handlers E 410,00 E-3 4 0 0

05 03 Sr Ecptr Mech E 6?5.20 E-5 0 2 2

05 Hcptr Mech He~per E 670.00 E-3 0 3 3

06 03 Sr Radio Mechanic E 311.10 E-5 2 2 2

04 Radio Mochanic E 311o10 E-4 2 2 2

07 OiL Petroleum-O0il Dispenser E 551.10 E,-3 1 0 0

Total 45 44 44

-OE Augmernation 25 25 25

TOE 1-77E Totals 116 116 116

Totall d/Augnent ation 186 185 185
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AJMOUNT OF ECi IPFNT PRESLN"MY AUTHORIZED !
THE f IHH..3I LE COMIANIES IN EXCESS OF TOE 1-77E

i.dne No Nomenclature l1 11 l8th ll9th I
Chena-al!

132600 ktespirator, Air Filter Point Spray 0 4 4

2)2'40 Fiashlbght., F,.1aic ai Angle, 2 Cell 0 23 23

222752 Compass. Magnetic 14 0 0

235o2l Gen GaB Eng 5 KW AC IJ'J Cy 2 0 0 -

25,)152 Gen See Gas Eng 1-5 K.-.1 28 V DC 2 0 0

Ordnance

411. ... un -Mia-hie 7.62 ,Lt t't Gp 20 24 24 -

4 25565 Mount. Tripoc Machine Gun 7°62 6 0 0

429280 jistol Auto Cal .45 29 26 26

4),965 rl.f.e 7,62 Semi-.Auto Lt Barrel 42 18 18

1.53893 Toe K,.t Organ Laint Nnl Cannon 0 2 2 i
535V' fook Kit Small Arms RPpaarman 2 3 3

i,5-10. Trailer. Ainph Cargo 1/4 Ton. 2 W 2 3 3 1

"57190 Trailer, Cargo 3/4 Eon, 2 W 2 1 1

45"220 Trailer, Cargo 1 1/2 Ton_ 2 a 2 0 0

460050 Track, Carso 3/4 Ton 4x4 3 4 4 1
460110 Truck, Cargo 2 1/2 Ton 6x6 bWB 0 2 2

4cr•C , Trnoi (argo 2 i/2 T.... 6x6 LWB w/Winch 1 0 0

4ý61790 Truck, Utility 1/4 Ton 1x4 3 4 4

461834 Truck. Van Shop 2 1*/2 Ton 6x6 1 0 0
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Llfle No Nomenclature 114th 1L8th 119th

4.... d WaTc& Wrist Grade II 8 8 8

401845 Cabinet, bpare part steel IV Top Open 0 2 2

Trailer, Axnno 2 Ton 2W 3 0 0

Truck, 5 Toa 6x6 3 0 0

401088 Bayonet, Knife w/Sca-' xrd 7.62 L;5 44 1d4I
454008 Tool Kit Turret Mech 2 0 v

401250 Binocular 7x50 20 0 0

Q'_artermaster

500200 Accessory Outfit Gas Field Range 1 0 0

510320 Case Field Office Eachine l8Qx22½x26j or 341 1 0 0

52910 Goggles Sun, 2 Plastic Lens 6 3 3

558400 Sling, Universal Indiv Load Carry 0 0 10

563450 Tableware Outfit field 14 Comp 2 2 2

565875 Tent; GE Fed PO ,Andows W/Pins 0 0 0

569051 Tool Kit Armor;rs 5 0 0

569151 Tuul Kit, Automotive Maint 1 2 2

576850 Too! Kit, Electric No. 2 3 0 0

575970 Typewriters Ptbl 3 0 0

689614 Tool Kui, Radio Fepairman %A-ll5()/G 1 0 0

453905 Tool Kit u)rgn Maint No Sup 0 2 2

455305 Tool let Orgn 2d -ch Nko. 7 Hoist & Tow 0 2 2

563613 Parachute Personnel Back 28 Ft Dion 14 7 6

548693 Panel Markers Ground Sig to Aeft 39 0 0

500740 Add-Sub Mach Hand 8 Digit 10 KPy 1 0 0
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Nomenclature 114th 18 L 9

4/ Tj mooi Kit i'ime oont.rol Repairman 2 0 0

5,2%,.,8 8 M.g Cent er 1 0 0

5252.% Filter Seperator Riggs Model BFS 6H-50-AL 3 3 3

5131,05 Screen. Latrine 1 1 1

("25) ~rAnterinn Op RC 292 2 0 0

o/6O 1 hultelit or AN/VRN.-100 2 1 1

4'i /66? RaIto Set. AN/GRR.-5 in Shop Van 1 0 0

65126'9 Radio '.t-t AN/VRC 24 in Shop Van 1 0 0

649669 ) Radio Set TA 312/PT 1 0 0

408260 'oelt-phone Sct TA 312/1T 1 0 4

Gen Set PU 322/G Tir Mid 1 0 0

b978.39 Wind Mearuring Equip Set AN/PMQ-3 1 0 0

618170 G.-nerator Set, Gas Eng Tlr MWO. FV 456 1 0 0

605485 Beacon Set Ra-iu AN/GPUN,-6 1 0 0

61-8085 Generator 3et Assy Th Mtd FV 65 D/G 1 0 U

623157 Radar Set AN/TFN-.8 1 0 0

t,38004 Power Supply PP 11041G 1 0 0

TjEaportatioon

71,2730 Computor Air NAV MB-4 4 0 0

732600 Helicopter, Utility 0 9 9

7h&4630 Life Preserver Yoke Oral 261 0 87 87

763200 Jlottetr Acft ,cale 1/500O000 /1,000,000 2 0 0

784040 Tool Kit Acft Nech Gen 0 8 8

70X)55 Aeroplane Observation 3 3 3

jNNE/, F F-6
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Line No Nomenclature I!4th 118th Illth

700Q60 Aeroplane, Utiflity 1 0 0
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SUJ,.af( OF h6CO014EDED PMRSONNEL ADDITION' TO TOE 1-77E WHEN THE AIRMO-
":!W WIMFF.AY IS ORGANIZED AS A SEPARATE (NON-DIVISIONAL) FLMINT

Par Descri ption Id-ntity Branch MOS Grade No.

01 !sst Flt Opns Off 0 AM 1982 Lt 1

Fixed Wing Avitor 0 i980 3

lnt'el Sgt E NC 11370 E-7 1

ver, "-.ff NCO E NC 71660 E-6 1

Air Fi,,iQ Cz.til Sec Ch E NC 90160 E-6 1

Sr landing Control Opr E 90120 E-5 1 3
Sr Control Tw,- Opr E 90120 E-5 1

F'irst, CooK E 941i0 E-5

Anrorer E 41110 E-5 1

Crew Chief E 67120 E-5 -

Landire Control Opr E 90120 E-4 3

Cmm trolwr upr 90110 -4+ 1

Clerk Typist '11120 &-4 2

Ccok 94•O E-.. 2

Supply Clerk E 76000 E-3 1

03 Rotary Wing Aviator W 062B0 WO 24

04 Prec Pwr Gen Sp E 35120 E-4 1

Sr Hcptr Armaments SD E 412760 E-5 1

Hcptr Aimaren ,s Sp 1; 42710 E 4 3

Ammo Storage Sp E 41L10 E-4 3

Wibeeied Veh Mech E 631-10 F,14 1
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Par Description Identity Brmicn MOS Grade No.

04 Engineer Equip Rprm E 62410 E-4 1

Wheeled Veh Mech Ulpr P 63000 E-3 1

Amno Handler B 41000 E-3 3

SLt Truck Driver E 71000 E-3 1

05 Sr Hcptr Mech E 67520 E-5 2

I Airpla*,i iMech E 67110 E-4 1

Hcptr Mech Hlpr E 67000 E-3 2

06 Radio Mech E 31110 E-4 1

Raai TT Opr E 05310 E-4 3

Total 72
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Z'MICARY OF WEcO1XNDED EQ'IPMENr ADDITIONS TO TOE 1-7Th WHEN THE

AIRMOBIIE COMPANY IS GRCrflIZFD AS A -EPARATE INON-DIVISIONAL) ELEMENT

Par Line Descrintion No.
01 222752 Compass Magnetic 18

235152 Generator Set Gasoline Engine 1.5 KW 28V DC 1

435965 Rifle 7.62 Semi A,'to It Barrel I

401088 Bayonet :.-a fe w/Scabbard 7. 62= 24

457110 Trailer Am-h Cargo ý T-.... 2W 1 I
441790 Tx ,:k Utility j Ton, 4xi 1

563450 Tableware Outfit Field 14 Comp 2

575970 Typewriter Ptbl, Upper & Lower Case 3

563613 Parachute Personnel Back Pack 28 Ft dia 6

5010 0 Add-Sub Machine Hand 8 Digit 10 Key 1

522488 Clock Message Center 1

605485 Beacon Set Radio ANiG/N-6 1

Generator Set Gas Trailer Mounted PU456 1

69783,9 Wind Measuring Fqaipment Set AN/PM,-- 1

712730 Computer Air Navigation Dead Reckonring M-4 3

763200 iniotmer Aircraft Scale 1/500,000 & 1/1,000,000 3 1
784040 Tool Kit Aircraft Gen Mech 3

700055 Aeroplane Observation 3

03 417125 Gun Machine 7,62 Lt Wt GP 24

429280 Fistol Auto Caliber .45 24

401088 Bayonet Knife w/Scabbard 7.62mm 24

04 132600 Respirator Air Filtering Faint 1
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Par L4n-i.? De.cripti on No.

j04 435965 Pifle 7.62 Semi Auto Lt Barrel 15

40.088 Bayone't Knife w/S'.nhbbrd 7.62nm 15
4653995 Tool Kit Small Arms Repairman 4

457220 Trailer Cargo 1½ Ton, 2W 2

460120 Truck Cargo 2j T , 6x6 LWB 2

461790 Truck Utility 1 Ton, 4x4 1

5;69151 Tool Kit Automotive Maintenance 2

05 435965 Rif'l 7.62 Semi Auto Lt Barrel 5

401088 Ba.yonet Knife w/Scabbarr. 7.62 5

7 94040 Tool Kit Ai'craft Mechanic Gcneral 5

06 235152 Generator Set Gas Eng 1.5 KW 28V DC 1

435965 Rifle 7.62 3emi Auto Lt Barrel 4

401088 Bayonct Krnite w/Scabb~rd 7:62u 4

457190 Trailer Cargo 3/4 Ton, 2W I

460050 Truck Cargo 3/4 Ton 4x4 I

6896IJ, Tool KiL Radio Repairman TK-115 ( ) /G 1

Radio Set At1/GRC-,.46 Mounted in 3/4.Ton Shelter I

603250 Antenna Group RC 292 1
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR RECO1'2IZEED EQUIFMENT ADDITIONS TO TOE 1-77E

Compass aý etic, Required to provide one compass per assigned aircraft
for use as a direction finding instrument in the event of a forced landing. I
Respirator Air Filt eri_ BaiLnt Spray.I Required to provide protection for
mechanics, crew chiefs or drivers from airborne paint particles when spot I
painting vehicles or aircraft with an air .spray gun.

Generator Se s d 28V DC.. Required to provide an auxilliary
• .uurctý of electrical pcwer for v .aicular mounted radios required to opezate
in stationary locatioiis for ex. nded periods of t.me, I
i u Ma•-hine 7.62_LT d_0 GP. Required for use by helicopter crew members
acting as door gurners in a suppressive fire role.

Pistol.. Ca liber ej: Required for issue to officers and warrant officer
aviators as their basic weapon. I
2ifle_.7.62 Semi-Automatic Lt Barrel. Required for issue to enlisted men
as their basic weapn. I
ka~nct Knife W/Scaard 7. 62mm. Required for issue to personnel armed
with ýa.iber ,'ý5 pistol or 7o.62i rifle, (Survival knife may be issued
in Lieu of a bayonet to personnel arred with a caliber .45 pistol.)

i Arms Rpaira._,, Required for issue one per armorer andlool it 95%mall An ear.a.r
small arm-s repairman for maintenan 'e and repair of the M-6 and XM-3 armament
jzs.terz and company individual ;'ePons.

Tha:ler, Car&.- 1 Ton_ 2Wo Nired to provide adequate ammunition re- 1
3upply and transportat2eor, within tlh crnrpany,

T-u _!kzOCarlo_2:Ton 6x6 LWB, Requir'ed to provide adequate am.miniti.on re-
supply and transportation within the company.

Tr r Util _To:.!_4,. Required to provide ground transportation for
the company operi.tions officer and for the service platoon commander, This

aehicle augments the authorized trucks 3/4 ton, 4x4, which must remain in
a fixed position during sustained operations.

_- Required to provide transportation
for individual and section equipment of the operations officer, assistant
o~eratiors officer. service platoon commander and technical inspertor.

T~ruck__• Carg_•o-•. Requ,, red to transport the shelter mounted A-N/
GRC W' required to maintain radio contact with supported units and higher
headquarter. I
AIM*w.X F I
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w .Out•it Field, 14 Componets. Required to provide mass utensils
fVr the augmentation of 29 officers and warrant officers recommended and

Sthe 3 cffM.cer normally attached.

Tool Kit AutoniotiveXo Required to provide adequate automotive mechanic
tool kit for the reconmicndead aujpventation to the company wheeled vehicle
,.echanicso

i| T.•e.wre 2irt.:ibleA_ U/erand Lower Case. Required for the use of the
rEfcr,•rinnded clerk typists and supply clerk augmentation.

axah•..ut T..er _nnel•_ Ba k, 2,-Foot Diameter. Required to provide
one parachute per scat for use in the fixed-wing observation aircraft

=c-.mended for inclusion in the conpany ME.

Add, -,.ihin~,_ landAddition and Subtraction. 8-Dipit. 10-Key. Required
to provide for rapid, accurate computation of flight time totals, passenger
totals and carro weight notals by the company operations section.

Clock Ycsza (2ent#3n.. Required to provide a portable and accurate time
reference for flight plans and operational events within the company
ni-erations section.

To~ol__Kit Radio - -Repailrýn Required to provide a tool kit for

the additional radio repairmnan MOS 311.10 recormiended.

Radio Set ANRC-46i n.. ) Ton Shelter. Required to provide the tcmp,,ny
with a reliable and rapid means of coutmunication with supported uits and
higher headquariera over greater distances than provided by FM cumai,.,'ation
ays ten s,

Antenna Groj..ROq 2 q.L_•. Rer..tirmd for use with the AN/GRC-46.

Becao,_ý Set qa.di. ANG !]N-.6. Required to provide a nmvigatioral h~mer Ad
approach facility for company aircraft during periods of reduced visibility.
This beacon it, compatible with the automatic direction finding equipment
aboard the company aircraft.

Generator Sot. Gasoline En.lne. Trailer-hou-untcd, PU56. Required to
provide the electrical pow:cr source for the beacon set, radio AN/GRN-6.

Windk.Mje-sUiL.Ejjmcrnt Set AN/PMQ-3. Required to provide the company
operations Etction with wind direction and velocity measuring equipment
for operation .)f unit airfield.

ComLuter. Air Navigation, DeadR n. Required to provide

equiprznt for bitsic navigetional computation for three observation aircraft.

Plotter Aircraft.Scale () _l.A .qO0 Required to provide distance
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and direclion measuring equipment for three observation aircraft.

1001 AMerer_•. Required to provide tool kits for
the three obbervation aircraft crcw chiefs, two senior helicopter mechanics,
one airplane mechanic and two helicopter mecharic helpers.

Agrolan Obsrvation. Required to provide the company with a reconnaissance
ard observation capability with extended range and the !&a.ibility to vector
ard control a&rmobile elements for extended periods of tUi•e.



JUSTIFICATIONS FC RECOMMENDED PERSONNWL ADDITIONS TO TOB 1-77K

4 ntelhigencze Officer, MOS 1981, Lt. Required for the ocinpany to provide
d complete intelligcnce briefing and debriefing to aviators for each
mission.

pAssistant Fligbt Operations Offioer, MOB 1582, Lt. hequired to provide
adequate supervision of flight operations iactiviteze on a 24-hour basis.
The additional workload of company planning for airmobile operations in-
cluding reconnaissance for staging and landing areas requires the addi-
tion of an assistant flight s- irations officer,

Three Fixed-n aviators, MOS 1980, Lt. Required to operate three ob-

servation, aircraft used in aerial reconnaissance for landing zones#
coordination during airmobile operations, radio relay betwe'n ground
stations, selection of targets, adjustment of artillery firep and
courier missions between fixed installations.

•ent -four Rotary Winx Aviators, MOB 062B0, W0. Required to provide
bwo rated aviators in each of the 24 helicopters assigned to the com-
pany. This authority should be contained in the TON and not as an aug-

nientation,,

lntel.igence Sgt, MOS 113.70, E-7. Required to assist the intelligence
officer by maintaining intelligerne files, order of battle, and intel-
,,ignc.-c m.fp, He conducts intelligence briefings and debriefings in the
absence of the intelligence officer., and assists in preparation of in-

telligen'e reports and photo interpretation.

Personneil Staff NCO, MOS 716.60 T,-6. required to oupervise the per-
sonnel actions for company personnel. In the separate company, the
persotnel function normally accomplished by battalion must be done
withir the company.

Airfield Control Section Qhie•, MOS 401.60, E-6. Required to supervise

the airfield control section when the company operates a base airfield.
This section controls arrivals and departures, and acts as & flight-
following agency ior company aircraft operating in the company area of
responublAity.

*onior Landing Control Q!eratori MOS 901.20, Z-5. Required to super-
vise the landing control party of the airfield control section. The
landing control party controls low visibility approache and departiires

and is respcnuible for the operition and installation of the cap&;W
navigational and approach aids,

.flo_..n Tower . ntr Tower - atror, MOB 901.I0, 9-5, Required to

provid0i ontrol and advisory service to arriving tand departing aircraft.
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First Cooks NOS 941.10, E-5, Required to ensure sufficient cooks when
the .:,opany is augmented and has attachments#

.Armorer.�, S 411 .10, E.-, RUuired to supervise unit maintenance and
repair of viall arms.

Three Crew Chiefs, MOS 671.20, E-5. Required as crew chiefs for the ob-
Rervation aircraft recommended as augmentation to the company. They per-
form unit-level maintenance on assigned aircraft and assist in the per-
formance of higher echelons of v .intenance.

Three Landing Control Operatorps, MO0 901.20I E-4. Required to provide
the c..-pany with tile-cpabity to operate during low visibility con-
diiu:o,,. They operate and maintain company navigational and approach
aids.

CG_'orArI Tower Operator, MO0 901.10, E-4. Required to provide control and
advisory service to arriving and departing aircraft.

Twn Clerk-Typists, MOS 711.20, E-4. Required to perform the additional
work]-9odU 3p reoýnnel and company administration when the company is aug-
mented and has attactments.

SuppLClerk, MOS 760.00, E-3. Required to perform the additional work-
load in u=lt supply when the copany is augmented and has attaclmcnts•.

Prerision Power Seeci~ltA.st, MOS 351.20, E-4. Required to maintain and
supervise the-operation of the generators authorised the unit. Con-
.-tAnt and proper voltAges and reliable power are required for operation
or ccnpany-electronic equipment.

i-c:!r H1elicopter Armaments Speeialist, MO0 427.60,9 e-5. Required to
suprvise• te mintenance and repair of helicopter armament systems
authorized the company.

Ihtree Helicopter Armament Specialistst,0 MO 427.10, E-4. Required to per.-
Lcni ioperational maintenance and repair on the helicopter armament systems
authorized the company.

Three Ammuxuntion Storage Sgpoialista, MO 43.1 .10o E-4. Required to main-
U -n rds o unit ammunition# to stor, issue, and draw ammunition for
the unit, and to act as truck drivers.

Wheeled Vehicle Mechaniop MO0 631.10P E-4. Required to prwide alt kdU-
oa vehicle nvinterance workload capability when the company is aug-

mented and has attachments.
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n eer E~ientleai~rman, NOS 624.10p E-4*. Required to supervise and
Perform unit level maintOejuujee andI repair of engineer equipment author-
ized the company.

.Wne.ed Vallcle Mechanice e. r, MOS 630.00, E-3. Required to provide
AFd',ionnl Veh.cle maintenance workload capability when the company isaugmented and has attacl=n.nts.

Three Ammunition Handlcers. MOS 410.00, E-3. Required to provide
.1Uxiitlon handling p11:1,77 fi-nel th" z-rage, preparation for issue,
drawing, and issuing of ammuni÷" 3n.

Light-Truck n1rivej, h03 710,00P E-3. Required as the driver of the addi-
UonaI7 T,4"I,on 4 x 4 vehicle recommended as auluentation for the service

Senior HIeli.cooter 4 -iaoniz, IiOS 675.20s E-5. Required to perform the
additional aircraft, maint.enance workload experienced in operations as a
separ•1te company.

ALrL~ane Mechanic, MOS 6'1.10, E-4. Required Lo augment the unit capabil-
ity to ,aintain the three additional observation aircraft recomended.

Helicopter Mechanics Helper, MOS 670.00, E-3. Required to perform the
additional aircraft maintenance workload experienced in the operation of
a separate company.

Radio Mecthanic, MOS 311.10, E-4. Required to provide for additional
maintenance workload on radio equipment recomended for separate cam-
pany operation.

Three Radio Teletye Operators, MOS 053.10, E-4. Required to provide a
24-hour radio teletype capability using the recommended AN/GRC-46 for
comnunication with supported units and higher headquarters.
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